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1.0 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The basic purpose of this calculation is to update the
thickness measurement analyses documented in References 3.7,
3.8, and 3.11 thru 3.16 by incorporating the measurements
taken in May 1992.

Specific objectives of this calculation are:

(1) Determine the mean thickness at each of the monitored
locations.

(2) Statistically analyze the thickness measurements to
determine the corrosion rate at each of the monitored
locations.

(3) Estimate the earliest date when we could detect a change
in the corrosion rate assuming that corrosion ceased at
each monitored location in the sand bed region when the
sand was removed.

2.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The results of the calculation are summarized in the following
tables. The terms used are defined below.

(1) Best Estimate Corrosion Rate

" With three or more data points, this is the slope of the

regression line.

O For only two data points, this is the slope of the
steepest line which can be drawn within the + one-sigma
tolerance interval about the mean.

(2) 95% Upper Bound Corrosion Rate

The corrosion rate for which we have 95% confidence that it
is not being exceeded. At least four data sets are
required to make a meaningful estimate of this value.

JPM/WP/CALC/OCDWO21./i
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(3) Best Estimate Mean Thickness

" When the regression is statistically significant (F-Ratio
is 1.0 or greater), this is the predicted value ±
standard error from the regression for the date of the
last measurement.

° When the regression is not statistically significant
(F-Ratio less than 1.0), this is the grand mean of all
the data + standard error.

(4) Measured Mean Thickness

The mean ± standard error of the valid data points from the
most recent set of measurements.

(5) F-Ratio

O An F-Ratio less than 1.0 occurs when the amount of
corrosion which has occurred since the initial
measurement is less than the random variations in the
measurements and/or fewer than four measurements have
been taken. In these cases, the computed corrosion rate
does not necessarily reflect the actual corrosion rate,
and it may be zero. However, the confidence interval
about the computed corrosion rate does accurately reflect
the range within which the actual corrosion rate lies at
the specified confidence level.

An F-Ratio of 1.0 or greater occurs when the amount of
corrosion which has occurred since the initial
measurement is significant compared to the random
variations, and four or more measurements have been
taken. In these cases, the computed corrosion rate more
accurately reflects the actual corrosion rate, and there
is a very low probability that the actual corrosion rate
is zero. The higher the F-Ratio, the lower the
uncertainty in the corrosion rate.

o Whereas an F-Ratio of 1.0 or greater provides confidence
in the historical corrosion rate, the F-Ratio should be
4 to 5 if the corrosion rate is to be used to predict the
thickness in the future. To have a high degree of
confidence in the predicted thickness, the ratio should
be at least 8 or 9.

J PK/WP/CALC/OCDWO2 1/2
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(6) N

The number of data sets used in the analysis.

(7) Years

The time span between the first and last of the analyzed
data sets.

JPM/WP/CALC/OCDWO 21/3
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-.1 Sand Bed Region-Using Data Thru Nay 1992

Bay & Area Corrosion Rate, Ipy Mean Thickness, Milts F-Ratio(5) W(6) Data Span,
YRS(7)

Best Est.(1) 95% (2) Best Est. (3) M ea.sured (4)

9D 9.1 t2.1 - 13.1 993.2 t4.1 1000.4 t10.5 3.2 8 3.4

1IA - 17.1 ±1.6 - 19.8 831.1 t5.2 842.0 ±8.6 25.3 14 5.1

1IC Top 19.5 A4.8 28.2 964.2 115.2 1010.2 ±24.9 3.4 13 5.1

11TC Bottom - 14.3 t2.9 - 19.5 849.8 t9.1 882.2 t5.5 5.0 13 5.1

13A 11.7 ±4.2 - 19.5 844.2 ±9.0 864,5 t8.1 1.5 10 3.5

13D Top + 14.6 ±11.0 -- 1060.5 t8.4 1088.2 t15.3 -- 5 2.1

13D Bottom + 13.1 06.9 -- 907.3 ±6.2 930.5 t8.9 -- 5 2.1

150 1.0 ±2.4 5.5 1055.5 i2.5 1065.2 t9.0 0.03 9 3.5

17A Top 1.7 ±1.2 4.0 1127.8 ±1.4 1125,4 ±6.9 0.3 9 3.5

17A Bottom 5.8 t2.9 - 11.2 935.2 ±6.1 948.1 ±11.3 0.7 9 3.5

170 - 18.0 ±1.8 - 21.1 805.7 ±5.9 823.0 ±10.3 22.3 14 5.3

17/19 Top 8.7 ±3.0 - 14.3 962.1 ±6.3 972.2 ±6.3 1.5 9 3.4

17/19 Bottom 10.7 ±3.2 - 16.8 976.1 ±6.9 990.0 65.4 1.9 9 3.4

19A - 14.5 .1.6 - 17.4 791.1 ±5.5 809.1 t8.9 16.3 14 5.3

198 9.9 t2.0 13.4 833.0 ±6.3 847.2 ±9.7 5.1 13 5.1

19C - 14.7 ±2.2 - 18.6 811.7 ±6.8 831.9 ±12.2 9.6 13 5.1

a
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2.2 Elevation 50,-21, Using Data Thru May 1992

Bay & Area Corrosion Rate, mpy Mean Thickness, Mils F-Ratio(5) N(6) Data Span,
. ..... YRS(7)

BeSt Est. (1) 95% (a) Best Est. 3 [ Measured (4)

5/D-12 - 2.8 ±0.9 - 4.5 742.6 12.5 746.6 ±1.8 1.8 12 4.6

5/5 >Mean - 0.3 t1.5 3.5 759.2 ±1.0 760.7 i1.8 <0.1 6 2.2

5/5 <Mean 1.8 t3.8 10A0 707.9 t2.7 709.3 t7.6 <0.1 6 2.2

13/31 >Mean - 2.6 ±3.4 6.5 767.0 t2.5 766.7 ±l.5 <0.1 6 2.2

13/31 fMean - 2.0 65.2 - 13.0 694.0 t3.7 694.2 110.7 <0.1 6 2.2

15/23 >Mean * 3.5 t1.6 0.0 765.3 ±1.6 770.5 -0.90 0.6 6 2.2

15/23 <Mean + 4.4 ±1.4 + 1.5 738.1 t1.8 743.6 t4.3 1.4 6 2.2

2.3 Elevation 51,-1IY, Using Data Thru May 1992

Say & Area Corrosion Rate, mpy Mean Thickness, Mils F-Ratio(5) N(6) Data Span,
........... _ _YRS(7 )

Best Est. (7) 95% (2) Best Est. (3) Measured (4)

13/32 >705 + 1.2 01.2 - 1.7 717.1 ±0.8 717.8 ±0.8 <0.1 5 2.1

13/32 S705 0.0 ±1.2 - 2.8 683.2 tO.7 684.8 ±5,4 <0.1 5 2.1
v ,,,,, ± •-

JRVWP/CAWt/OCVWO21/5
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2.4 Elevation 871-5" Using Data Thru Kay 1992

Bay & Area Corrosion Rate, mpy f Mean Thickness, Mits F-Ratio(5) W(6) Data Span,
...ea....... YRS(7')

Rest Est. (1) 95% (2) Best Est. (3) Measured (4) ______

9/20 + 0.2 11.3 2.3 619.4 ±1.8 628.9 ±2.0 <0.1 8 4.6

13/28 . . - 1.8 ±1.1 3.9 639.7 ±1.8 640.7 ±1.9 0.4 8 4.6

15/31 . - 2.1 ±1.0 4.2 634.1 t1.9 630.7 -2.0 0.7 8 4.6

2.5 Evaluation of Individual
Tolerance Interval

Measurements Exceeding 99%/99%

The following
interval and
thickness.

data points fell outside the
thus are statistically different

99%/99%
from

tolerance
the mean

SEtev. Area I Point Mits [ Dv. I Sigmas

5 51 D-1 2 9 689 -56,2 -3.9

5 51 5 17 644 -99.2 -3.2

15 51 23 26 656 -103.4 -4.6

13 52 32 23 598 -101.9 -2.9

13 52 32 28 557 -142.9 -4.1

13 86 28 25 573 -61.9 -3.2

15 86 31 34 565 -64.3 -3.9
- ,- -. .. .

Evaluation of the data for each of these
of them is corroding more rapidly than the overall grid.

points indicate that none

JFP4/WP/ChIC/OCrW021/6
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2.6 Mean Thickness of All Points in the Grid

The following table lists the mean
valid points in each 6"x6' grid.

thickness ± 1-sigma for all the

I

Bay Elev. AreaJ aefMaThces

90 Sand Bed 5/92 995.7 ± 11.3

11A Sand Bed 5/92 842,0 ±8,6

11C Sand Bed 5/92 937.1 ±14.3

13A Sand Bed 5/92 864.5 ±8.1

130 Sand Bed 5/92 1001.3 ±14.1

15D Sand Bed 5/92 1065.2 ±9.0

17A Sand Bed 5/92 1024.1 ±14.5

170 Sand Bed 5/92 823U0 ±10.3

Frame 5/92 982.4 ±4,2
17/19

19A Sand Bed 5/92 809.1 ±8,9

198 Sand Bed 5/92 847.2 ±9.7

19C Sand Bed 5/92 831,9 ±12.2

5 51' 0-1 2 5/92 745.2 ±2.3

5 51' 5 5/92 743.2 t4.6

13 51' 31 5/92 743.7 ±5.6

15 51' 23 5/92 759.4 ±3.2

13 52' 32 5/92 699.9 ±t5.0

9 86' 20 6/92 630.2 t 2.4

13 86" 28 5/92 634.9 ±2.7

15 86' 31 5/92 629.3 ±2.4

JP1M/'WP/CALC/OCDWO2 1/7
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2.7 TIME TO DETECT CHANGE IN CORROSION RATE

The following table provides an estimate of the earliest date
when we could detect a change in the corrosion rate assuming
that corrosion ceased when the sand was removed.

BAY & AREA STD. DEV. OF N-2 t95 CORROSION YEARS TO START OF EARLIEST
RESIDUALS RATE DETECT SAND REMOVAL DETECTION DATE

9D 5.87 6 1.943 -9.06 1.3 02/03/92 05/22/93

11A 9.36 12 1.782 -17.06 1.0 11/29/91 11/29/92

11C TOP 3 26.93 11 1.796 -19.54 2.5 11/29/91 05/29/94

11 BOTTOM 4 16.12 11 1.796 -14.27 2,0 11/29/91 11/29/93

13A 13.13 8 1.860 -11.72 2.1 03/12/91 04/16/93

15D 7.32 7 1.895 -1.00 13.9 12/16/91 11/05/2005

17A TOP 3 3.78 7 1.895 -1.65 4.3 12/16/91 04/02/96

17A BOTTOM 4 8.81 7 1.895 -5.82 2.9 12/16/91 11/08/94

17D 10.65 12 1.782 -18.01 1.1 12/16/91 01/20/93

17119 TOP 3 9.09 7 1.895 -8.66 2.0 12/16/91 12/15/93

17/19 BOTTOM 4 9.94 7 1.895 -10.67 1.8 12/16/91 10/03/93

19A 9.99 12 1.782 -14.47 1.2 12/16/91 02/26/93

198 11.12 11 1.796 -9.87 2.0 12/16/91 12/15/93

19C 12.03 11 1.796 -14.73 1.5 12/16/91 06/15/93

I

0 JPM/WP/CALC/OCDWO2i/8
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2.8 SAND REMOVAL STATUS

The program to stop corrosion in the sand bed commenced on
November 29, 1991 with the removal of sand from Bay 11. As of
April 1, 1992, a total of 77 barrels of sand have been removed
from the bays listed below. Sand removal was stopped on that
date, and the remaining sand will be removed during the 14R
Refueling Outage.

BARRELS

BAY TOTAL REMOVED START DATE

1 13 3 1/2 12/16/91

3 13 4 02/25/92

5 13 6 1/4 02/08/92

7 13 6 1/2 02/03/92

9 13 6 02/02/92

11 13 12 11/29/91

13 13 10 1/4 03/12/91

15 13 9 1/2 12/16/91

17 13 8 12/16/91

19 13 10 3/4 12/16/91

JPr4/WF/CALC/OCDW021/9
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4.0 ASSUMPTIONS & BASIC DATA

4.1 Background

The design of the carbon steel drywell includes a sand bed which is
located around the outside circumference between elevations
8'-11-1/4" and 121-3". Leakage was observed from the sand bed
drains during the 1980, 1983 and 1986 refueling outages indicating
that water had intruded into the annular region between the drywell
shell and the concrete shield wall.

The drywell shell was inspected in 1986 during the 1OR outage to
determine if corrosion was occurring. The inspection methods,
results and conclusions are documented in Ref. 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.
As a result of these inspections it was concluded that a long term
monitoring program would be established. This program includes
repetitive Ultrasonic Thickness (UT) measurements in the sand bed
region at a nominal elevation of 11'-3" in bays 11A, 11C, 17D, 19A,
19B, and 19C.

The continued presence of water in the sand bed raised concerns of
potential corrosion at higher elevations. Therefore, UT
measurements were taken at the 50'-2" and 87'-5" elevations in
November 1987 during the 11R outage. As a result of these
inspections, repetitive measurements in Bay 5 at elevation 501-2"
and in Bays 9, 13 and 15 at the 87'-5" elevation were added to the
long term monitoring program to confirm that corrosion is not
occurring at these higher elevations.

A cathodic protection system was installed in selected regions of
the sand bed during the 12R outage to minimize corrosion of the
drywell. The cathodic protection system was placed in service on
January 31, 1989, but proved to be ineffective and was removed from
service. The long term monitoring program was also expanded during
the 12R outage to include measurements in the sand bed region of
Bays ID, 3D, 5D, 7D, 9A, 13A, 13C, 13D, 15A, 15D, 17A and the sand
bed region between Bays 17 and 19.

The high corrosion rate computed for Bay 13A in the sand bed region
through February 1990 (Ref. 3.11) raised concerns about the
corrosion rate in the sand bed region of Bay 13D. Therefore, the
monitoring of this location using a 6"x6" grid was added to the
long term monitoring program. In addition, a 2-inch core sample
was removed in March 1990 from a location adjacent to the 6"x6'
monitored grid in Bay 13A.

JPM/WP/CALC/OCDWO021/l 2
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Measurements taken in Bay 5 Area D-12 at elevation 50'-2" through
March 1990 indicated that corrosion is occurring at 'his location.
Therefore, survey measurements were taken to determine the thinnest
locations at elevation 501-21". As a result, three new locations
were added to the long term monitoring program (Bay 5 Area 5, Bay
13 Area 31, and Bay 15 Area 23).

The indication of ongoing corrosion at elevation 50'-2" raised
concerns about potential corrosion of the plates immediately above
which have a smaller nominal thickness. Therefore, survey
measurements were taken in April 1990 at the 51'-10" elevation in
all bays to determine the thinnest locations. As a result of this
survey, one new location was added to the long term monitoring plan
at elevation 51'-10" (Bay 13 Area 32).

A program to stop the corrosion in the sand bed region commenced on
November 29, 1991 with the removal of sand from Bay 11. As of
April 1, 1992, a total of 77 barrels of sand have been removed from
the bays listed in paragraph 2.8. Sand removal was stopped on that
date, and the remaining sand will be removed during the 14R
Refueling Outage.

Some measurements in the long term monitoring program are taken at
each outage of opportunity, while others are taken during each
refueling outage. The functional requirements for these
inspections are documented in Ref. 3.4. The purpose of the UT
measurements is to determine the corrosion rate and monitor it over
time.

JPM/WP/CALC/OCDWO2 1/13
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4.2 Selection of Areas to be Monitored

A program was initiated during the 11R outage to characterize the
corrosion and to determine its extent. The details of this
inspection program are documented in Ref. 3.3. The greatest
corrosion was found via UT measurements in the sand bed region at
the lowest accessible locations. Where thinning was detected,
additional measurements were made in a cross pattern at the
thinnest section to determine the extent in the vertical and
horizontal directions. Having found the thinnest locations,
measurements were made over a 6"x6" grid.

To determine the vertical profile of the thinning, a trench was
excavated into the floor in Bay 17 and Bay 5. Bay 17 was selected
since the extent of thinning at the floor level was greatest in
that area. It was determined that the thinning below the top of
the curb was no more severe than above the curb, and became less
severe at the lower portions of the sand cushion. Bay 5 was
excavated to determine if the thinning line was lower than the
floor level in areas where no thinning was detected above the
floor. There were no significant indications of thinning in Bay 5.

It was on the basis of these findings that the 6"x6" grids in Bays
11A, 11C, 17D, 19A, 19B and 19C were selected as representative
locations for longer term monitoring. The initial measurements at
these locations were taken in December 1986 without a template or
markings to identify the location of each measurement.
Subsequently, the location of the 6"x6" grids were permanently
marked on the drywell shell and a template is used in conjunction
with these markings to locate the UT probe for successive
measurements. Analyses have shown that including the non-template
data in the data base creates a significant variability in the
thickness data. Therefore, to minimize the effects of probe
location, only those data sets taken with the template are included
in the analyses.

The presence of water in the sand bed also raised concern of
potential corrosion at higher elevations. Therefore, UT
measurements were taken at the 50'-2"1 and 87'-5" elevations in 1987
during the l1M outage. The measurements were taken in a band on
6-inch centers at all accessible regions at these elevations.
Where these measurements indicated potential corrosion, the
measurements spacing was reduced to 1-inch on centers. If these
additional readings indicated potential corrosion, measurements
were taken on a 6"x6' grid using the template. It was on the basis
of these inspections that the 6"x6" grids in Bay 5 at elevation
50'-2" and in bays 9, 13 and 15 at the 87'-5"1 elevation were
selected as representative locations for long term monitoring.

JPM/WP/CALC/OCDWO2 1 /14
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A cathodic protection system was installed in the sand bed region
of Bays 11A, 1IC, 17D, 19A, 19B, 19C, and at the frame between Bays
17 and 19 during the 12R outage. The system was placed in service
on January 31, 1989.

The long term monitoring program was expanded as follows during the
12R outage:

(1) Measurements on 6"x6" grids in the sand bed region of Bays 9D,
13A, 15D and 17A. The basis for selecting these locations is
that they were originally considered for cathodic protection
but are not included in the system being installed.

(2) Measurements on I-inch centers along a 6-inch horizontal strip
in the sand bed region of Bays ID, 3D, 5D, 7D, 9A, 13C, and
15A. These locations were selected on the basis that they are
representative of regions which have experienced nominal
corrosion and are not within the scope of the cathodic
protection system.

(3) A 6"x6" grid in the curb cutout between Bays 17 and 19. The
purpose of these measurements is to monitor corrosion in this
region which is covered by the cathodic protection system but
does not have a reference electrode to monitor its
performance.

The long term monitoring program was expanded in March 1990 as
follows:

(1) Measurements in the sand bed region of Bay 13D: This location
was added due to the high indicated corrosion rate in the sand
bed region of Bay 13A. The measurements taken in March 1990
were taken on a l"x6" grid. All subsequent measurements are
to be taken on a 6"1x6" grid.

(2) Measurements on 6"x6" grids at the following locations at
elevation 50'-2"1: Bay 5 Area 5, Bay 13 Area 31, and Bay 15
Area 2/3. These locations were added due to the indication of
ongoing corrosion at elevation 50'-2", Bay 5 Area D-1.

The long term monitoring program was expanded in April 1990 by
adding Bay 13 Area 32 at elevation 51 '-10". This location was
added due to the indication of ongoing corrosion at elevation
50'-2" and the fact that the nominal plate thickness at elevation
51-10" is less than at elevation 501-2"t.

JPMI/WP/CALC/OCDWO2 1/15
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4.3 UT Measurements

The UT measurements within the scope of the long term monitoring
program are performed in accordance with Ref. 3.4. This involves
taking UT measurements using a template with 49 holes laid out on
a 6"x6" grid with 1" between centers on both axes. The center row
is used in those bays where only 7 measurements are made along a
6-inch horizontal strip.

The first set of measurements were made in December 1986 without
the use of a template. Ref. 3.4 specifies that for all subsequent
readings, QA shall verify that locations of UT measurements
performed are within ± 1/4" of the location of the 1986 UT
measurements. It also specifies that all subsequent measurements
are to be within ± 1/8" of the designated locations.

JPM/WP/CALC/OCDW02 1/16
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4.4 Data at Plug Locations

Seven core samples, each approximately two inches in diameter were
removed from the drywell vessel shell. These samples were
evaluated in Ref. 3.2. Five of these samples were removed within
the 6"x6" grids for Bays IIA, 17D, 19A, 19C and Bay 5 at elevation
50'-2". These locations were repaired by welding a plug in each
hole. Since these plugs are not representative of the drywell
shell, UT measurements at these locations on the 6"x6"' grid must be
dropped from each data set.

The following specific grid points have been deleted:

Bay Area Points

11A 23, 24, 30, 31

17D 15, 16, 22, 23

19A 24, 25, 31, 32

19C 20, 26, 27, 33,

I 5 EL 50'-2" 13, 20, 25, 26, 27, 28, 33, 34, 35

The core sample removed in the sand bed region of Bay 13A was not
within the monitored 6"x6' grid.

JPi/WP/CALC/OCDWO 21/17
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4.5 Bases for Statistical Analysis of 61,x6,, Grid Data

4.5.1 Assumptions

The statistical evaluation of the UT measurement data to determine
the corrosion rate at each location is based on the following
assumptions:

(1) Characterization of the scattering of data over each 6"x6"
grid is such that the thickness measurements are normally
distributed. If the data are not normally distributed, the
grid is subdivided into normally distributed subdivisions.

(2) Once the distribution of data is found to be normal, the mean
value of the thickness is the appropriate representation of
the average condition.

(3) A decrease in the mean value of the thickness with time is
representative of the corrosion occurring within the 6"x6"
grid.

(4) If corrosion has ceased, the mean value of the thickness will
not vary with time except for random errors in the UT
measurements.

(5) If corrosion is continuing at a constant rate, the mean
thickness will decrease linearly with time. In this case,
linear regression analysis can be used to fit the mean
thickness values for a given zone to a straight line as a
function of time. The corrosion rate is equal to the slope of
the line.

The validity of these assumptions is assured by:

(a) Using more than 30 data points per 6"x6" grid

(b) Testing the data for normality at each 6"x6" grid
location.

(c) Testing the regression equation as an appropriate model
to describe the corrosion rate.

These tests are discussed in the following section. In cases where
one or more of these assumptions proves to be invalid,
non-parametric analytical techniques can be used to evaluate the
data.
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4.5.2 Statistical Approach

The following steps are performed to test and evaluate the UT
measurement data for those locations where 6"x6" grid data has been
taken at least three times:

(1) Edit each 49-point data set by setting all invalid points to
"missing." Invalid points are those which are declared
invalid by the UT operator or are at a plug location. (The
computer programs used in the following steps ignore all
"missing" thickness data points.)

(2) Perform a Univariate Analysis of each 49 point data set to
ensure that the assumption of normality is valid.

(3) Calculate the mean thickness and variance of each 49 point
data set.

(4) Perform an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) F-test to determine if
there is a significant difference between the means of the
data sets.

(5) Using the mean thickness values for each 6"x6" grid, perform
linear regression analysis over time at each location.

(a) Perform F-test for significance of regression at the 5%
level of significance. The result of this test indicates
whether or not the regression model is more appropriate
than the mean model. In other words, it tests to see if
the variation due to corrosion is statistically
significant compared to the random variations.

(b) Calculate the ratio of the observed F value to the
critical F value at 5% level of significance. For data
sets where the Residual Degress of Freedom in ANOVA is 4
to 9, this F-Ratio should be at least 8 for the
regression to be considered "reliable" as opposed to
simply "significant." (See paragraph 4.10.2)

(C) Calculate the coefficient of determination (R2 ) to assess
how well the regression model explains the percentage of
total error and thus how useful the regression line will
be as a predictor.

(d) Determine if the residual values for the regression
equations are normally distributed.
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(e) Calculate the y-intercept, the slope and their respective
standard errors. The y-intercept represents the fitted
mean thickness at time zero, the slope represents the
corrosion rate, and the standard errors represent the
uncertainty or random error of these two parameters.
Calculate the upper bound of the 95% one-sided confidence
interval about the computed slope to provide an estimate
of the maximum probable corrosion rate at 95% confidence.
This is explained in greater detail in paragraph 4.10.2.

(f) When the corrosion rate is not statistically significant
compared to random variations in the mean thickness, the
slope and confidence interval slope computed in the
regression analysis still provides an estimate of the
corrosion rate which could be masked by the random
variations. This is explained in greater detail in
paragraph 4.10.1.

(6) Use the chi-square goodness of fit test results to determine
if low thickness measurements are significant pits. If the
measurement deviates from the mean thickness by three standard
deviations, it is considered to be a significant pit.
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4.6 Analysis of Two 6"x6,, Grid Data Sets

Regression analysis is inappropriate when data is available at only
two points in time. However, the Analysis of Variance F-test can
be used to determine if the means of the two data sets are
statistically different.

4.6.1 Assumptions

This analysis is based upon the following assumptions:

(I.) The data in each data set is normally distributed.

(2) The variances of the two data sets are equal.

4.6.2 Statistical Approach

The evaluation takes place in three steps:

(1) Perform a univariate test of each data set to ensure that the
assumption of normality is valid.

(2) Perform an F-test at 5% level of significance of the two data
sets being compared to ensure that the assumption of equal
variances is valid.

(3) Perform an Analysis of Variance F-test at the 5% level of
significance to determine if the means of the two data sets
are statistically different.

A conclusion that the means are not statistically different is
interpreted to mean that significant corrosion did not occur over
the time period represented by the data. However, if equality of
the means is rejected, this implies that the difference is
statistically significant and could be due to corrosion.

The range of potential corrosion rates is estimated by computing
the slope of the steepest line which can be drawn within the ±1
sigma confidence interval about the mean thickness for the duration
between the two measurements.
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4.7 Analysis of Single 6"x611 Grid Data Set

In those cases where a 6"x6" data set is taken at a given location
for the first time during the current outage, the only other data
to which they can be compared are the UT survey measurements taken
at an earlier time. For the most part, these are single point
measurements which were taken in the vicinity of the 49-point data
set, but not at the exact location. Therefore, rigorous
statistical analysis of these single data sets is impossible.
However, by making certain assumptions, they can be compared with
the previous data points. If more extensive data is available at
the location of the 49-point data set, the Analysis of Variance
F-test can be used to compare the means of the two data sets as
described in paragraph 4.5.

When additional measurements are made at these exact locations
during future outages, more rigorous statistical analyses can be
employed.

4.7.1 Assumptions

The comparison of a single 49-point data sets with previous data
from the same vicinity is based on the following assumptions:

(1) Characterization of the scattering of data over the 611x6" grid
is such that the thickness measurements are normally
distributed.

(2) Once the distribution of data for the 6"x6" grid is found to
be normal, then the mean value of the thickness is the
appropriate representation of the average condition.

(3) The prior data is representative of the condition at this
location at the earlier date.

4.7.2 Statistical Approach

The evaluation takes place in four steps:

(1) Perform a univariate analysis of each data set to ensure that
the assumption of normality is valid.

(2) Calculate the mean and the standard error of the mean of the
49-point data set.

(3) Determine the two-tailed t value from a t distribution table
at levels of significance of 0.05 for n-1 degrees of freedom.
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(4) Use the t value and the standard error of the mean to
calculate the 95% confidence interval about the mean of the
49-point data set.

(5) Compare the prior data point(s) with these confidence
intervals about the mean of the 49-point data sets.

If the prior data falls within the 95% confidence intervals, it
provides some assurance that significant corrosion has not occurred
in this region in the period of time covered by the data.

If the prior data falls above the upper 95% confidence limit, it
could mean either of two things: (1) significant corrosion has
occurred over the time period covered by the data, or (2) the prior
data point was not representative of the condition of the location
of the 49-point data set in 1986. There is no way to differentiate
between the two.

If the prior data falls below the lower 95% confidence limit, it
means that it is not representative of the condition at this
location at the earlier date.
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4.8 Analysis of Single 7-Point Data Set

In those cases where a 7-point data set is taken at a given
location for the first time during the current outage, the only
other data to which they can be compared are the UT survey
measurements taken at an earlier time to identify the thinnest
regions of the drywell shell in the sand bed region. For the most
part, these are single point measurements which were taken in the
vicinity of the 7-point data sets, but not at the exact locations.
However, by making certain assumptions, they can be compared with
the previous data points. If more extensive data is available at
the location of the 7-point data set, the Analysis of Variance
F-test can be used to compare the means of the two data sets as
described in paragraph 4.5.

When additional measurements are made at these exact locations
during future outages, more rigorous statistical analyses can be
employed.

4.8.1 Assumptions

The comparison of a single 7-point data sets with previous data
from the same vicinity is based on the following assumptions:

(1) The corrosion in the region of each 7-point data set is
normally distributed.

(2) The prior data is representative of the condition at this

location at the earlier date.

The validity of these assumptions cannot be verified.

4.8.2 Statistical Approach

Perform the Analysis of Variance and F-test

If the prior data falls within the 95% confidence interval, it
provides some assurance that significant corrosion has not occurred
in this region in the period of time covered by the data.

If the prior data falls above the upper 95% confidence interval, it
could mean either of two things: (1) significant corrosion has
occurred over the time period covered by the data, or (2) the prior
data point was not representative of the condition of the location
of the 7-point data set in 1986. There is no way to differentiate
between the two.
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If the prior data falls below the lower 99% confidence limit, it
means that it is not representative of the condition at this
location at the earlier date. In this case, the corrosion rate
will be interpreted to be "Indeterminable".

0
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4.9 Evaluation of Drywell Mean Thickness

This section defines the methods used to evaluate the drywell
thickness at each location within the scope of the long term
monitoring program.

4.9.1 Evaluation of Mean Thickness Using Regression Analysis

The following procedure is used to evaluate the drywell mean
thickness at those locations where regression analysis has been
deemed to be significant (F-Ratio is 1.0 or greater).

(1) The best estimate of the mean thickness at these locations is
the point on the regression line corresponding to the time
when the most recent set of measurements was taken. In the
SAS Regression Analysis output (App. 6.2), this is the last
value in the column labeled "PREDICT VALUE".

(2) The best estimate of the standard error of the mean thickness
is the standard error of the predicted value used above. In
the SAS Regression Analysis output, this is the last value in
the column labeled "STD ERR PREDICT".

1 (3) The two-sided 95% confidence interval about the mean thickness
is equal to the mean thickness plus or minus t times the
estimated standard error of the mean. This is the interval
for which we have 95% confidence that the true mean thickness
will fall within. The value of t is obtained from a t
distribution table for equal tails at n-2 degrees of freedom
and 0.05 level of significance, where n is the number of sets
of measurements used in the regression analysis. The degrees
of freedom is equal to n-2 because two parameters (the
y-intercept and the slope) are calculated in the regression
analysis with n mean thicknesses as input.

(4) The one-sided 95% lower limit of the mean thickness is equal
to the estimated mean thickness minus t times the estimated
standard error of the mean. This is the mean thickness for
which we have 95% confidence that the true mean thickness does
not fall below. In this case, the value of t is obtained from
a t distribution table for one tail at n-2 degrees of freedom
and 0.05 level of significance.
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4.9.2 Evaluation of Mean Thickness Using Mean Model

The following procedure is used to evaluate the drywell mean
thickness at those locations where the regression analysis is not
significant (F-Ratio is less than 1.0). This method is consistent
with that used to evaluate the mean thickness using the regression
model.

(1) Calculate the mean of each set of UT thickness measurements.

(2) Sum the means of the sets and divide by the number of sets to
calculate the grand mean. This is the best estimate of the
mean thickness. In the SAS Regression Analysis output, this
is the value labelled "DEP MEAN".

(3) Using the means of the sets from (1) as input, calculate the
standard error about the mean. This is the best estimate of
the standard error of the mean thickness.

(4) The two-sided 95% confidence interval about the mean thickness
is equal to the mean thickness plus or minus t times the
estimated standard error of the mean. This is the interval
for which we have 95% confidence that the true mean thickness
will fall within. The value of t is obtained from a t
distribution table for equal tails at n-1 degrees of freedom
and 0.05 level of significance.

(5) The one-sided 95% lower limit of the mean thickness is equal
to the estimated mean thickness minus t times the estimated
standard error of the mean. This is the mean thickness for
which we have 95% confidence that the true mean thickness does
not fall below. In this case, the value of t is obtained from
a t distribution table for one tail at n-i degrees of freedom
and 0.05 level of significance.

4.9.3 Evaluation of Mean Thickness Using Single Data Set

The following procedure is used to evaluate the drywell thickness
at those locations where only one set of measurements is available.

(1) Calculate the mean of the set of UT thickness measurements.
This is the best estimate of the mean thickness.
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(2) Calculate the standard error of the mean for the set of UT
measurements. This is the best estimate of the standard error
of the mean thickness.

Confidence intervals about the mean thickness cannot be calculated
with only one data set available.

I
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4.10 Evaluation of Drywell Corrosion Rate

4.10.1 Regression Not Significant

If the ratio of the observed F value to the critical F value is
less than 1 for the F-test for the significance of regression, it
indicates that the regression is not significant at the 5% level of
significance. In other words, the variation in mean thickness with
time can be explained solely by the random variations in the
measurements. This means that the corrosion rate is not
statistically significant compared to the random variations.

The possibility does exist that the variability in the data may be
masking an actual corrosion rate. Although the regression is not
the result of the regression analysis can be used to estimate the
potentially masked corrosion rate. We can also state with 95%
confidence that the corrosion rate does exceed the upper bound of
the 95% one-sided confidence interval of the slope computed in the
regression analysis. The 95% upper bound is equal to the computed
slope plus the one-sided t-table value times the standard error of
the slope. The value of t is determined for n-2 degrees of
freedom.

4.10.2 Regression Significant

If the ratio of the observed F value to the critical F value is 1
or greater, it indicates that the regression model is more
appropriate than the mean model at the 5% level of significance.
In other words, the variation in mean thickness with time cannot be
explained solely by the random variations in the measurements.
This means that the corrosion rate is significant compared to the
random variations.

Although a ratio of 1 or greater indicates that regression is
significant, it does not mean that the slope of the regression line
is an accurate prediction of the corrosion rate. The ratio should
be at least 4 or 5 to consider the slope to be a useful predictor
of the corrosion rate (Ref. 3.5, pp. 93, 129-133). A ratio of 4 or
5 means that the variation from the mean due to regression is
approximately twice the standard deviation of the residuals of the
regression. To have a high degree of confidence in the predicted
corrosion rate, the ratio should be at least 8 or 9 (Ref. 3.5, pp.
129-133).
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The upper bound of the 95% one-sided confidence interval about the
computed slope is an estimate of the maximum probable corrosion
rate at 95% confidence. The 95% upper bound is equal to the
computed slope plus the one-sided t-table value times the standard
error of the slope. The value of t is determined for n-2 degrees
of freedom.
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4.11 Time to Detect Change in Corrosion Rate

It is anticipated that removal of the sand will reduce the
corrosion rates at the monitored locations in the sand bed region.
However, it is impossible to detect an actual change in the
corrosion rate until sufficient time has passed so that the reduced
corrosion is significant with respect to the variability of the
measured mean thickness. The earliest we could detect a change in
the corrosion rate would be if the corrosion rate were reduced to
zero.

The time required to detect zero corrosion can be estimated at the
95% one-sided confidence level as follows:

(1) Determine the standard deviation of the residuals of the
regression.

(2) Determine the value of t for N-2 degrees of freedom at the
one-sided 95% confidence level.

(3) Multiply the standard deviation of the residuals by this t
value to determine the 95% one-side upper limit for the
residuals.

(4) Divide this 95% upper limit of the residuals by the corrosion
rate determined from the regression analysis to determine the
years to detect zero corrosion.

This provides an estimate of the earliest date at which we could
expect to detect a statistically significant change in the
corrosion rate if the actual corrosion rate is reduced to zero.
The results of this analysis are summarized in paragraph 2.7.
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5.0 CALCULATIONS

5.1 6"x6" Grids in Sand Bed Region

5.1.1 Bay 9D 12/19/88 to 5/31/92

In the analysis of data thru May 1991, these data sets did not
meet the acceptance criteria for either regression or difference
between means. Examination of the analysis revealed two reasons
for this: (1) the mean value of the 6/26/89 data set fell about 30
mils above the regression line, and (2) there was a pit at point 15
which deviated from the mean thickness by more than 3-sigma.
The data was reanalyzed without the 6/26/89 data set and without
point 15. The regression of these data sets met the acceptance
criteria and the regression was statistically significant.

Nine 49-point data sets were available for the period through May
1992. With the November 1991 and May 1992 data, the data sets meet
the acceptance criteria for regression with the 6/26/89 data set
and point 15. However, the regression accounts for only 58% of the
variability in the data. The regression without the 6/26/89 data
set accounts for 77% of the variability in the data. The
regression without the 6/26/89 data and without point 15 accounts
for 76% of the variability in the data. The deviation of point 15
from the mean thickness is 2.86-sigma for the May 1992 data, and
thus is close to the 3-sigma value for a deep pit. The regression
without the 6/26/89 data is much stronger than the regression with
it, and the regressions with and without point 15 are essentially
identical. Therefore, to provide continuity with the prior
analyses, the reported regression results are without the 6/26/89
data and without point 15. The regression of these data sets meet
the acceptance criteria and is statistically significant.

5.1.2 Bay 11A: 4/29/87 to 5/31/92

The regression of fourteen data sets for this period meets the
acceptance criteria and is statistically significant.
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5.1.3 Bay 11C: 5/1/87 to 5/31/92

Thirteen 49-point data sets were available for this period. Prior
analysis have shown that there has been minimal corrosion in the
top 3 rows of the 6" x 6" grid with more extensive corrosion in the
bottom 4 rows. Therefore, these subsets are analyzed separately.

Top 3 Rows

The regression of these data sets meets the acceptance criteria
and is statistically significant.

Bottom 4 Rows

The regression of these data sets meets the acceptance criteria

and is statistically significant.

5.1.4 Bay 13A: 12/17/88 to 5/31/92

The regression of ten data sets for this period meets the
acceptance criteria and is statistically significant.
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5.1.5 Bay 13D: 3/28/90 to 5/31/92

One 7-point data set and five 49-point data sets were available for
this period.

Prior evaluation showed that the 7-point data set of 3/28/90 and
the 49-point data set of 4/25/90 were normally distributed.
However, there was a line of demarcation separating a zone of
minimal corrosion at the top from a corroded zone at the bottom.
Thus, it was concluded that corrosion has occurred at this
location.

The 49-point data set of 2/23/91 contains an invalid measurement at
point #47. Therefore, this was input as a "missing" value to
exclude it from the analyses. The data sets have a line of
demarcation separating the upper and lower zones. Therefore, the
grid was divided into two zones consisting of the following points:

Top Zone Bottom Zone
1 - 16 17 - 18

19 - 22 23 - 26
27 - 28 29 - 49

Top Zone

This zone consists of 22 points.

(1) The data are normally distributed.

(2) The regression is not statistically significant and has
a positive slope.

(3) Analysis of variance shows no significant difference
between the means except for the May 1992 mean which is
significantly greater than the prior means. Thus, there
is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this period.

Bottom Zone

This zone consists of 27 points.

(1) The data are normally distributed except for the 4/25/90
data which is skewed to the thin side.

(2) The regression is not statistically significant and has
a positive slope.
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(3) Analysis of variance shows no significant difference
between the means except for the May 1992 mean which is
significantly greater than the prior means. Thus, there
is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this period.

5.1.6 Bay 1SD: 12/17/88 to 5/31/92

Nine 49-point data sets were available for this period.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance shows that there is no significant
difference in the means at 95% confidence. Thus, there is no
indication of statistically significant corrosion during this
time period.

5.1.7 Bay 17A: 12/17/88 to 5/31/92

Nine 49-point data sets were available for this period.

Prior analyses have shown a lack of normality due to minimal
corrosion in the top 3 rows and more extensive corrosion in the
bottom 4 rows. Therefore, these subsets are analyzed separately.

Top 3 Rows

(1) the regression is not statistically significant.

(2) the data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance shows that there is no
significant difference in the means at 95% confidence.
Thus, there is no indication of statistically significant
corrosion during this time period.

Bottom 4 Rows

The regression of these data sets meets the acceptance criteria
at about 92% confidence and is therefore treated as
statistically significant.
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5.1.8 Bay 17D: 2/17/87 to 5/31/92

The regression of fourteen data sets for this period meets the
acceptance criteria and is statistically significant.

5.1.9 Bay 17/19 Frame Cutout: 12/30/88 to 5/31/92

Nine 49-point data sets were available for this period.

Prior analyses have shown a lack of normality due to more extensive
loss of thickness in the top 3 rows than in the bottom 4 rows.
Therefore, these subsets are analyzed separately.

Top 3 Rows

(1) Based on the Univariate Analysis, seven of the nine
subsets are normally distributed. The February 1990
subset contains two high readings and one low reading.
The May 1992 subset contains one high reading. These
values cause the maldistributions.

(2) The Analysis of Variance shows that there is a
significant difference amongst the means at 95%
confidence. This indicates that there is significant
ongoing corrosion.

(3) The regression of the nine data sets meets the acceptance
criteria and is statistically significant.

Bottom 4 rows

(1) Based on the Univariate Analysis, four of the subsets are
normally distributed. The others each contain one or two
data points which deviate significantly from the mean and
cause the maldistribution.

(2) The regression of the nine data sets meets the acceptance
criteria and is statistically significant.

5.1.10 Bay 19A: 2/17/87 to 5/31/92

Fourteen 49-point data sets were available for this period. Since
a plug lies within this region, four of the points were voided in
each data set. The regression of these data sets meets the
acceptance criteria and is statistically significant.
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5.1.11 Bay 19B: 5/1/87 to 5/31/92

The regression of thirteen data sets for this period meets the
acceptance criteria and is statistically significant.

5.1.12 Bay 19C: 5/1/87 to 5/31/92

Thirteen 49-point data sets were available for this period. Since
a plug lies within this region, four of the points were voided in
each data set. The regression of these data sets meets the
acceptance criteria and is statistically significant.
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5.2 6" x 6" Grids at Elevation 50'-2"

5.2.1 Day 5 Area D-12: 11/1/87 to 5/31/92

Twelve 49-point data sets were available for this period. Since a
plug lies within this region, seven of the points were voided in
each data set.

The initial analysis of these data sets indicated that they are not
normally distributed. The following adjustments were made to the
data:

(1) Point 9 is a significant pit. Therefore, it was dropped from
the overall analysis and is evaluated separately.

(2) Points 13 and 25 are extremely variable and are located
adjacent to the plug which removed from this grid. They were
dropped from the analysis.

(3) Point 43 in the 11/01/87 data set is much less than any
succeeding measurement. Therefore, this data point was
dropped from the analysis.

(4) Point 29 in the 9/13/89 data is much greater than the
preceding or succeeding measurements. Therefore, this data
point was dropped from the analysis.

(5) Points 1 and 37 in the 4/25/90 data set are much greater than
the preceding or succeeding measurements. Therefore, these
two data points were dropped from the analysis.

(6) Points 3 and 36 in the 11/02/91 data set are much greater than
the preceding or succeeding measurements. Therefore, these
two data points were dropped from the analysis.

With these adjustments, the Univariate Analyses indicate
that all of the data sets are normally distributed at the
1% level of significance.

The regression of these data sets meets the acceptance criteria
and is statistically significant.
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Pit at Point 9

Analyses show that the high reading of 746 mils in July 1988
for the pit at point 9 is an outlier and must be dropped to
obtain a meaningful least squares fit. Dropping this point,
the mean thickness of the remaining points is 693.9 ±1.8 mils,
and the standard deviation of the measurements is ±6.0 mils.
The best estimate of the corrosion rate is -3.3 ±1.0 mils per
year with an R2=54%. it is concluded that the corrosion rate
in the pit is essentially the same as the overall grid.

5.2.2 Bay 5 Area 5: 3/31/90 to 5/31/92

Six 49-point data sets were available for this period.

The data are not normally distributed due to a large corroded patch
near the center of the grid and several smaller patches on the
periphery.

The data was split into two subsets consisting of points whose mean
value is less than or equal to the grand mean, and those greater
than the grand mean.

Points With Mean Less than Grand Mean

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) These 15-point subsets are normally distributed.

(3) Analysis of variance shows that there is not a
significant difference between the means of the subsets.
Thus, there is no indication of statistically significant
corrosion during this period.

Points with Mean Greater than Grand Mean

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) These 34-point subsets are normally distributed with the
5/31/92 data being normally distributed at 99%
confidence.

(3) Analysis of variance shows that there is a statistically
significant difference between some of the means.
However, the differences do not correlate with time and
are not attributed to corrosion.

(4) Thus, there is no indication of statistically significant
corrosion during this period.
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5.2.3 Bay 13 Area 31: 3/31/90 to 5/31/92

Six 49-point data sets were available for this period.

The data are not normally distributed. This is due to a large
corroded patch at the left edge of the grid.

The data was split into two subsets consisting of those points
whose mean value is less than or equal to the grand mean, and those
greater than the grand mean.

Points with Mean Less than Grand Mean

(2) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) These 14-point subsets are normally distributed.

(3) Analysis of Variance shows that there is not a
significant difference between the means of the subsets.
Thus, there is no indication of statistically significant
corrosion during this period.

Points with Mean Greater than Grand Mean

These 35-point subsets are not normally distributed. This is
due to two points with low readings in March 1990, two points
with high readings in April 1990, two points with low readings
in February 1991, and one point with a low reading in November
1991. When these seven points are deleted, the subsets are
normally distributed.

These subsets with the outliers deleted are evaluated below.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) Analysis of variance shows that the second data set
(April 1990) is statistically different from the others.
The November 1991 and May 1992 subsets are greater than
all except the April 1990 subset. Thus, there is no
indication of statistically significant corrosion during
this period.
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5.2.4 Bay 15 Area 23: 3/31/90 to 5/31/92

Six 49-point data sets were available for this period.

The data are not normally distributed. This is due to a large
corroded patch near the center of the grid and a significant pit at
point 26. There are also some random readings over 780 mils which
are outliers. Also, the measurement of 638 mils at point 27 in
November 1991 is 118 mils less than the lowest prior measurement.
This point is adjacent to the pit at point 26 and was therefore
deleted.

The data was split into two subsets:

(1) Points whose mean value is less than or equal to the grand
mean. The pit at point 26 was excluded.

(2) Points whose mean value is greater than the grand mean.
Readings greater than 780 mils were set to "missing."

Points with Mean Less than Grand Mean

(1) The regression has a positive slope and thus is not
statistically significant.

(2) The 16-point subsets are normally distributed.

(3) Analysis of Variance shows that there is not a
significant difference between the means of the subsets
except for the May 1992 subset being significantly
thicker than the March 1990 subset.

(4) There is no indication of statistically significant
corrosion during this period.

Points with Mean Greater than Grand Mean

(1) The regression is not statistically significant and has
a positive slope.

(2) The subsets are all normally distributed except for the
2/23/91 data which has two measurements (points 22 and
29) which are significantly higher than prior or
subsequent measurements.

JPM/WP/CALC/OCDWO21/4 1
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(3) Analysis of Variance indicates that there is a
significant difference between some of the means.
However, this is not indicative of corrosion since the
later means exceed the earlier means.

(4) There is no indication of statistically significant
corrosion during this period.

Pit at Point 26

The five readings are normally distributed. The best estimate
of the corrosion rate is +3.4 ±2.2 mils per year. There is no
indication of significant corrosion during this period.

I
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5.3 6" X 6"1 Grids at Elevation 51,-10,"

5.3.1 Bay 13 Area 32: 4/26/90 to 5/31/92

Five 49-point data sets were available for this period.

The data are not normally distributed. This is due to a 'IT" shaped
corrosion patch along the right edge and across the center.
Examination of the Normal Probability Plot from the Univariate
Analysis reveals the following distinct populations:

(1) Four pits at points 20, 23, 25 and 28.

(2) A group of 13 to 14 readings less than 705 mils.

(3) A group of 31 to 32 readings greater than 705 mils.

(4) Two outliers with values of 732 mils (Point 34 on 4/26/90) and
736 mils (point 33 on 2/23/91).

(5) The 5/23/91 value at point 11 (660 rails) was 39 to 45 mils
less than the other three values. If this point were included
in the analysis, it would have a major impact on the
calculated mean corrosion rate.

For subsets (2) and (3) above, all points consistently fell in
the same group except for points 1, 5, 7, 14, and 49. For each
of these points, four measurements fell in one subset and one
measurement fell in the other subset except for 7 which split
3 and 2.

Subsets (2) and (3) were used to analyze the corrosion
rate.

Points Less than 705 Mils

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) These subsets are normally distributed.

(3) Analysis of Variance shows that there is not a
significant difference between the means of the subsets.

(4) There is no indication of statistically significant
corrosion during this period.

Points Greater than 705 Mils

J P1/14P,/CALC/OCDWO21/43
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(1) The subsets are normally distributed except for one
exceptionally high reading in February 1991 and May 1992
which has a two-peak distribution.

(2) Analysis of Variance shows that there is a significant
difference between the mean of the May 1992 subset and
the means of the other subsets except for November 1991
which exceeds the others.

(3) The regression is not statistically significant.

(4) Thus, there is no indication of significant corrosion
during this period.

Pits at Points 20, 23, 25 and 28

The measurement at these locations are listed below.

20 23 25 2

4/26/90 628 594 622 558
2/23/91 626 594 621 558
5/23/91 626 592 620 555
11/2/91 630 601 626 563
5/31/92 630 598 621 557

The standard deviation of May 1992 data for the points less
than 705 mils is 18.8 mils. With 12 data points, the 99%/99%
one-sided lower bound is 685-4.6 (18.8) - 598 mils. Thus
points 23 and 28 are significant pits. However, the
difference between readings is minimal, so there is no
indication of significant corrosion in these pits.
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5.4 6", x 61# Grids at 87'-5" Elevation

5.4.1 Bay 9 Area 20: 11/6/87 to 5/31/92

Point 13 in the May 1992 subset is 694 mils. This is an extreme
outlier and was deleted from the data set since it cannot be real
and would distort the statistics.

The regression of the eight 49-point data sets for this period has
a positive slope and is not statistically significant.

5.4.2 Bay 13 Area 28: 11/10/87 to 5/31/92

Seven 49-point data sets were available for this period.

The data sets are not normally distributed. Examination of the
data shows that this is due to the seven thinnest points: 1, 2,
22, 25, 26, 36 and 48.

Analysis of Data Without 7 Thinnest Points

(1) The data are normally distributed.

(2) The regression is not statistically significant.

(3) Analysis of variance indicate that there is no
significant difference between the mean of the May 1992
data set and the means of the other seven data sets.
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(4) There is no indication of significant corrosion during

this period.

5.4.3 Bay 15 Area 31: 11/10/87 to 5/31/92

Eight 49-point data sets were available for this period.

(1) Without the pit at point 34, the data sets are normally
distributed at 95% confidence except for the July 1988 data
which is normally distributed at 99%.

(2) The regression is not statistically significant.

(3) Analysis of variance shows that there is a significant
difference between the means of some of the data sets. This
could be caused by actual corrosion, random variations in the
data, or a slight bias in the measurements. More data is
required to determine the true cause.

(4) The pit at point 34 is behaving like the rest of the grid.
The mean of the eight measurements is 565.3 ±2.6 mils, which
is 69 mils below the mean of all the other points. The May
1992 measurement at this point is 565 mils.
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December 11, 1992

To: Dr. Stephen Tumminelli
Manager, Engineering Mechanics
GPU Nuclear Corporation
1 Upper Pond Road
Parsippany, NJ 07054

Subject: Sandbed Local Thinning and Raising the Fixity Height Analyses (Line

Items 1 and 2 in Contract # PC-0391407)

Dear Dr. Turnminelli:

The attached letter report documents the results of subject analyses. The original purchase
order called for the analyses to be conducted on a spherical panel model rather than on the
full pie slice model. However, the results are more useful when conducted on the full pie
slice model since in that case no interpretation is required regarding the relationship
between the spherical panel results and the pie slice model results. The pie slice model we
have used in these studies has the refined mesh in the sandbed region.

A 3.5" PC Disk containing three ANSYS input files (0.636' case, 0.536" case and I foot
wall case) is also enclosed with this letter. The detailed calculations have been filed in
Chapter 10 of our Design Record File No. 00664.

This transmittal completes the scope of work identified in the subject PO. If you have any
questions on the above item, please give me a call.

Sincerely,

H.S. Mehta, Principal Engineer
Materials Monitoring & Structural Analysis Services
Mail Code 747; Phone (408) 925-5029

Attachment: Letter Report

cc: D.K. Henrie (w/o Attach.)
J.M. Miller (w/o Attach.)
S. Ranganath (w/o Attach.)
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LETTER REPORT ON ADDITIONAL SANDBED REGION ANALYSES

1.0 SCOPE AND BACKGROUND

Structural Analyses of the Oyster Creek drywell assuming a degraded thickness of 0.736
inch in the sandbed region (and sand removed) were documented in GENE Report
Numbers 9-3 and 9-4. A separate purchase order was issued (Contract # PC-0391407) to
perform additional analyses. The PO listed the additional analyses under two categories:
Line Item 001 and Line Item 002. This letter report documents the results of these
analyses.

The additional analyses are the following:

(1) Investigate the effect on the buckling behavior of drywell from postulated
local thinning in the sandbed region beyond the uniform projected thickness
of 0.736" used in the above mentioned reports (Line Item 001).

(2) Determine the change in the drywell buckling margins when the fixity point
at the bottom of the sandbed is moved upwards by - 1 foot to simulate
placement of concrete (Line Item 002).

The original PO called for the Line Item 001 analyses to be conducted on a spherical
panel. The relative changes in the buckling load factors were to be assumed to be the
same for the global pie slice model. However, the mesh refinement activity on the global
pie slice model and the availability of work station, has given us the capability to conduct
the same analyses on the global pie slice model itself, thus eliminating the uncertainties
regarding the correlation between the panel model and the pie slice model.

All of the results reported in this report are based on the pie slice model with a refined
mesh in the sandbed region.

2.0 LINE ITEM O01

Figure la shows the local thickness reductions modeled in the pie slice model. A locally
thinned region of - 6"x12' is modeled. The thickness of this region is 0.636" in one

-I-



case and,0.536* in the other case. The transition to the sandbed projected thickness of

0.736" occurs over a distance of 12" (4 elements).

The various thicknesses indicated in Figure la were incorporated in the pie slice model by

defining new real constants for the elements involved. The buckling analyses conducted

as a result of mesh refinement indicated that the refueling loading condition is'the

governing case from the point of view of ASME Code margins. Therefore, the stress and

buckling analyses were conducted using the refueling condition loadings. The center of

the thinned area was located close to the calculated maximum displacement point in the

refueling condition buckling analyses with uniform thickness of 0,736 inch. Figure lb

shows the location of the thinned area in the pie slice model.

2.1 0.536 Inch Thickness Case

Figures 2 through 5 show the membrane meridional and circumferential stress

distributions from the refueling condition loads. As expected, the tensile circumferential

stress (Sx in element coordinate system) and the compressive meridional stress (Sy in

element coordinate system) magnitudes in the thinned region are larger than those at the

other edge of the model where the thickness is 0.736 inch. However, this is a local effect

and the average meridional stress and the average circumferential stress is not expected to

change significantly.

Figures 6 and 7 show the first buckling mode with the symmetric boundary conditions at

both the edges of the model (sym-sym). This mode is clearly associated with the thinned

region. The load factor value is 5.562. The second mode with the same boundary

conditions is also associated with the thinned region. Figure 8 shows the buckled shape.

The load factor value is 5.872.

Next, buckling analyses were conducted with the symmetric boundary conditions specified

at the thinned edge and the asymmetric boundary conditions at the other edge (sym-asym).

The load factor of the first mode for this case was 5.58. Figure 9 shows the buckling

mode shape. It is clearly associated with the thinned region. Figure 10 shows the buckled

mode shape with asymmetric boundary conditions at the both edges (asym-asym). As

expected, the load factor for this case is considerably higher (7.037).

-2-
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Thus, the load factor value of 5.562 is the lowest value obtained. The load factor for the

same loading case (refueling condition) with a uniform thickness of 0.736" was 6, 141.

Thus, the load factor is predicted to change from 6.141 to 5.562 with the postulated

thinning to 0.536".

2.2 0.636 Inch Thickness Case

Figures 11 through 14 show the membrane meridional and circumferential stress

distributions from the refueling condition loads. As expected, the tensile circumferential

stress (Sx in element coordinate system) and the compressive meridional stress (Sy in

element coordinate system) magnitudes in the thinned region are larger than those at the

other edge of the model where the thickness is 0.736 inch. However, this is a local effect

and the average meridional stress and the average circumferential stress is not expected to

change significantly.

Figures 15 and 16 show the first buckling mode with the symmetric boundary conditions

at both the edges of the model (sym-sym). This mode is clearly associated with the

thinned region. The load factor value is 5.91.

Next, buckling analysis was conducted with the symmetric boundary conditions tpecified

at the thinned edge and the asymmetric boundary conditions at the other edge. The load

factor of the first mode for this case was 5.945. Figure 17 shows the buckling mode

shape. It is clearly associated with the thinned region. Based on the results of 0.536"

case, the load factor for asym-asym case is expected to be considerably higher.

Thus, the load factor value of 5.91 is the lowest value obtained. The load factor for the

same loading case (refueling condition) with a uniform thickness of 0.736" was 6.141.

Thus, the load factor is predicted to change from 6. 141 to 5.91 with the postulated

thinning to 0.636".

2.3 Summary

The load factors for the postulated 0.536" and 0.636" thinning cases are 5.562 and 5.91,

respectively. These values can be compared to 6.141 obtained for the case with a uniform

sandbed thickness of 0.736 inch.
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3.0 LNE ITEM 002

The objective of this task was to determine the change in the drywell buckling margins

when the fixity point at the bottom of the sandbed is moved upwards by - I foot to

simulate placement of concrete. The elements in the sandbed region are approximately

3-inch square. Thus the nodes associated with the bottom four row of elements (nodes

1027 through 1271, Figure 18) were fixed in all directions.

The buckling analyses conducted as a result of mesh refinement indicated that the

refueling loading condition is the governing case from the point of view of ASME Code

margins. Therefore, the stress and buckling analyses were conducted using the refueling

condition loadings. Figure 19 through 22 show the membrane meridional and

circumferential stress distributions from the refueling condition loads. Figure 23 shows

the calculated average values of meridional and circumferential stresses that are used in

the buckling margin evaluation.

Figure 24 shows the first buckling mode with sym-sym boundary conditions. The load

factor for this mode is 6.739. The load factor with asym-sym boundary conditions is

6.887 and the mode shape shown in Figure 25. It is clear that the sym-sym boundary

condition gives the least load factor. Figure 26 shows the buckling margin calculation. It

is seen that the buckling margin is 5.3% compared to 0% margin in the base case

calculation.

To summarize, the load factor changes to 6.739 for the refueling condition when the fixity

point at the bottom of the sandbed is moved upwards by - 1 foot. This results in an excess

margin of 5.3% above that required by the Code.

HSMOC-57, wp
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APPLIED MERIOIONAL AND C!RCUMFERENTIAL STRESSES - REFUELING CCNDiTION

ONE FOOT INCREASE IN FIXITY CASE; STRESS RUN: OCRFRLS.0UIT

AVERAGE APPLIED MERIDIONAL STRESS:

The average meridional stress is defined as the average stress across

the elevation including nodes 1419 through 1467. Stresses at nodes 1419 and

1467 are weighted only one half as much as the other nodes because they

lie on the edge of the modeled 1/10th section of the dryweLt and thus

represent only 1/2 of the ares represented by the other nodes.

# of Nodes

x

Nodes

14,19-1467

1423-1463

1427-1459

1431-1455

1435-1451

t439-1447

1443

Total:

# of

Nodes

2
2
2
2

2

12

Meridionat

Stress (ksi)
..... ,..........

-7.726
-7.738
-7.760
-7.682
-7.394

-7.014
-6.834

MeridionaL
Stress (ksi)

-7.726
-15.476
-15.520
-15.364
-14.788
-14.028

-6.834

-89.736
12

............. ..
-7.478 (W~)Average Meridional Stressi

AVERAGE APPLIED CIRCUMFERENTIAL STRESS:

The circumferential stress
node 1223 to node 2058.

is averaged along the vertical Line from

Nodes

1223

1419

1615

1811

2058

# Of
Nodes

0

4

Cf rc'mferential
Stress (ksi)

-1.175
0.505
4.165
5.8U6
5.024

# of Nodes

x

CIrcumferential

Stress (ksi)

0.000

0.505

4.165

5.846

5.024

15.54

4

3.W85 (ksi)Average Circueferential Stress:

OCRFSTO6.WKI
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CALCULATION OF ALIOWABLE BUCKLING STRESSES - REFUELING CASE, NO SAND
ONE FOOT INCREASE IN FIXITY CASE; STRESS RUN OCRFRLSB.OUT,
BUCKLING RUN OYCRSBBK.OUT

ITEM PARAMETER
LOAD

UNITS VALUE FACTOR

1
2
3
4
5

*** DRYWELL GEOMETRY AND MATERIALS
Sphere Radius, R
Sphere Thickness, t
Material Yield Strength, Sy
Material Modulus of Elasticity, E
Factor of Safety, FS

(in.)
(in.)
(ksi)
(ksi)

420
0.736

38
29600

2

C7

(11

*** BUCKLING ANALYSIS RESULTS
6 Theoretical Elastic Instability Stress, Ste

tJ
6'

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19

*** STRESS ANALYSIS RESULTS
Applied Meridional Compressive Stress, Sm
Applied Circumferential Tensile Stress, Sc

** CAPACITY REDUCTION FACTOR CALCULATION
Capacity Reduction Factor, ALPHAi
Circumferential Stress Equivalent Pressure, Peq
tX' Parameter, X= (Peq/4E) (d/t)A2
Delta C (From Figure - )
Modified Capacity Reduction Factor, ALPHAi,luod
Reduced Elastic Instability Stress, Se

*** PLASTICITY REDUCTION FACTOR CALCULATION
Yield Stress Ratio, DELTA=Se/Sy
Plasticity Reduction Factor, NUi
Inelastic Instability Stress, Si = NUi x Se

*** ALLOWABLE COMPRESSIVE STRESS CALCULATION
Allowable Compressive Stress, Sall= Si/FS
Compressive Stress Margin, M=(Sa1l/Sm -1) x 100%

(ksi) 50.394 6.739

(ksi) 7.478
(ksi) 3.885

(psi)

(ksi)

(ksi)

(ksi)
I(%)

0.207
13.616
0.075
0.064
0.313

15.753

0.415
1.000

15.753

7.877
5.3

2.107

2.107

1.053

11

'IREFNSND2.WKl
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Nuclear Technical Functions

Safety/Environmental Determination and 50.59 Review
(EP-016)

UNIT Oyster Creek PAGE t OF 22
OOCUMENTiACTIVITYTITLE Clean and Coat Drywel,, Ext. in Sand Bed SERev. No, 2
DOCUMENT NO. OC-IRM-402950-010 DOC REV. NO, 0 sE"..-_4295fl-nii

Typet oAf Acvit ... ..... I
Type of Activity [ind fiC~ati on . .. .. ..

(Modification, procedure, test, experiment, or document)

1. Is this activity/document listed in Section I or II of the matrices in Corporate Procedure
1000-ADM-1291.01?

If the answer to question I is "no" stop here. (Section IV activitiesldocuments should be
reviewed on a case-by-case basis to determine if this procedure is applicable.) This pro-
cedure is not applicable and no documentation is required. If the answer is "yes" proceed to
question 2.

2. Is this a new activity/document or a substantive revision to an activity/document? (See
Exhibit 3, paragraph 3, this procedure for examples of non-substantive changes)

If the answer to question 2 is "no" stop here. This procedure is not applicable and no
documentation is required. if the answer is "yes" proceed to answer all remaining questions.
These answers become the Safety/Environmental Determination and 50.59 Review.

a Does this activity/document have the potential to adversely affect nuclear safety or safe
plant operations?

4. Does the activity/document require revision of the system/component description in the FSAR
or otherwise require revision of the Technical Specifications or any other part of the SAP?

5. Does the activity/document require revision of any procedural or operating description in
the FSAR or otherwise require revision of the Technical Specifications or any other part of the
SAR?

6, Are tests or experiments conducted which are not described in the FSAR, the Technical
Specifications or any other part of the SAR?

lNYes ENo

£5Yes E]No

lýYes ENo

CYes DtNo

SYes CNo

C Yes Ex.No

No because No tests or experiments are conducted

Documents checked:

It any of the answers to questions 3, 4, 5 or 6 are yes, prepare a written safety evaluation on a Safety Evaluation form.

If the answers to 3, 4. 5, and 6 are no, this orecludes the occurrence of an Unreviewea Safety Question or Tecnnicai
Specifications change, Provide a written statement in the space provided above (attach additional sheet if
necessary), to support the determination, and list the documents you checked.

7. Does this document involve any potential Non-Nuclear environmental impact?

8. Are the design criteria as outlined in TMI-1 SDD-T1-000 Div. I or OC-SDD-000 Div. I Plant
Level Criteria affected by, or do they affect the activity/document?

-Yes ZNo

-Yes _No

It yes, indicate how resolved

If the answer to question 7 is yes, either redesign or provide supporting documentation which will permit Environ-
mental Licensing to determine if an adverse environmental impact exists and if regulatory approval is required
(Ref. 1000-ADM.1216.03). It in doubt, consult the Radiological and Environmental Controls Division or Environmental
Licensing for assistance in completing the evaluation.



Nuclear Technical Functions

Safety Evaluation
(EP-016)

UNIT Oyster Creek PAGE 2 of 22

ACTIVITY/DOCUMENT TITLE Clpan anA ifnt nrt•yll SE1%r.4L2905-.Qý.

Exterior in the Sand Bed Rev. No. 0

DOCUMENT NO. (if applicable) (lY-I'M-4A1r)2n-01-ev, No. f)

Tve of Activity/Docunient Mudirationn
(Modification, procedure, test, experiment, or document)

This Safety Evaluation provides the basis for determining whether this activity/document involves
an Unreviewed Safety Question or impacts on nuclear safety.

Answer the following questions and provide reason(s) for each answer per Exhibit 7. A simple
statement of conclusion in itself is not sufficient. The scope and depth of each reason should be
commensurate with the safety significance and complexity of the proposed change.

1. Will implementation of the activity/document adversely affect nuclear
safety or safe plant operations? -Yes XNo

The following questions comprise the 50.59 considerations and
evaluation to determine if an :;nrovi.awed Safety Question exists:

2. Is the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the Safety Analysis Report increased?

3. Is the possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than

any evaluated previously in the Safety Analysis Report created?

4. Is the margin of safety as defined in thle basis for any Technical
Specification reduced?

-Yes XNo

--Yes 7No

,-Yes INo

If any answer above is "yes" an impact on nuclear safety or an Unreviewed Safety Question
exists. If an adverse impact on nuclear safety exists revise or redesign. If an unreviewed safe-
ty question with no adverse impact on nuclear safety exists forward to Licensing with any ad-
ditional documentation to support a request for NRC approval prior to implementing approval.

5. Specify whether or not any of the following are required, and if "yes"
indicate how it was resolved

Yes TRITFWR/Other No

a. Does the activity/document require
an update of the FSAR?

Explain: Qg-,rriptinn of tha dryiiell •hmilf ho ra•gised to inc14,.e
the presence of a coating

b. Does the activity/document require
a Techmical Specification Amendment? X
Explain:

N S046 32-.MS



PAGE 3 OF 2

c- Does the activityclocument require
a Quality Classification List (QCL) Amendment?

Yes TRITFWR/Other No

X

Explain:

d. Other: (it none, use NA). ..N/A

This form with the reasons for the answers, together with all applicable continuation
sheets constitutes a written Safety Evaluation.

List of Effective Pages

Page No. Rev. No. Page No. Rev. No, Page No. Rev. No.

1

3

11

14

16

17

2

2

2

4

5

15

2

2

I

2

1

1

Signatures ..... Date

Engineer/Orligtnator fA-'TACO&S tA~pg

Section Manager sAt,'J t[)ek li t

Responsible Technical Revie er .. o , ) /'?3

Independent Safety Reviewer S e sle Myf',• (d4A ,4 ' ,'. A "

Other Reviewer(s) v

14 50468!02*ae:1



SE-402950-011
Rev 2
Page 4 of 22

LIST OF EFFECTIVE PAGES

Page No. Rev. No. Page No. Rev. No.

1 2 19 0

2 0 20 0

3 2 21 0

4 2 22 0

5 2

6 0

7 0

8 0

9 0

10 0

11 2

12 0

13 0

14 2

15 1

1.6 1

17 1

18 0



GPU NUCLEAR DOCUMENT NO.
SE-402950-011
Rev. 2
Page 5 of 22

TITLE: Safety Evaluation for Cleaning and Coating the Drywell Exterior

REV SUMMARY OF CHANGE APPROVAL DATE

0 Initial issue.

1 Increased allowable coating rate to 8.5 gallons/hr.
Limited amount of coating that can be curing in any one
bay at one time to 20 gallons.
Required that spark-generating activities be stopped
in all bays upon ventilation failure in a bay where
Devran 184 is curing.

2 Increased allowable Devran 184 coating rate to 13.6 /4/93
gallon/hr.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __?e V .A2.
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SAFETY EVALUATION FOR
CLEANING AND COATING
THE DRYWELL EXTERIOR

IN THE SAND BED

Contents Page

List of Effective Pages 4

Summary of Change Form 5

1.0 PURPOSE AND SCOPE 8

2.0 SYSTEMS AFFECTED 8

2.1 Systems 8

2.2 Drawings that Depict Affected Systems 9

2.3 Documents that Describe the Affected Systems 9

3.0 EFFECTS ON SAFETY 10

3.1 Identification of Documents Defining Safety 10
Functions of the Affected Systems

3.2 Safety Functions of the Affected Systems 11

3.3 Effects of this Activity on Safety Functions 13

3.4 licensing Basis Documents/Margin of Safety 18

3.5 Nuclear Safety/Safe Plant Operation 19

3.6 Probability of Occurrence or Consequence of an 19
Accident

3.7 Probability of Occurrence or Consequence of 19
Malfunction of Safety Equipment
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Contents Page

3.8 Possibility for an Accident or Malfunction of a Different 20

Type than any Previously Identified in the SAR

3.9 Margin of Safety in Basis of Technical Specification 20

3.10 Violation of Plant Technical Specification 20

3.11 Violation of License Requirements or Regulations 21

3.12 Radiological Safety Concerns 21

3.13 Change to FSAR 21

3.14 Change to Established Practice or Procedure 21

4.0 EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENT 21

4.1 Change to Plant Environmental Interfaces 21

4.2 Potential Environmental Impact 22

5.0 SUMMARY 22
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1.0 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

This safety evaluation assesses the effects of removing sand from some or all of the sand
bed area and removing rust and paint from some or all of the estimated 1000 square feet
of the drywell's exterior surface in the annular gap between the drywell and reactor
building shield wall near the base of the drywell. This evaluation also examines the
effects of applying a new epoxy coating to the drywell in this area. The sand is being
removed to allow access to the drywell exterior surface. The rust and old paint is being
removed to retard corrosion of the drywell exterior in the sand bed region. A coating is
being applied to further minimize corrosion. The sand and rust removal work is planned
for the 14R outage. Coating work may be performed during 14R or at a later outage.
Additional descriptions of the cleaning and coating processes are provided in Oyster
Creek Mini-Mod OC-MM-402950-010, "Cleaning and Coating the Drywell Exterior in the
Sand Bed Area."

This activity has the potential to affect the following nuclear safety related systems and
structures. These items are addressed in this safety evaluation:

• The drywell shell could potentially be thinned below minimum wall.

° The charcoal filters in the SGTS could potentially be affected by paint fumes.

• Work performed on the drywell could potentially increase the corrosion rate.

2.0 SYSTEMS AFFECTED

2.1 Sytm

2.1.1 Drywell and Suppression System (No. 243). is affected in that rust and
old paint is removed from the drywell exterior and a new epoxy coating
is applied.

Reactor Building Heating and Ventilating, and Standby Gas Treatment
System (SGTS) (No. 822) are affected in that, during cleaning and
coating, hazardous vapors could be released into the reactor building
atmosphere which could affect SGTS filters.

The Plant Breathing Air System (No. 853) is affected in that, during
cleaning, an air line will be run from the breathing air system into the
sand bed area to operate pneumatic tools and, possibly, to provide
breathing air.
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Misc Power1Lighting Panels (No. 734) is affected in that, during drywell
cleaning and coating, power will be drawn from this system to operate
cleaning equipment and lighting.

Door Drain and Sump System (No. 577) is affected in that cleaners,
coatings, or other substances might enter the floor drains during work.

480/208/120 V Util (JCP&L) Non-Vital Power (No. 737) is affected in
that, during drywell cleaning, power will be drawn from this system to
operate cleaning equipment.

2.2 Drawings that Depict Affected Systems

2.2-1 Drawings showing original steel shell thickness - Chicago Bridge and Iron
Co., Contract Drawings 9-0971, Drawings #1, through #10.

2.2.2 BR 2011 - Reactor Building Heating and Ventilating

2.2.3 3E-822-21-1000 - Standby Gas Treatment System

2.2.4 BR 2013 - LAS/Service Air

2.3 Documents that Describe the Affected Systems

2.3.1 Amendment No. 15 to OCNGS Unit No. 1, UFSAR, Docket No. 50-219,
Primary Containment Design Report, September 11, 1967.

2.3.2 OCNGS Updated FSAR Sections 3.7, Appendix; 3.7A, 3.8.2, 3.8.4 and
Figures 3.8-1 through 3.8-3.

2.3.3 OCNGS Plant Technical Specification Bases Sections 3,5, 4.5 and 5.2.

2.3.4 OCNGS Updated FSAR:

Section 6.5.1 - SGTS
Section 9.4.2 - Reactor Building Heating and Ventilating
Section 9.4.3 - Service Air
Section 9.3.3.2.2 - Reactor Building Floor and Equipment Drains

2.3.5 SDBD-OC-822, Rev. 0 (SGTS)
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3.0 EFFECTS ON SAFETY

3.1 Identification of Documents Defining Safety Functions of the Affected Systems

3.1.1 Licensing Basis Documents

3.1.1.1 OCNGS Unit 1 Facility Description and Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report

a. Licensing Application, Amendment 3, Section V
b. Licensing Application, Amendment 11,

Question 111-18
c. Licensing Application, Amendment 15
d. Licensing Application, Amendment 68

3.1.2 Technical Specification Documents

Plant Technical Specification and Bases-OCNGS Unit, Appendix A to
Facility License DRP-16, JCP&L Docket No. 50-219, Sections 3.5, 4.5,
5.2.

3.1.3 GPUN Safety Evaluation

SE No. 000243-002, Rev. 7, Drywell Steel Shell Plate
Thickness Reduction at the Base Sand Cushion Entrenchment
Region.

3.1.4 NRC Safety Evaluations

3.1.4.1 "licensee actions taken and action plans for mitigating
the corrosion attack on the drywell shell of the Oyster
Creek Nuclear Generating Station (TAC #65448)," NRC SER
dated September 22, 1987.

3.1.4.2 "Evaluation Report on Structural Integrity of the Oyster Creek
Drywell (TAC# M79166)," NRC SER dated April 24, 1992.

3.1.5 MPR Calculation No. 83-156- MJH-01, 'Maximum Drop Height of
Object Dropped onto Oyster Creek Torus," Revision 0 dated
April 20, 1992.
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3.1.6 OCNGS Updated FSAR: Section 6.5.1 - SGTS
Section 9.4.2 - RB Ventilation
Section 9.4.3 - Service Air
Section 9.3.3.2.2 - Reactor Building Floor
and Equipment Drains

3.1.7 GPUN Technical Functions Division Document ES-027, Environmental
Parameters - Oyster Creek NGS, Rev. 1.

3.1.8 Letter from DEVOE Coatings Company (Bill Mackay) to MPR (Dawn
Jacobs) dated July 28, 1992.

3.1.9 GPUN Calculation, "Effect of Painting on SGTS Charcoal Removal
Efficiency", Calc. Template under Lotus Filename RBPNTG dw. Wkl
performed by Mr. Lino Carin, OPUN, December 22, 1992.

3.1.10 MPR Memo dated July 29, 1992, "Seismic Issues Concerning the Use
of Sandbags in Manway Holes."

3.2 Safety Functions of the Affected Systems

Drywell and Suppression System

The purpose of the Drywell and Suppression System is to minimize the
potential for release of radiation and radioactive effluents to the environment
in the event of a LOCA. This system limits the release of radioactive fission
products to the values which will insure offsite dose rates well below 10 CFR
100 guideline limits. This system does perform a safety function.

Reactor Building Ventilation System and Standby Gas Treatment System
(SGTh)

The Reactor Building Heating and Ventilating System, as part of the plant
HVAC system, has two functions:

1. To provide a controlled environment so the maximum allowable ambient
temperature for standard rated electrical equipment (104'F) is not
exceeded.

2. To regulate the static pressure within the reactor building to a slight
negative pressure, so as to minimize the spread of radioactive
contamination.
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The Reactor Building Heating and Ventilating System does not perform safety
functions although the system isolates on any one of the following:

a. Refueling floor high radiation
b. Reactor building exhaust duct high radiation
c. High drywell pressure
d. Low-low reactor water level
e. Reactor building pressure over 1 inch water
f. Manual signal from the Control Room
g. Valve V-28-21 or V-28-22 not full open
h. High Exhaust Air Temperature

The Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS) is a safety related atmosphere
cleanup system which functions as a barrier between the radiation source and
the environs during an emergency condition. This system filters and exhausts
the reactor building atmosphere and drywell atmosphere to the stack during
accident conditions.

Items (a) through (d) above cause initiation of the SGTS; items (e) through (h)
do not cause initiation of the SGTS.

The SGTS is designed to perform the following functions subsequent to Design
Basis Accidents:

a. Limit the radioactive releases to the environs within 10 CFR 100 limits by
filtering and releasing gases to the plant stack for high elevation release.

b. Minimize leakage of fission products from the reactor building atmosphere
by maintaining a negative pressure of 0.25 inches of water within the
reactor building with respect to the outside atmosphere under calm wind
conditions.

c. Limit radioactive releases during purging of the drywell and suppression
chamber during normal and after emergency operation.

Plant Breathing Air System

The plant breathing air system performs no safety functions.
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Misc. Power/Lighting Panels and 480/208/120 V Util (JCP&L) Non-Vital Power

The equipment to be used for cleaning the drywell exterior is to be powered
from non-safety busses. These busses are not required to provide power for
safety related equipment.

Floor Drain and Sump System

The floor drain and sump system performs no safety functions. Floor drains
will be covered during work to ensure no materials enter the system.

3.3 Effects of this Activity on Safety Functions

3.3.1 System Performance

Drywell and Suppression System

The Drywell and Suppression System will continue to perform their
intended safety function after the sand has been removed from the
sand bed, the rust and old paint has been removed from the drywell
and after the new epoxy coating has been applied. This is
demonstrated in the structural analysis of the drywell with the sand
removed from the sand bed (Reference 3.1.3).

The structural analysis assumed a certain minimum drywell thickness
throughout the sand bed area. Rust removal and surface preparation
will not affect the drywell's ability to meet its safety functions, as long
as the steel's thickness is not reduced below the minimum thickness
assumed in the structural analyses. Thinning or gouging the drywell
will be avoided by taking the following steps.

. Cleaning tools will be selected to minimize the hazard; hand tools,
and hand operated power tools will be used. No tools will be
operated unattended.

. Workers will be trained on the use of the cleaning tools. Only
workers qualified by the training will be permitted to do rust
removal and surface preparation work.

• Tests will be performed to show that the cleaning tools and process
minimizes removal of steel and does not gouge steel.

Inspections of representative surfaces of the drywell will be
performed to show suitability for continued service.
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Reactor Building Heating and Ventilating and Standby Gas Treatment
System

The Reactor Building Heating and Ventilating System does not perform
safety functions, therefore, this modification will not effect safety
functions of the plant.

After the drywell exterior has been cleaned and coated, this modification
will have no effect on the safety functions of the Standby Gas Treatment
System (SGTh).

During drywell cleaning and coating, the safety functions of the SGTS
could be affected. Subsequent to a design basis accident, the SGTS
filters and releases gases from inside the reactor building to the plant
stack for high elevation dispersion. While the epoxy coating is being
applied to the drywell surface (and while the epoxy is curing) the
possibility exists that the filters in the SGTS may be degraded by the
coating fumes. Oyster Creek's Technical Functions group has evaluated
the effects of the coating fumes on the efficiency of the SGTS charcoal
filters. That evaluation concludes that the fumes resulting from a paint
application rate of 13.6 gallons or less per hour will not adversely affect
the SGTS charcoal filters as long as no other solvents or thinners are
being used in the reactor building (Reference 3.1.9).

Painting of the drywell exterior and sand bed area concrete floor will be
done at less than 13.6 gallons per hour. Operations will control the total
painting rate (for this task and others) in the reactor building. In
addition, painting activities in the sand bed area will be coordinated with
other activities in the reactor building to ensure that the total rate of
solvent use in the reactor building does not exceed the maximum
allowable rate.

The possibility of ignition of the SGTS charcoal filters due to collection
of paint fumes during application and curing was evaluated. The
maximum temperature in the SGTS charcoal filters is approximately
140'F (Reference 2.3.5). The autoignition temperatures of fumes from
the Devmat 142S caulk, Pre-Prime 167 primer, and Devran 184 paint are
between approximately 7000 and 1,000*F; therefore, the fumes will not
ignite in the charcoal filters.

3.3.2 Quality Standards
Activities affecting removal of sand, cleaning of the drywell exterior, and
radwaste removal will be performed in accordance with the Regulatory
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Required (RR) Classification. All other activities will be classified as
Other.

All RR activities will be performed in accordance with the GPUJN
Operational QA Plan (Number 1000-PLN-7200.01).

3.3.3 Natural Phenomena Protection

The Drywell and Suppression System are protected from the natural
phenomena postulated for the OCNGS by the reactor building and the
shield wall. There will be no change in the ability of those structures to
protect the Drywell and Suppression System during or after the
modifications described herein.

3.3.3.1 Seismic Qualification

After the sand and rust have been removed, and after the
drywell has been coated, the Drywell and Suppression System
will still meet their design seismic qualifications. This is
demonstrated in the structural analyses of the drywell with the
sand removed from the sand bed (Reference 3.1.3).

Equipment used for removing sand and for cleaning and coating
the drywell shall be located and mounted such that it cannot
break loose and become a hazard to safety related plant
equipment in a seismic event. Where necessary, stationary
equipment will be seismically analyzed and designed not to
impact Seismic Category I systems, structures, and components in
accordance with GPUN Seismic Criteria in ES-022.

All portable equipment will be secured in accordance with
GPUN procedure 119.5 (loose equipment storage). Care will be
taken not to tie off to small bore piping, conduit, instrumen-
tation, or safety related equipment. Cleaning and coating
equipment will not be designed to function during or following a
seismic event.

The sandbags installed in the manways following cleaning and
coating do not present a hazard to plant systems during a seismic
event. The sandbags will be positioned to minimize the chances
that they would leave the manway. Specifically, the bags will be
stacked such that they slope away from the openings at either
end of the manways, and such that no sandbag is closer than
about two feet from the lower edge of the outer opening (the
opening nearest the torus).
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The potential for the sandbags to move has been evaluated by
engineers experienced in equipment seismic qualification and in
walk-downs of earthquake sites. Their conclusion is that the
sandbags are very unlikely to move at all, and, if they did move,
it would be over a distance shorter than the two feet of space to
be left between the sandbags and the open end of the manway
(Reference 3.1.10).

3.3.4 Fire Protection

As documented in FPE No. OC-402950-010, there will be no new or
additional fire hazards following cleaning and coating the drywell.
During cleaning and coating work, transient combustibles will be added
to the plant. These combustibles will be evaluated by fire protection
personnel. Sand removal from the sand bed area and cleaning and
coating of the drywell does not change the basis of any previously
approved exemptions to 10 CFR 50 - Appendix R, the Safe Shutdown
and Zone Boundary Analysis presented in the Fire Hazards Analysis
Report, Rev. 6, nor any commitments to Branch Technical Position
Auxiliary Power Conversion Systems Branch (BTP APCSB) 9.5-1.
Therefore, the modification has no adverse effect on the fire protection
program. Also, this modification does not require a revision to the Fire
Hazards Analysis Report.

The possibility of ventilation failure leading to combustion or ignition of
stagnant vapors during application or curing of caulk or coatings was
evaluated. The vapors in the caulk and coatings are heavier than air
(per Devoe Material Safety Data Sheets); therefore, the vapors will
collect at the bottom of the sand bed area upon ventilation failure. To
reduce the concern that ignition or explosion could occur, the amount of
uncured Devran 184 in any one bay will be limited to 20 gallons. In
addition, if ventilation fails in a bay where Devran 184 is curing, activities
in all bays which could potentially generate sparks will be stopped until
ventilation is restored. Devmat 142S caulk and Pre-Prime 167 primer
will be used in small amounts; therefore, combustion or ignition of the
vapors is not a concern.

Some of the vapors may enter the torus room through the sand bed area
drain pipes or manways. It is expected that the vapors entering the torus
room will be dispersed by natural air circulation, and/or torus room
ventilation. When dispersed, the concentration of vapors in the torus
room will be very small; therefore, it is unlikely that the vapors will ignite
or explode.
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3.3.5 Environmental Qualification

Environmental Qualification has been reviewed in EQIS No. EQIS
402950-009. There will be negligible impact on both the radiation fields
and room temperatures in the torus room after sand has been removed
from the sand bed area and the drywell exterior has been cleaned and
coated, since the manway holes will be filled with up to about 6 feet of
sandbags at project completion.

3.3.6 Missile Protection

There will be no new or additional missile hazards created by removing
sand from the sand bed area and cleaning and coating the drywell
exterior. Specifically, the drywell will not be more susceptible to damage
from missiles from outside the reactor building, and will not be more
susceptible to damage from missiles generated inside the drywell.

3.3.7 High Energy Line Breaks, Internal Flooding

No high energy lines are added by this modification. The sand removal,
cleaning and coating activities will be performed away from any high
energy lines. Accordingly, this modification does not affect any previous
High Energy Line Break evaluations and analyses.

No internal flooding concerns are added by this modification.

3.3.8 Electrical Separation/tsolationiEDG and Safety Bus Impact

Plant operation with the sand removed and the drywell cleaned and
coated has no impact on these plant features.

For sand removal, cleaning, and coating activities, electrical power to
equipment is not to be provided from either the Emergency Diesel
Generators or safety buses or any uninterruptible power supply.

3.3.9 Single Failure Criteria

The sand removal, cleaning and coating modification does not change the
single failure criteria of the Drywell and Suppression System, the
Secondary Containment or the SGTS.

The Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS) has two redundant paths for
filtering air from the Reactor Building. The sand removal, cleaning and
coating modification does not effect the redundancy in this system.

3.3.10 Separation Criteria

No separation criteria are applicable.
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3.3.11 Containment Isolation

With sand removed from the sand bed area and the drywell exterior
cleaned and coated, containment isolation is not affected.

During sand removal, cleaning and coating, containment isolation will not
be affected. An impact analysis, Reference 3.1.5, identifies limits as to
the weight of tools which may be carried or lifted above the torus, as well
as the maximum heights at which they may be carried to avoid load
drops that might damage the torus or its internal coating. In general,
that analysis requires that tools be covered with padding while being
moved across the top of the torus. These limits on tool weight, lift
height, and padding thickness will be observed during cleaning and
coating work. The limits are detailed in OC-MM-402950-009.

3.3.12 Materials Compatibility

The drywell exterior surface will be cleaned with a water-based cleaner
and coated with epoxy primer and epoxy paint. An epoxy primer will be
brushed/poured into the drywell-to-concrete gap at the base of the sand
bed area. An epoxy caulk may be applied over any remaining drywell-to-
concrete gap that the epoxy primer did not fill. The specific materials to
be used are described in OC-MM- 402950-010. These materials have
been reviewed for compatibility in this application and approved for use
by GPUN's Material Engineering department. The application of these
materials will not increase the corrosion rate of the drywell exterior.

3.4 Licensing Basis Documents/Margin of Safety

With the sand removed and the drywell exterior cleaned and coated, the
margin of safety discussed in SE-000243-002 (Reference 3.1.3) is not reduced.

After the drywell exterior has been cleaned, the steel surface will be free of
active corrosion cells so that corrosion will be reduced. Accordingly, it is
acceptable to clean but not coat the surface during 14R if time constraints
prevent coating application. After the drywell is coated, the steel surface will
not be wet by any future water leaks into the sand bed, so that future
corrosion will be further minimized. Whether or not the drywell surface is
coated during 14R, this modification will make it more likely that the margin
of safety will be maintained.

Cleaning and coating in portions of the sand bed area which are difficult to
access will be performed on a best effort basis. Accordingly, some patches of
the drywell exterior may be left uncleaned and/or uncoated. Possible
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preferential corrosion of these uncleaned/uncoated patches was evaluated.
Two conditions may exist in which patches of the drywell exterior are left
uncleaned/uncoated: (1) the patches are uncleaned/uncoated while the bulk of
the drywell exterior is coated or, (2) the patches are uncleaned/uncoated while
the bulk of the drywell exterior is cleaned but not coated. In both cases, the
bulk of the drywell will not be cathodic with respect to the uncleaned/uncoated
patches, and therefore, galvanic cells (i.e., preferential corrosion) between the
uncleaned/uncoated patches and the bulk of the drywell exterior is unlikely to
exist. It is expected that the uncleaned/uncoated patches will continue to
experience general corrosion, but at a reduced rate since the sand and
moisture will no longer be present.

3.5 Nuclear Safety/Safe Plant Operation

This modification will have no adverse effect on nuclear safety or safe plant
operations. As discussed in Section 3.3.1, the safety functions of the plant
systems potentially effected by this modification will not be degraded during
and after sand removal, cleaning, and coating.

Sand removal, rust removal and surface preparation tools will vibrate the
drywell locally in the sand bed area. Cleaning and coating will not be
performed during plant operation, so that there is no potential for this
vibration to initiate an inadvertent plant shutdown. Also, based on previous
experience with more aggressive tools and cutting activities this vibration will
not be severe enough to effect plant equipment.

3.6 Probability of Occurrence or Consequence of an Accident

With sand removed and the drywell cleaned and coated in the sand bed area,
the probability of occurrence of an accident is not increased.

Neither the probability of occurrence of an accident nor the consequences of
an accident will be increased during sand removal, cleaning, and coating
activities.

3.7 Probability of Occurrence or Conseguence of Malfunction of
Safety Equipment

For the reasons given in Section 3.3 above, removing sand from the sand bed
area and cleaning and coating the drywell steel in the sand bed area will not
increase the probability of occurrence or consequence of malfunction of safety
equipment.
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3.8 Possibility for an Accident or Malfunction of a Different
Zve Than Any Previously Identified in the SAR

The possibility of fumes off-gassing from the cured coatings during an accident
and possibly degrading or igniting the charcoal filters in the SGTS during an
accident were evaluated. The Devoe literature indicates that the "temperature
resistance" of the coating materials is 250'F; however, under certain conditions,
the drywell temperature can increase to about 3200F for approximately 15
minutes (Reference 3.1.7, Figure 19). Devoe indicates that above 2500F,
pigments in the coating begin to degrade, and that above 350 to 4001F,
embrittlement and debonding of the epoxy becomes a concern. However,
since there are no solvents in the epoxy after it has cured, no fumes would be
created and therefore, degradation or combustion of the SGTS charcoal filters
is not a concern. Combustion of the coating is not a concern in this
temperature range (Reference 3.1.8).

It is not anticipated that any vibration caused by sand removal, rust removal or
surface preparation tools will effect plant equipment. However, if these
vibrations do effect plant equipment, the effect would not be of a type
different than any previously identified in the SAR (e.g., seismic events).

Potential impacts upon the torus due to dropped tools have been evaluated.
Limitations on tool weight, lift heights, and padding have been defined to
prevent damage to the torus (Reference 3.1.5).

3.9 Margin of Safety in Basis of Technical Specification

As discussed in Section 3.4, cleaning and coating the drywell exterior will
mitigate further corrosion of the drywell in the sand bed area and as a result,
the margin of safety as defined in the basis of the Technical Specifications
(Ref. 3.1.2) will not be reduced.

3.10 Violation of Plant Technical Specification

There are no technical specifications which address the drywell exterior
coating.
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3.11 Violation of License Requirements or Regulations

Since the structural integrity and the isolation function are maintained, and
sand removal, cleaning and coating will not adversely affect the Drywell and
Suppression System, and for the reasons given in this detailed safety
evaluation, no violations of license requirements or regulations occur as a
result of this modification.

3.12 Radiological Safety Concerns

Shielding may be required in the sand bed area. Shielding design and
materials will be available prior to 14R. Prior to the start of work in each bay,
dose rates will be checked and shielding will be installed as directed by
RadCon.

Dose rates may vary from the top to the bottom of the sand bed area. If
required, multiple whole body TLDs will be worn as directed by RadCon.

Long-term potential radiation exposure will be minimized by packing each

completed manway with sandbags for shielding, and as a barrier to entry.

3.13 Change to FSAR

The description of the drywell in the FSAR will be changed to include the
presence of the coating.

3.14 Chang-e to Established Practice or Procedure

After the drywell exterior has been cleaned and coated, periodic inspections of
the coating are necessary. Devoe recommends that the coating be inspected in
one or two bays after about six months to one year to evaluate the coating
performance. After this evaluation, inspections at five-year intervals should be
done to identify any needed maintenance (Reference 3.8).

4.0 EFFET ON ENVIRONMENT

4.1 Change to Plant Environmental Interfaces

Sand removal from the sand bed area and cleaning and coating the drywell
exterior has no potential plant environmental interfaces. The effects of the
sand removal and drywell surface finish (i.e., rusty, cleaned, or coated) on heat
transfer to the torus room during plant operation are insignificant. Also, the
effects on radiation levels in the torus room are insignificant.
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4.2 Potential Environmental Impact

There is no environmental impact. Sand, rust and old paint will be removed
by vacuuming within the contained reactor building and isolated from the
environment. Cleaners, thinners, caulk, and paint will be properly isolated
from the environment during work; any waste will be disposed of in
accordance with plant procedures.

5.0 SUMMARY

The purpose of removing sand and cleaning and coating the drywell in the sand bed area
is to minimize future corrosion of the drywell steel. An analysis of Safety Systems and
functions affected by this modification has not revealed any new safety concerns
introduced by the modification. Specifically,

* The unit's ability to mitigate the effects of all Design Basis Events (DBE's) is
not changed during or subsequent to this modification.

" The plant's position on Fire Protection and Appendix R are not adversely
affected by the modification.

Sand removal from the sand bed area and cleaning and coating the drywell does
not affect Environmental Qualification, Missile Protection, HELB's, internal
flooding, Emergency Diesel Generator Loading for OCNGS.

* Containment integrity is not affected by the modification.

* There is no change to the plant operating license or Technical Specifications.

As a result, this modification does not involve an unreviewed safety question or
environmental impact.
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LICENSEE: GPU Nuclear Corporation

FACILITY: Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station

SUBJECT: SUMMARY OF MAY 5, 1993, MEETING WITH GPU NUCLEAR CORPORATION (GPUN)
TO DISCUSS MATTERS RELATED TO THE OYSTER CREEK DRYWELL CORROSION
MITIGATION PROGRAM.

On Wednesday, May 5, 1993, a meeting was held at the NRC, One White Flint
North, Rockville, Maryland, with GPUN, the licensee to discuss the Oyster
Creek Drywell Corrosion Mitigation Program. Enclosure 1 is the list of
participants.

Enclosure 2 is the licensee's agenda and the information presented regarding
the Oyster Creek Drywell Corrosion Mitigation Program. The following is a
summary of the significant items discussed.

GPUN updated the staff regarding the Oyster Creek Drywell Program since the
last meeting held in July 1991.

During operating Cycle 13, the licensee performed structural analyses related
to sand removal which were approved by the NRC. The licensee also stated that
a concrete mockup of the drywell shield was built to demonstrate that the sand
could be removed by cutting access holes in the shield wall which permit
workers to remove the sand from the sand cushion area. During this period the
licensee cut holes in all 10 bays of the shield wall and removed 60% of the
sand in the area.

During the recent 14R refueling outage the remaining sand and corrosion
products were removed from the sand bed region together with rust and scale
from the drywell shell. The licensee also cleaned and pressure washed the
shell and provided protective coatings.

GPUN provided a summary of 14R outage UT thickness measurements taken from the
inside drywell. The current thinnest thickness of the (1) cylinder is 0.614,"
thick, (2) upper sphere is 0.691" thick, (3) middle sphere is 0.743" thick,
and (4) sand bed region is 0.800" thick. The licensee stated that the minimum
required ASME Code thickness for this area is 0.736" thick. All UT thickness
measurements for Bays 3, 5, 7, and 19 are greater than 0.736" thick. All UT
thickness measurements for Bays 11, 15 and 17 are greater than 0.736" except
for one measurement for each bay. Bays I and 13 each have several locations
where the measured thicknesses are below 0.736". GPUN stated that these
locations are isolated. GPUN further stated that on the basis of the
measurements the shell was re-evaluated using ASME local stress criteria.
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Based on the above, GPUN concluded that (1) sand removal was successfully
completed in refueling outage 14R, (2) external drywell surface in sand bed
region was cleaned and coated, (3) corrosion in sand bed region is now
stopped, (4) the 14R inspections from the sand bed region confirmed that
GPUN's previous inspections from inside the drywell were in the area of
highest corrosion, (5) the integrity of the Oyster Creek drywell remains a
priority concern of GPUN management and GPUN will continue UT thickness
measurements for the life of the plant, and (6) low corrosion rates in sphere
and cylinder portions of the drywell, in conjunction with pressure reduction
approval, will ensure containment integrity for the full licensed life of the
plant. The licensee proposed to use 1.1 Smc, to evaluate the overall shell
thickness'requirements. The staff disagrees with this interpretation.
However, 1.1 Smc could be used in evaluating local areas of shell.

GPUN indicated that priority 1 & 2 UT readings from inside drywell during
refueling outage 15R will be taken and that there would be a visual inspection
of coating in Bays 1 and 11 at the beginning of 15R. This inspection may be
expanded to other bays if found necessary. GPUN will monitor for water
leakage during operating cycles and refueling outages, and take corrective
action as appropriate. GPUN further indicated that post refueling outage UT
inspection program scope and frequency will be defined based on 15R inspection
results.

Alexander W. Dromerick, Sr. Project Manager
Project Directorate 1-4
Division of Reactor Projects - I/I1
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1. Attendance List
2. Licensing Agenda

cc w/enclosures:
See next page

I
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Mayor
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Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station

Docket No. 50-219

Meeting - May 5. 1993

Attendance List

NAME ORGANIZATION

Alexander Dromerick
Robert McBrearty
Goutam Bagchi
Chen Tan
Kris Parczewski
Jim Davis
Mark Yekta
Dana Govill
Phil Manning
Mike Laggart
Steve Tumminelli
Sam Saha
Julien Abramovici
John Flynn
Joe Colitz
Ron Zak

NRC/NRR/PD I-4
NRC/RG-I
NRC/NRR/DE/ECGB
NRC/NRR/DE/ECGB
NRC/NRR/DE/EMCB
NRC/NRR/DE/EMCB
GPUN
GPUN-NDE/ISI
GPUN-NDE/ISI
GPUN-Licensing
GPUN-Engineering Mechanics
GPUN-Material Engineering
GPUN-Mechanical
GPUN-Project Manager•
GPUN-Director Engineer Project
GPUN-Licensing
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AGENDA

w

* MEETING OBJECTIVES

* CYCLE 13 ACTIVITIES

J. J. COLITZ

J. C. FLYNN

o Analysis
o Work Accomplished
o Training

* 14R OUTAGE ACTIVITIES

* SUMMARY OF 14R OUTAGE UT THICKNESS
MEASUREMENTS (Taken from Inside Drywell)

* SAND BED REGION S. SAHA

0

0

0

Shell Condition
Concrete Floor Condition
Determining UT Locations

* EVALUATION OF SHELL THICKNESS (UT) MEASUREMENTS

* CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE DRYWELL INSPECTIONS/PLAN

S. TUMMINELLI

J. J. COLITZ



MEETING OBJECTIVES

* UPDATE THE STAFF REGARDING THE OYSTER CREEK DRYWELL

* PRESENT THE ACTIVITIES ACCOMPLISHED IN CYCLE 13 AND 14R
FOR THE DRYWELL CORROSION MITIGATION PROJECT

" DISCUSS 14R OUTAGE INSPECTION RESULTS

* DISCUSS FUTURE DRYWELL INSPECTIONS/PLAN
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OYSTER CREEK DRYWELL PROGRAM

Phase: Phase I Phase 11 Phase III

Objective: Develop Success Path Solve the Problem Keep It Solved

Timing: Through 1990 Through 1992 Long Term

Focus: 0 Examine all Information 0 Implement plans/engineering developed In 0 Implement life-of-
In-hand regarding Phase I. plant monitoring
physical condition and program.
design of the drywell - Characterize shell condition and
and confirm that shell corrosion mechanism. 0 If required,
Integrity Is adequate to - Arrest corrosion where necessary by strengthen shell.
support plant operation positive means (e.g., remove sand,
through Phase II. clean and resurface).

0 Develop detailed plan
and engineering (for e Stop Inleakage of water/take steps to

Implementation In ensure that It stays stopped.

Phase II) to: 0 Complete analysis of shell strength,

- Completely design basis and margin.

characterize shell 0 Determine If shell strengthening Is
condition, required, engineer methods to do so

- Arrest corrosion In (if required).
any location where 0 Develop life-of-plant monitoring program.
continued corrosion
would not permit
operation for full term
plant life.

Licensing: Obtain NRC understanding
and agreement.

Change licensed design basis if appropriate.
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CYCLE 13 ACTIVITIES

(JUNE 1991 - NOVEMBER 1992)

ANALYSIS

* COMPLETED STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

o Submitted to the NRC
o SER Issued
o Analyzed Shield Wall for 20" Access Holes

WORK ACCOMPLISHED

* REMOVED 60% OF SAND

* BUILT CONCRETE MOCKUP

* CUT ACCESS HOLES IN ALL TEN BAYS

TRAINING

* ACCESS TRAINING FOR WORKERS AND EMTS

* PROCESS TRAINING FOR WORKERS
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CONCRETE FLOOR CONDITION

* UPON SAND REMOVAL - THE CONCRETE FLOOR WAS FOUND TO BE UNFINISHED IN ALL BAYS

o Drainage channel, as shown In drawing, was completely missing
o Drain pipes were 6 to 8 Inches above floor level and some were clogged.
o Floor was cratered with some craters adjacent to shell. A few craters were big, about 12-13 feet

long, 12-20 Inches deep and 8-12 Inches wide
o Concrete reinforcement bars for the floor could be seen bare in many bays

* TO SUMMARIZE, THE CONCRETE FLOOR CONDITION(S) PREVENTED PROPER DRAINAGE OF
WATER WHICH, IN TURN, AGGRAVATED THE CORROSION OF DW SHELL
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DETERMINING UT LOCATIONS

* PURPOSE - TO OBTAIN AND MEASURE THINNEST AREAS ON DRYWELL SHELL NOW THAT
ENTIRE SHELL SURFACE AREA WAS ACCESSIBLE

* UT NAN SCAN CONSISTENTLY SHOWED THAT INSIDE DRYWELL SHELL SURFACE WAS UNIFORM

* THEREFORE, DEEPLY CORRODED AREAS ON OUTSIDE SURFACE OF THE DRYWELL SHELL
SHOULD BE THE THINNEST AREAS

" BASED UPON VISUAL OBSERVATION, 6 TO 12 DEEPLY CORRODED SPOTS PER BAY WERE
MARKED FOR GRINDING AND UT, ADDITIONAL SPOTS WERE MARKED IN SOME BAYS BASED ON
FINDINGS

" MOST OF THESE SPOTS WERE SCATTERED OVER THE ENTIRE BAY AND LOCALIZED

* ABOVE METHOD OF LOCATING AND GRINDING INTRODUCED CONSERVATISM IN SHELL
THICKNESS MEASUREMENT

o We forced a bias in selecting the thinnest spots
0 Grinding of these spots, to obtain flat surface for UT, removed additional good metal
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EVALUATION OF SHELL THICKNESS (UT) MEASUREMENTS

* THE BASIS FOR EVALUATION IS A SHELL THICKNESS OF 0.736 INCH WHERE
BUCKLING IS THE GOVERNING CRITERION.

* ALL UT THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS FOR BAYS 3, 5, 7, 9 AND 19 ARE GREATER
THAN 0.736 INCH.

* ALL UT THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS FOR BAYS 11, 15 AND 17 ARE GREATER THAN
0.736 INCH EXCEPT FOR ONE MEASUREMENT FOR EACH BAY.

THESE MEASUREMENTS WERE EVALUATED USING ASME LOCAL STRESS CRITERIA.

* BAYS 1 AND 13 EACH HAVE SEVERAL LOCATIONS WHERE THE MEASURED THICKNESS

IS BELOW 0.736 INCH. THESE LOCATIONS ARE ISOLATED.

THESE MEASUREMENTS WERE EVALUATED USING ASME LOCAL STRESS CRITERIA.

9



* ONE AREA IN EACH BAY WAS IDENTIFIED WHERE THE MEASURED THICKNESS IS BELOW
0.736 INCH. THESE AREAS ARE 4 X 4 INCHES FOR BAY 1 AND 6 X 6 INCHES FOR BAY 13.
IN BAY 13 THIS AREA IS APPROXIMATELY 0.33 % OF THE AREA OF THE BAY.

* THESE AREAS WERE EVALUATED USING ASME LOCAL ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA AND
ANALYSIS WHICH ACCOUNTS FOR THE FOLLOWING FACTORS:

o Shell Roughness
o Local nature of individual thickness measurements
o Adjustment of buckling capacity to account for general wall thickness found
o Adjustment of buckling capacity to account for local thinned area
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CONCLUSIONS

* SAND REMOVAL WAS SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED IN 14R

* EXTERNAL DRYWELL SURFACE IN SAND BED REGION WAS CLEANED AND COATED

" CORROSION IN THE SAND BED REGION NOW STOPPED

* THE 14R INSPECTIONS FROM THE SAND BED REGION CONFIRMED THAT OUR PREVIOUS
INSPECTIONS FROM INSIDE THE DRYWELL WERE IN THE AREA OF HIGHEST CORROSION.
PLUGS WERE IN THE "BATHTUB RING"

* THE INTEGRITY OF THE OYSTER CREEK DRYWELL REMAINS A PRIORITY CONCERN
OF GPUN MANAGEMENT, WE WILL CONTINUE UT THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS FOR THE LIFE
OF THE PLANT

* LOW CORROSION RATES IN SPHERE AND CYLINDER PORTIONS OF THE DRYWELL, IN
CONJUNCTION WITH PRESSURE REDUCTION APPROVAL, WILL ENSURE CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITY FOR THE FULL LICENSED LIFE OF THE PLANT
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FUTURE DRYWELL INSPECTIONS/PLAN

i

* PRIORITY 1 & 2 UT READINGS FROM INSIDE DRYWELL DURING 15R (1994)

* VISUAL INSPECTION OF COATING IN BAYS I & 11 AT BEGINNING OF 15R

o EXPAND TO OTHER BAYS AS NECESSARY

* MONITOR FOR WATER LEAKAGE DURING OPERATING CYCLES AND REFUELING
TAKE CORRECTIVE ACTION AS APPROPRIATE

OUTAGES,

* POST 1 5R UT INSPECTION PROGRAM SCOPE AND FREQUENCY TO BE DEFINED BASED ON 15R
INSPECTION RESULTS
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Calculation Sheet

Subject STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF Calc No. Rev. No. Sheet No.
DRYWELL THICKNESS DATA THRU C-1302-187-5300-028 0 1 of 4
SEPTEMBER 1994 ..... A

Otiginator D ol Reviewed by Date
', )o a12/02/94 . .k .... 12/02/

Verification: V.1302-187-005 Rev. 9

1.0 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The basic purpose of this calculation is to update the
thickness measurement analyses documented in References 3.7,
3.8, and 3.11 thru 3.20 by incorporating the measurements
taken in September 1994.

Specific objectives of this calculation are:

(1) Determine the mean thickness at each of the monitored
locations.

(2) Statistically analyze the thickness measurements to
determine the corrosion rate at each of the monitored
locations.

2.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The remainder of the sand and the corrosion products were
removed from the sand bed during the 14R refueling outage
which commenced in November 1992. The outside surface was
cleaned and coated at that time. This represents such a major
c-hange in the environment that analysis of the ongoing
corrosion rates in the sand bed cannot be statistically
meaningful. However, the analyses were performed as though
this change had not taken place. The period covered in these
analyses in the sand bed commences in February 1990 when
leakage through the pool liner was significantly reduced.
Only two sand bed bays indicate significant corrosion rates.
Bay 11A has a calculated rate of -10.5 ±2.2 mils per year,
compared to 14.3 ±3.1 through December 1992, and -12.3 ±3.0
prior to February 1990. Bay 17D has a calculated rate of -4.6
±0.6 mils per year, compared to -4.3 ±1.1 though December
1992, and 24.5 ±2.4 prior to February 1990. The sand bed bays
where measurements have been taken on a 7-point strip do not
show significant corrosion rates.
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Analyses of the monitored points at elevations above the sand
bed do not indicate any statistically significant ongoing
corrosion. The corrosion rates at these elevations are
computed using all available data.

The results of the calculation are summarized in the following
tables. The terms used are defined below.

(1) Best Estimate Corrosion Rate

O with three or more data points, this is the slope of the
regression line.

o For only two data points, this is the slope of the
steepest line which can be drawn within the + one-sigma
interval about the two measurements.

(2) 95% Upper Bound Corrosion Rate

The corrosion rate for which we have 95% confidence that it
is not being exceeded. At least four data sets are
required to make a meaningful estimate of this value.

(3) Best Estimate Mean Thickness

o When the regression is statistically significant (F-Ratio
is 1.0 or greater) and the slope is negative, this is the
predicted value ± standard error from the regression for
the date of the last measurement.

o When the regression is not statistically significant
(F-Ratio less than 1.0) and/or the slope is positive,
this is the grand mean of all the data ± standard error.

(4) Measured Mean Thickness

The mean ± standard error of the valid data points from the
most recent set of measurements.

(5) F-Ratio

o An F-Ratio less than 1.0 occurs when the amount of
corrosion which has occurred since the initial
measurement is less than the random variations in the
measurements and/or fewer than four measurements have
been taken. In these cases, the computed corrosion rate
does not necessarily reflect the actual corrosion rate,
and it may be zero. However, the confidence interval
about the computed corrosion rate does accurately reflect
the range within which the actual corrosion rate lies at
the specified confidence level.
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" An F-Ratio of 1.0 or greater occurs when the amount of
corrosion which has occurred since the initial
measurement is significant compared to the random
variations, and four or more measurements have been
taken. In these cases, the computed corrosion rate more
accurately reflects the actual corrosion rate, and there
is a very low probability that the actual corrosion rate
is zero. The higher the F-Ratio, the lower the
uncertainty in the corrosion rate.

o Whereas an F-Ratio of 1.0 or greater provides confidence
in the historical corrosion rate, the F-Ratio should be
4 to 5 if the corrosion rate is to be used to predict the
thickness in the future. To have a high degree of
confidence in the predicted thickness, the ratio should
be at least 8 or 9.

(6) N

The number of data sets used in the analysis.

(7) Years

The time span between the first and last of the analyzed
data sets.
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2.1 Sand Bed Region 7x7 Grids Using Data From February 1990 Thru September 1994

Bay & Area Corrosion Rate, mpy Mean Thickness, Mils F-Ratio(S) N(8) Data Span,
. ..... YRS(7)

Best Est.41) 95% (2) Best Est. (3) 90Measured (4)

9D -3.5 !1.6 -8.S 1001.7 ±+2.7 992.0 ± 10.4 Os 8 4.8

1A - 10.5 *2,2 -14.9 812.9 ±7.1 820.4 ±8.0 3.6 8 4.6

I1C Top + 1.0 ±4.2 -9.2 983.0 ± 5.5 983.6 ±22.9 <0.1 8 4.6

11C Bot - 2.3 ±2.5 - 7.1 862.5 ±3,4 850.3 ±4.5 0.2 8 4.6

13A - 2.7 ±1.6 -5.7 842.6 ±2.5 827.5 ±6.1 0.5 9 4.6

13D Top , 2.4 ±5.4 -13.3 1056.4 ±6,7 1037.4 ±13.6 <0.1 7 4.4

13D Bot 0 ±3.8 -7.7 905.4 *4.6 895.3 ±8.2 0 7 4.4

iSO + 0,5 ±2.0 -3.3 1054.1 ±2.6 1052.8+±9.0 <0.1 a 4.6

17A Top + 0.6 *1.0 -13 1126.2 ±1.3 1128.9 ±6.8 <0.1 8 4.6

17A Bt - 0.3 ±1.4 -3.0 938.8 ±1.8 933.8 ±10.7 <0.1 8 4.6

17D - 4.6 ±0,6 -5.8 810.3 ±2.1 809,9 ±-9.9 8.3 a 4.6

17119 Top - 2.8 ±2.3 -7,2 970.8 ±3.3 963.0 ±:4.9 0.2 8 4.6

17119 Bet 3.-5 ±2.1 -7.5 985.4 ±3.3 974.8 ±7.8 0.5 B 4.6

19A - 1.0 ±1.3 -3.5 806.7 ±1.8 806.3 ±10.3 0.1 8 4.6

198 - 3.3 ±1.8 -6.9 841.8 ±3.0 824.2 ±7.8 0.5 a 4.6

19C - 2,2 ±2.0 -6.1 826.5 ±2.8 819.9 ±t10.9 0.2 8 4.6
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2.2 $and Bed Region Ux7 Grids Using Data From February 1990 Thru September 1994

Say & Area Corrosion Rate, mpy Mean Thickness, Mils F-Ratio(5( N(6) Data Span.

YRS(7)

Best Est.( . 95% (2) Best Est. (3) Measured (4) .......

1D - 5.4 ±2.9 -13.9 1120.8 ±6.6 1101.3 ±10.9 0.4 4 4.5

3D + 1.6 +o.4 + 0.4 1190.8 ±1.7 1184.1 ±4,9 1.5 4 4-5

50 - 3.3 ±2.7 -11.3 1180.5 ±5.0 1188.4 ±2.8 0.1 4 4,5

7D - 2.2 10.8 -4.0 1134.8 ±1.8 1136.3 ±4.3 1.2 4 4.5

SA - 1.8 ±1.5 -6.1 1159.5 ±2.7 1157.3 ±4.5 0.1 4 4.5

13C - 1.3 ±1.2 -4.8 11455 ±2.1 1139.6 ±3.8 0.1 4 4.5

15A + 0.4 ±3.2 -9.0 1120,8 +4.4 1114.3 ±16.3 <0.1 4 4.5
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2.3 Elevation 50'-2" Using Date Thru September 1994

Bey& Area Corrosion Rate, mpy Mean Thickness, Mile F-Ratio(5) N(6) Data Span,
YRS(7]

Best Est.l) 95% (2) Best Est. (3) Measured (4)

5/D-12 -0.2 ±0.6 - 1.3 744.7 ±0.8 740.7 +1.6 <0.1 9 4.6

5/5 >Mean - 1.3 +O.7 - 2.7 759.0 ±1.1 753.1 ±1.9 0.6 8 4.5

5/5 :gMean -0.8 ±1.6 -3.9 713.0 ±2.0 706.3 ± 6.5 <0.1 8 4.5

13/31 - 1.9 ±1.4 -4.7 765.2 ±2.1 759.1 ±1.4 0.3 8 4.5
> Mean

13/31 - 3.6 ±3.1 -9.8 698.0 ±4.5 683.1 ±6.1 0.2 8 4.5
-Mean

15123 0 ±1.1 -2.2 764.2 ±1.4 759.1 ±1.0 0 8 4.5
>Mean

15/23 + 0.6 ±1.1 - 1.5 738.8 ;*1.4 734.0 ±4.2 <0.1 8 4.5
< Mean

Z.4 Elevation 51'-110 Using Data Thru September 1994

Bay & Area Corrosion Rate, mpy Mean Thickness, Mile F-Ratio(S) N(6) Data Span,
YRSM7

Best Est.11) 95% (2) Beast Eat. M31 Measured (4)

13/32 2-709 1 .3 ±0.7 -17 716.6 ±0.9 713.5 ±0.8 <0.1 7 4.4

13/32 <709 -1.1 ± 1.0 -3.0 684.6 ±1.3 679,3 ±4.8 0.2 7 4.4

2,5 Elevation 60'.10" Using Data Thru September 1994

Bay & Area Corrosion Rate, mpy Mean Thickness, Mils F-Ratio451 N(6) Data Span,
............ Y RS {7

Best Est.11) 95% (2) Best Est. (3) j Measured (4)

N/A 700.0 ±8.7 T708.7±4.7 N/A 2 1.7ý 1 / 5 0 -2 2 N / . .]7 0-.± .1.
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2.6 Elevation 87'-5' Using Data Thru September 1994

Say & Area Corrosion Rate, mpy Mean Thickness, Mils F-Ratio(5) N(S) Data Span,
YRS(7)

Best Est.(1) 95% 12) Best Est. (3) Measured (4)

9/20 -0.8 ±0.8 -2.3 818.1 ±1.6 612.8 ±1.7 0.2 10 6.9

13/28 -0.8 ±0.7 -2,1 639.4 :±1.5 639.8 ±1.9 0.2 10 6.8

15131 -1.2 ±0.7 -2.4 633.5 ±1.5 632.9 ±2.2 0.6 10 6.8

2.7 Evaluation of Individual Measurements Exceeding 99%199% Tolerance Interval

The following data points fell outside the 99%199% tolerance interval and thus are statistically different from the mean thickness.

Evaluation of the date for each of these points indicate that only two of them may be corroding more rapidly then the overall grid.
Point 9 in Bay 5, Elav 51. Area D-1 2 has an indicated corrosion rate of -2.0 ±0.9 rnpy.
Point 25 In Bay 13, Elev 86, Area 28 has an Indicated corrosion rate of -3.6 ± 1.7 mpy.

• -,- . ... ..... _,. _.. . ....

Bay Flev Area Point Mils evar Siomrs

5 51 0-1 2 9 683 -. 6.4 -4.2

5 51 5 17 630 -105.3 -3.3

15 51 23 26 645 -104.1 -4.9

13 52 32 23 593 .101 .7 -2.9

13 52 32 28 556 -138.7 -4.0

1 61 50-22 48 588 -120.7 -3.7

13 86 28 25 551 -81.9 -3,8

15 86 31 34 564 1 67.5 -3.8
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2.8 Mean Thickness of All Points in the Grid

The following table lists the mean thickness ± 1-sigma for all the
valid points in each 6'x6" grid or 7-point strip.

Bay I Ev Area .. Da.eJMean hk

1tD Sand Bed 9/94 1069.6 ±33,1

3D Sand Red 9/94 1184.1 ±4.9

5D Sand Bed 9/94 1168.4 ± 2.6

7D Sand Bad 9/94 1136.3 ±4.3

9A Sand Bed 9/94 1157.3 ±4.5

9D Sand Bed 9/94 987.4 ± 11.2

11A Sand Bed 9/94 820.4 ± 8.0

11C Sand Bed 9194 894.7 ± 12.7

13A Sand Bed 9/94 837.0 ± 7.8

13C Sand Bed 9)94 1139.6 ±3.8

13D Sand Bed 9/94 959.1 ± 12.7

15A Sand Bed 9/94 1114.3 ±16.3

15Q Sand Bed 9/94 1052.8 ± 9.0

17A Sand Bed 9/94 1017.4 ± 15.5

17D Sand Red 9/94 809.9 ± 9.9

17/19 Frame 9/94 969.8 ± 4.9

19A Sand Bed 9/94 806.3 ±10.3

198 Sand Bed 9194 824.2 ± 7.8

19C Sand Bed 9/94 819.9 ± 10,9

S 501-2* 0-1 2 9/94 739.4 ± 2.1

S 50'-2- 5 9194 735.3 ± 4.5

13 50-2' 31 9/94 732.9 ± 5.5

15 50'-2" 23 9/94 749.1 ± 3.1

13 51'-10" 32 9/94 694.7 ± 5.0

1 60'-10, 50-22 9/94 708.7 ± 4.

9 86a 20 9/94 612.8 ± 1.7

13 86' 28 9/94 632.9 ± 3.1

15 86' 31 9/94 631.5 ± 2.6
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4.0 ASSUMPTIONS & BASIC DATA

4.1 Background

The design of the carbon steel drywell includes a sand bed which is
located around the outside circumference between elevations
8'-11-1/4" and 12'-3". Leakage was observed from the sand bed
drains during the 1980, 1983 and 1986 refueling outages indicating
that water had intruded into the annular region between the drywell
shell and the concrete shield wall.

The drywell shell was inspected in 1986 during the 1OR outage to
determine if corrosion was occurring. The inspection methods,
results and conclusions are documented in Ref. 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.
As a result of these inspections it was concluded that a long term
monitoring program would be established. This program initially
included repetitive Ultrasonic Thickness (UT) measurements in the
sand bed region at a nominal elevation of 111-3" in bays 11A, 1IC,
17D, 19A, 19B, and 19C.

The continued presence of water in the sand bed raised concerns of
potential corrosion at higher elevations. Therefore, UT
measurements were taken at the 50'-2" and 87'-5" elevations in
November 1987 during the 11R outage. As a result of these
inspections, repetitive measurements in Bay 5 at elevation 50'-2"
and in Bays 9, 13 and 15 at the 87'-5" elevation were added to the
long term monitoring program to confirm that corrosion is not
occurring at these higher elevations.

During the 12R outage, a cathodic protection system was installed
in the sand bed region of Bays 11A, 11C, 17D, 19A, 19B, 19C, and at
the frame between Bays 17 and 19 to minimize corrosion of the
drywell. The cathodic protection system was placed in service on
January 31, 1989, but proved to be ineffective and was removed from
service. The long term monitoring program was also expanded during
the 12R outage to include measurements in the sand bed region of
Bays ID, 3D, 5D, 7D, 9A, 13A, 13C, 13D, 15A, 15D, 17A and the sand
bed region between Bays 17 and 19.

The high corrosion rate computed for Bay 13A in the sand bed region
through February 1990 (Ref. 3.11) raised concerns about the
corrosion rate in the sand bed region of Bay 13D. Therefore, the
monitoring of this location using a 6"x6" grid was added to the
long term monitoring program. In addition, a 2-inch core sample
was removed in March 1990 from a location adjacent to the 6"x6"
monitored grid in Bay 13A.
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Measurements taken in Bay 5 Area D-12 at elevation 50'-2" through
March 1990 indicated that corrosion was occurring at this location.
Therefore, survey measurements were taken to determine the thinnest
locations at elevation 501-2". As a result, three new locations
were added to the long term monitoring program (Bay 5 Area 5, Bay
13 Area 31, and Bay 15 Area 23).

The indication of ongoing corrosion at elevation 501-2" raised
concerns about potential corrosion of the plates immediately above.
which have a smaller nominal thickness. Therefore, survey
measurements were taken in April 1990 at the 511-101, elevation in
all bays to determine the thinnest locations. As a result of this
survey, one new location was added to the long term monitoring plan
at elevation 511-lO'* (Bay 13 Area 32).

A program to stop the corrosion in the sand bed region commenced on
November 29, 1991 with the removal of sand from Bay 11. As of
April 1, 1992, a total of 77 barrels of sand had been removed and
sand removal was stopped on that date.

The remaining sand was removed during the 14R Refueling outage
which commenced on November 28, 1992. During the 14R Outage, the
oxide scale in the sandbed region was removed, and the surface was
cleaned and coated to prevent additional corrosion.

Some measurements in the long term monitoring program are taken at
each outage of opportunity, while others are taken during each
refueling outage. The functional requirements for these
inspections are documented in Ref. 3.4. The purpose of the UT
measurements is to determine the corrosion rate and monitor it over
time.

4.2 Selection of Areas to be Monitored

A program was initiated during the 1111 outage to characterize the
corrosion and to determine its extent. The details of this
inspection program are documented in Ref. 3.3. The greatest
corrosion was found via UT measurements in the sand bed region at
the lowest accessible locations. Where thinning was detected,
additional measurements were made in a cross pattern at the
thinnest section to determine the extent in the vertical and
horizontal directions. Having found the thinnest locations,
measurements were made over a 6"x6" grid.

To determine the vertical profile of the thinning, a trench was
excavated into the floor in Bay 17 and Bay 5. Bay 17 was selected
since the extent of thinning at the floor level was greatest in
that area. It was determined that the thinning below the top of
the curb was no more severe than above the curb, and became less
severe at the lower portions of the sand cushion. Bay 5 was
excavated to determine if the thinning line was lower than the
floor level in areas where no thinning was detected above the
floor. There were no significant indications of thinning in Bay 5.
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It was on the basis of these findings that the 6"x6" grids in Bays
11A, 11C, 17D, 19A, 19B and 19C were selected as representative
locations for longer term monitoring. The initial measurements at
these locations were taken in December 1986 without a template or
markings to identify the location of each measurement.
Subsequently, the location of the 6x6" grids were permanently
marked on the drywell shell and a template is used in conjunction
with these markings to locate the UT probe for successive
measurements. Analyses have shown that including the non-template
data in the data base creates a significant variability in the
thickness data. Therefore, to minimize the effects of probe
location, only those data sets taken with the template are included
in the analyses.

The presence of water in the sand bed also raised concern of
potential corrosion at higher elevations. Therefore, UT
measurements were taken at the 50'-2' and 87'-5' elevations in 1987
during the 1IM outage. The measurements were taken in a band on
6-inch centers at all accessible regions at these elevations.
Where these measurements indicated potential corrosion, the
measurements spacing was reduced to 1-inch on centers. If these
additional readings indicated potential corrosion, measurements
were taken on a 6"x6V grid using the template. It was on the basis
of these inspections that the 6"x6" grids in Bay 5 at elevation
50'-2" and in bays 9, 13 and 15 at the 87'-5" elevation were
selected as representative locations for long term monitoring.

The long term monitoring program was expanded as follows during the
12R outage:

(1) Measurements on 6"x6l' grids in the sand bed region of Bays 9D,
13A, 15D and 17At The basis for selecting these locations is
that they were originally considered for cathodic protection
but were not included in the system when it was installed.

(2) Measurements on 1-inch centers along a 6-inch horizontal strip
in the sand bed region of Bays ID, 3D, 5D, 7D, 9A, 13C, and
15A: These locations were selected on the basis that they are
representative of regions which have experienced nominal
corrosion and were not within the scope of the cathodic
protection system.

(3) A 6"x6" grid in the curb cutout between Bays 17 and 19: The
purpose of these measurements was to monitor corrosion in this
region which was covered by the cathodic protection system but
did not have a reference electrode to monitor its performance.

The long term monitoring program was expanded in March 1990 as
follows:

(1) Measurements in the sand bed region of Bay 13D: This location
was added due to the high indicated corrosion rate in the sand
bed region of Bay 13A. The measurements taken in March 1990
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were Eaken on a l"x6" grid. All subsequent measurements are
to be taken on a 6"x6" grid.

(2) Measurements on 6"x6" grids at elevation 50'-2" in Bay 5 Area
5, Bay 13 Area 31, and Bay 15 Area 23: These locations were
added due to the indication of ongoing corrosion at elevation
50'-2", Bay 5 Area D-1.

The long term monitoring program was expanded in April 1990 by
adding Bay 13 Area 32 at elevation 51'-10". This location was
added due to the indication of ongoing corrosion at elevation
50'-2" and the fact that the nominal plate thickness at elevation
51'-10" is less than at elevation 50'-21.

In April 1991, a series of inspections were performed at randomly
selected locations between elevations 12' and 95'. None of these
locations had been previously inspected. The average thickness of
the 6"x6" grid on plate 50-22 was 678 mils. This was slightly less
than the average thickness of the monitored location at elevation
51' 10". Therefore, this location was added to the long term
monitoring program.

4.3 UT Measurements

The UT measurements within the scope of the long term monitoring
program are performed in accordance with Ref. 3.4. This involves
taking UT measurements using a template with 49 holes laid out on
a 61x6" grid with 1" between centers on both axes. The center row
is used in those bays where only 7 measurements are made along a
6-inch horizontal strip.

The first set of measurements were made in December 1986 without
the use of a template. Ref. 3.4 specifies that for all subsequent
readings, QA shall verify that locations of UT measurements
performed are within + 1/4" of the location of the 1986 UT
measurements. It also specifies that all subsequent measurements
are to be within ± 1/8" of the designated locations.

4.4 Data at Plug Locations

Seven core samples, each approximately two inches in diameter were
removed from the drywell vessel shell. These samples were
evaluated in Ref. 3.2. Five of these samples were removed within
the 6"x6" grids for Bays 11A, 17D, 19A, 19C and Bay 5 at elevation
50'-2". These locations were repaired by welding a plug in each
hole. Since these plugs are not representative of the drywell
shell, UT measurements at these locations on the 6"x6" grid must be
dropped from each data set.
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The following specific grid points have been deleted:

Bay Area Points

11A 23, 24, 30, 31

17D 15, 16, 22, 23

19A 24, 25, 31, 32

19C 20, 26, 27, 33,

EL 50'-2"
5 Area D 12 13, 20, 25, 2.6, 27, 28, 33, 34, 35

The core sample removed in the sand bed region of Bay 13A was not
within the monitored 6"x6" grid.
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4.5 Bases for Statistical Analysis of 6"x6" Grid Data

4.5.1 Assumptions

The statistical evaluation of the UT measurement data to determine
the corrosion rate at each location is based on the following
assumptions:

(1) Characterization of the scattering of data over each 6"x6"
grid is such that the thickness measurements are normally
distributed. If the data are not normally distributed, the
grid is subdivided into normally distributed subdivisions.

(2) Once the distribution of data is found to be normal, the mean
value of the thickness is the appropriate representation of
the average condition.

(3) A decrease in the mean value of the thickness with time is
representative of the corrosion occurring within the 6"x6'
grid.

(4) If corrosion has ceased, the mean value of the thickness will
not vary with time except for random variations in the UT
measurements.

(5) If corrosion is continuing at a constant rate, the mean
thickness will decrease linearly with time. In this case,
linear regression analysis can be used to fit the mean
thickness values for a given zone to a straight line as a
function of time. The corrosion rate is equal to the slope of
the line.

The validity of these assumptions is assured by:

(a) Using more than 30 data points per 6"x6V grid

(b) Testing the data for normality at each 6"x6" grid
location.

(c) Testing the regression equation as an appropriate model
to describe the corrosion rate.

These tests are discussed in the following section. In cases where
one or more of these assumptions proves to be invalid,
non-parametric analytical techniques can be used to evaluate the
data.
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4.5.2 Statistical Approach

The following steps are performed to test and evaluate the UT
measurement data for those locations where 6x6"' grid data has been
taken at least three times:

(1) Edit each 49-point data set by setting all invalid points to
"missing." Invalid points are those which are declared
invalid by the UT operator or are at a plug location. (The
computer programs used in the following steps ignore all
"missing" thickness data points.)

(2) Perform a Univariate Analysis of each 49 point data set to
ensure that the assumption of normality is valid.

(3) Calculate the mean thickness and variance of each 49 point
data set.

(4) Perform an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) F-test to determine if
there is a significant difference between the means of the
data sets.

(5) Using the mean thickness values for each 6"x6" grid, perform
linear regression analysis over time at each location.

(a) Perform F-test for significance of regression at the 5%
level of significance. The result of this test indicates
whether or not the regression model is more appropriate
than the mean model. In other words, it tests to see if
the variation due to corrosion is statistically
significant compared to the random variations.

(b) Calculate the ratio of the observed F value to the
critical F value at 5% level of significance. For data
sets where the Residual Degress of Freedom in ANOVA is 4
to 9, this F-Ratio should be at least 8 for the
regression to be considered "reliable" as opposed to
simply "significant." (See paragraph 4.10.2)

(c) Calculate the coefficient of determination (R2) to assess
how well the regression model explains the percentage of
total error and thus how useful the regression line will
be as a predictor.

(d) Determine if the residual values for the regression
equations are normally distributed.
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(e) Calculate the y-intercept, the slope and their respective
standard errors. The y-intercept represents the fitted
mean thickness at time zero, the slope represents the
corrosion rate, and the standard errors represent the
uncertainty or random error of these two parameters.
Calculate the upper bound of the 95% one-sided confidence
interval about the computed slope to provide an. estimate
of the maximum probable corrosion rate at 95% confidence.
This is explained in greater detail in paragraph 4.10.2..

(f) When the corrosion rate is not statistically significant
compared to random variations in the mean thickness, the
slope and confidence interval slope computed in the
regression analysis still provides an estimate of the
corrosion rate which could be masked by the random
variations. This is explained in greater detail in
paragraph 4.10.1.

(6) Use the chi-square goodness of fit test results to determine
if low thickness measurements are significant pits. If the
measurement deviates from the mean thickness by three standard
deviations, it is considered to be a significant pit.
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4.6 Analysis of Two 6"x6" Grid Data Sets

Regression analysis is inappropriate when data is available at only
two points in time. However, the Analysis of Variance F-test can
be used to determine if the means of the two data sets are
statistically different.

4.6.1 Assumptions

This analysis is based upon the following assumptions:

(1) The data in each data set is normally distributed.

(2) The variances of the two data sets are equal.

4.6.2 Statistical Approach

The evaluation takes place in three steps:

(1) Perform a Univariate Analysis of each data set to ensure that
the assumption of normality is valid.

(2) Perform an F-test at 5% level of significance of the two data
sets being compared to ensure that the assumption of equal
variances is valid.

(3) Perform an Analysis of Variance F-test at the 5% level of
significance to determine if the means of the two data sets
are statistically different.

A conclusion that the means are not statistically different is
interpreted to mean that significant corrosion did not occur over
the time period represented by the data. However, if equality, of
the means is rejected, this implies that the difference is
statistically significant and could be due to corrosion.

The range of potential corrosion rates is estimated by computing
the slope of the steepest line which can be drawn within the +1
sigma confidence interval about the mean thickness for the duration
between the two measurements.
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4.7 Analysis of Single 6"x6" Grid Data Set

In those cases where a 6"x6" data set is taken at a given location
for the first time during the current outage, the only other data
to which they can be compared are the UT survey measurements taken
at an earlier time. For the most part, these are single point
measurements which were taken in the vicinity of the 49-point data
set, but not at the exact location. Therefore, rigorous
statistical analysis of these single data sets is impossible.
However, by making certain assumptions, they can be compared with
the previous data points. If more extensive data is available at
the location of the 49-point data set, the Analysis of Variance
F-test can be used to compare the means of the two data sets as
described in paragraph 4.5.

When additional measurements are made at these exact locations
during future outages, more rigorous statistical analyses can be
employed.

4.7.1 Assumptions

The comparison of a single 49-point data sets with previous data
from the same vicinity is based on the following assumptions:

(1) Characterization of the scattering of data over the 6"x6' grid
is such that the thickness measurements are normally
distributed.

(2) Once the distribution of data for the 6"x6" grid is found to
be normal, then the mean value of the thickness is the
appropriate representation of the average condition.

(3) The prior data is representative of the condition at this

location at the earlier date.

4.7.2 Statistical Approach

The evaluation takes place in four steps:

(1) Perform a univariate analysis of each data set to ensure that
the assumption of normality is valid.

(2) Calculate the mean and the standard error of the mean of the
49-point data set.

(3) Determine the two-tailed t value from a t distribution table
at levels of significance of 0.05 for n-1 degrees of freedom.

(4) Use the t value and the standard error of the mean to
calculate the 95% confidence interval about the mean of the
49-point data set.
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(5) Compare the prior data point(s) with these confidence
intervals about the mean of the 49-point data sets.

If the prior data falls within the 95% confidence intervals, it
provides some assurance that significant corrosion has not occurred
in this region in the period of time covered by the data.

If the prior data falls above the upper 95% confidence limit, it
could mean either. of two things: (1) significant corrosion has
occurred over the time period covered by the data, or (2) the prior
data point was not representative of the condition of the location
of the 49-point data set in 1986. There is no way to differentiate
between the two.

If the prior data falls below the lower 95% confidence limit, it
means that it is not representative of the condition at this
location at the earlier date.
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4.8 Analysis of 7-Point'Data Sets

4.8.1 Analysis of Multiple 7-Point Data Sets

When three or more data sets are available, the data are tested and
evaluated using the methodology described in 4.5.2 for 6"x6" Grid
Data. The only exception is that a chi-square goodness of fit test
is not performed because it would be statistically meaningless for
7-point data sets.

4.8.2 Analysis of Single 7-Point Data Set

In those cases where a 7-point data set is taken at a given
location for the first time during the current outage, the only
other data to which they can be compared are the UT survey
measurements taken at an earlier time to identify the thinnest
regions of the drywell shell in the sand bed region. For the most
part, these are single point measurements which were taken in the
vicinity of the 7-point data sets, but not at the exact locations.
However, by making certain assumptions, they can be compared with
the previous data points.

4.8.2.1 Assumptions

The comparison of a single 7-point data sets with previous data
from the same vicinity is based on the following assumptions:

(1) The corrosion in the region of each 7-point data set is
normally distributed.

(2) The prior data is representative of the condition at this
location at the earlier date.

The validity of these assumptions cannot be verified.

4.8.2.2 Statistical Approach

Perform the Analysis of Variance and F-test

If the prior data falls within the 95% confidence interval, it
provides some assurance that significant corrosion has not occurred
in this region in the period of time covered by the data.

If the prior data falls above the upper 95% confidence interval, it
could mean either of two things: (1) significant corrosion has
occurred over the time period covered by the data, or (2) the prior
data point was not representative of the condition of the location
of the 7-point data set in 1986. There is no way to differentiate
between the two.
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If the prior data falls below the lower 99% confidence limit, it
means that it is not representative of the condition at this
location at the earlier date. In this case, the corrosion rate
will be interpreted to be "Indeterminable".
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4.9 Evaluation of Drywell Mean Thickness

This section defines the methods used to evaluate the drywel'l
thickness at each location within the scope of the long term
monitoring program.

4.9.1 Evaluation of Mean Thickness Using Regression Analysis

The following procedure is used to evaluate the drywell mean
thickness at those locations where regression analysis has been
deemed to be significant (F-Ratio is 1.0 or greater).

(1) The best estimate of the mean thickness at these locations is
the point on the regression line corresponding to the time
when the most recent set of measurements was taken. In the
SAS Regression Analysis output (App. 6.2), this is the last
value in the column labeled "PREDICT VALUE".

(2) The best estimate of the standard error of the mean thickness
is the standard error of the predicted value used above. In
the SAS Regression Analysis output, this is the last value in
the column labeled "STD ERR PREDICT".

(3) The two-sided 95% confidence interval about the mean thickness
is equal to the mean thickness plus or minus t times the
estimated standard error of the mean. This is the interval
for which we have 95% confidence that the true mean thickness
will fall within. The value of t is obtained from a t
distribution table for equal tails at n-2 degrees of freedom
and 0.05 level of significance, where n is the number of sets
of measurements used in the regression analysis. The degrees
of freedom is equal to n-2 because two parameters (the
y-intercept and the slope) are calculated in the regression
analysis with n mean thicknesses as input.

(4) The one-sided 95% lower limit of the mean thickness is equal
to the estimated mean thickness minus t times the estimated
standard error of the mean. This is the mean thickness for
which we have 95% confidence that the true mean thickness does
not fall below. In this case, the value of t is obtained from
a t distribution table for one tail at n-2 degrees of freedom
and 0.05 level of significance.

4.9.2 Evaluation of Mean Thickness Using Mean Model

The following procedure is used to evaluate the drywell mean
thickness at those locations where the regression analysis is not
significant (F-Ratio is less than 1.0). This method is consistent
with that used to evaluate the mean thickness using the regression
model.

(1) Calculate the mean of each set of UT thickness measurements.
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(2) Sum the means of the sets and divide by the number of sets to
calculate the grand mean. This is the best estimate of the
mean thickness. In the SAS Regression Analysis output, this
is the value labelled "DEP MEAN".

(3) Using the means of the sets from (1) as input, calculate the
standard error about the mean. This is the best estimate of
the standard error of the mean thickness.

(4) The two-sided 95% confidence interval about the mean thickness
is equal to the mean thickness plus or minus t times the
estimated standard error of the mean. This is the interval
for which we have 95% confidence that the true mean thickness
will fall within. The value of t is obtained from a t
distribution table for eual tails at n-1 degrees of freedom
and 0.05 level of significance.

(5) The one-sided 95% lower limit of the mean thickness is equal
to the estimated mean thickness minus t times the estimated
standard error of the mean. This is the mean thickness for
which we have 95% confidence that the true mean thickness does
not fall below. In this case, the value of t is obtained from
a t distribution table for one tail at n-l degrees of freedom
and 0.05 level of significance.

4.9.3 Evaluation of Mean Thickness Using Single Data Set

The following procedure is used to evaluate the drywell thickness
at those locations where only one set of measurements is available.

(1) Calculate the mean of the set of UT thickness measurements.
This is the best estimate of the mean thickness.

(2) Calculate the standard error of the mean for the set of UT
measurements. This is the best estimate of the standard error
of the mean thickness.

Confidence intervals about the mean thickness cannot be calculated
with only one data set available.
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4.10 Evaluation of Drywell Corrosion Rate

4.10.1 Regression Not Significant

If the ratio of the observed F value to the critical F value is
less than 1 for the F-test for the significance of regression, it
indicates that the regression is not significant at the 5% level of
significance. In other words, the variation in mean thickness with
time can be explained solely by the random variations in the
measurements. This means that the corrosion rate is not
statistically significant compared to the random variations. The
critical F value is determined for n-2 degrees of freedom: F(l, n-
2, 0.95).

The possibility does exist that the variability in the data may be
masking an actual corrosion rate. Although the regression is not
the result of the regression analysis can be used to estimate the
potentially masked corrosion rate. We can also state with 95%
confidence that the corrosion rate does exceed the upper bound of
the 95% one-sided confidence interval of the slope computed in the
regression analysis. The 95% upper bound is equal to the computed
slope plus the one-sided t-table value times the standard error of
the slope. The value of t is determined for n-2 degrees of
freedom.

4.10.2 Regression Significant

If the ratio of the observed F value to the critical F value is I
or greater, it indicates that the regression model is more
appropriate than the mean model at the 5% level of significance.
In other words, the variation in mean thickness with time cannot be
explained solely by the random variations in the measurements.
This means that the corrosion rate is significant compared to the
random variations.

Although a ratio of 1 or greater indicates that regression is
significant, it does not mean that the slope of the regression line
is an accurate prediction of the corrosion rate. The ratio should
be at least 4 or 5 to consider the slope to be a useful predictor
of'the corrosion rate (Ref. 3.5, pp. 93, 129-133). A ratio of 4 or
5 means that the variation from the mean due to regression is
approximately twice the standard deviation of the residuals of the
regression. To have a high degree of confidence in the predicted
corrosion rate, the ratio should be at least 8 or 9 (Ref. 3.5, pp.
129-133).

The upper bound of the 95% one-sided confidence interval about the
computed slope is an estimate of the maximum probable corrosion
rate at 95% confidence. The 95% upper bound is equal to the
computed slope plus the one-sided t-table value times the standard
error of the slope. The value of t is determined for n-2 degrees
of freedom.
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5.0 RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS

5.1 Sand Bed Region

5.1.1 6"x6" Grids in Sand Bed Region

5.1.1.1 Bay 9D 2/8/90 to 9/14/94

There is a pit at point 15 which deviates from the mean thickness
by about 2.7-sigma. Therefore, point 15 is omitted from this
analysis and is evaluated separately as a pit.

Eight 49-point data sets were available for this period.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance shows that there is no significant
difference in the means at 95% confidence.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this time period.

Pit at Point 15

The pit at point 15 does not fall outside the 99% confidence
interval, and thus is not statistically significant. The prior
data indicates a significant corrosion rate prior to February 1991.
The mean of the six readings since then is 766.2 t 0.5 mils. The
current reading is 770 mils. Thus, there is no indication of
ongoing corrosion.

5.1.1.2 Bay 1lA: 2/8/90 to 9/14/94

The regression of eight data sets for this period meets the
acceptance criteria and is statistically significant.
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5.1.1.3 Bay 11C: 2/8/90 to 9/14/94

Prior analysis have shown that there has been minimal corrosion in
the top 3 rows of the 6" x 6" grid with more extensive corrosion in
the bottom 4 rows. Therefore, these subsets are analyzed
separately.

Top 3 Rows

Eight 49-point data sets were available for this period.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2). The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance shows that there is no significant
difference in the means at 95% confidence.

Thus, there is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this time period.

Bottom 4 Rows

The 12/8/92 measurement at point 43 is 603 mils, which deviates
from the mean thickness by 4.3-sigma. None of the prior readings
at this point deviated significantly from the mean. The mean
thickness of prior readings at this point is 907.8 ±14.8 mils.
Therefore, this measurement is classified as an outlier.

Eight 49-point data sets were available for this period.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) Except for the February 1990 and May 1992 data sets, the
Analysis of Variance shows that there is no significant
difference in the means at 95% confidence. The means at other
locations are also greater for February 1990 and May 1992.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this time period.
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5.1.1.4 Bay 13A: 2/8/90 to 9/14/94

Eight 49-point data sets were available for this period. Four

points (4, 5, 6, & 7) have experience much less corrosion than the
rest of the grid and the readings are consistently much higher than
the other points. These four points were dropped from the analysis
to achieve normally distributed data sets.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) Except for February 1990 and May 1992, the Analysis of
Variance shows that there is no significant difference in the
means at 95% confidence. The means at other locations are
also greater for February 1990 and May 1992.

Thus, there is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this time period.

5.1.1.5 Say 13D: 4/25/90 to 9/14/94

Seven 49-point data sets were available for this period.

Prior evaluation showed that there was a line of demarcation
separating a zone of minimal corrosion at the top from a corroded
zone at the bottom. Thus, it was concluded that corrosion has
occurred at this location.

The 49-point data set of 2/23/91 contains an invalid measurement at
point #47. Therefore, this was input as a "missing" value to
exclude it from the analyses. The data sets have a line of
demarcation separating the upper and lower zones. Therefore, the
grid was divided into two zones consisting of the following points:

Top Zone Bottom Zone
I - 16 17 - 18

19 - 22 23 - 26
27 - 28 29 - 49
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Top Zone

This zone consists of 22 points.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(2) The regression is not statistically significant.

(3) Analysis of variance shows no significant difference between
the means except for the May 1992 mean which is significantly
greater than the prior means. The means at other locations
also are greater for May 1992.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this period.

Bottom Zone

This zone consists of 27 points.

(1) The data are normally distributed except for the 4/25/90 data
which is skewed.

(2) The regression is not statistically significant.

(3) Analysis of variance shows no significant difference between
the means except for the May 1992 mean which is significantly
greater than the prior means. The means at other locations
are also greater for May 1992.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this period.

5.1.1.6 Bay 15D: 2/8/90 to 9/14/94

Eight 49-point data sets were available for this period.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance shows that there is no significant
difference in the means at 95% confidence.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this time period.
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5.1.1.7 Bay 17A: 2/8/90 to 9/14/94

Eight 49-point data sets were available for this period.

Prior analyses have shown a lack of normality due to minimal
corrosion in the top 3 rows and more extensive corrosion in the
bottom 4 rows. Therefore, these subsets are analyzed separately.

Top 3 Rows

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance shows that there is no significant
difference in the means at 95% confidence.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this time period.

Bottom 4 Rows

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance shows that there is no significant
difference in the means at 95% confidence.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this time period.

5.1.1.8 Bay 17D: 2/8/90 to 9/14/94

The regression of eight data sets for this period meets the
acceptance criteria and is statistically significant.
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5.1.1.9 Bay 17/19 Frame Cutout: 2/8/90 to 9/14/94

Eight 49-point data sets were available for this period.

Prior analyses have shown a lack of normality due to more extensive
loss of thickness in the top 3 rows than in the bottom 4 rows.
Therefore, these subsets are analyzed separately.

Top 3 Rows

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed except for February 1990 due
to high readings at points 20 & 21, and May 1992 due to a high
reading at point 20.

(3) Except for February 1990 and November 1991, the Analysis of
Variance shows that there is no significant difference in the
means at 95% confidence. The February 1990 mean is high due
to points 20 & 21. In November 1991, the readings at all
points tended to be lower than at other times.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this time period.

Bottom 4 rows

(I) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed except for readings in
February 1990, April 1990, and September 1994 which have one
or two high or low readings.

(3) Except for February 1990 with two high readings, the Analysis
of Variance shows that there is no significant difference in
the means at 95% confidence.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this time period.
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5.1.1.10 Bay 19A: 2/8/90 to 9/14/94

Eight 49-point data sets were available for this period. Since a
plug lies within this region, four of the points were voided in
each data set.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance shows that there is no significant
difference in the means at 95% confidence.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this time period.

5.1.1.11 Bay 19B: 2/8/90 to 9/14/94

Eight 49-point data sets were available for this period.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) Except for September 1994 and February 1991, the Analysis of
variance shows that there is no significant difference in the
means at 95% confidence.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this time period.

5.1.1.12 Bay 19C: 2/8/90 to 9/14/94

Eight 49-point data sets were available for this period. Since a
plug lies within this region, four of the points were voided in
each data set.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance shows that there is no significant
difference in the means at 95% confidence.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this time period.
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5.1.2 1x7 Strips in Sand Bed Region

5.1.2.1 Bay ID: 3/28/90 to 9/14/94

Four 7-point data sets are availbale for this period.

The measurements at point 1 are consistently well below the other
6 points. The September 1994 measurement of 879 mils is 190.6 mils
below the mean of the 7 points. This represents a difference of
2.2 standard deviations. It does not fall outside the 99%
confidence interval, and thus is not a statistically significant
pit. However, the data sets are not normally distributed when it
is included. Therefore, point 1 is omitted from the analyses.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance indicates that there is a significant
difference between the means of the May 1991 and September
1994. This is due to the May 1991 measurement of 1195 at
point 5 which is 50 mils above the mean of the 4 readings at
this point.

There is no indication of statistically significant ongoing
corrosion during this period.

5.1.2.2 Bay 3D: 3/28/90 to 9/14/94

Four 7-point data sets are available for this period.

(1) The regression has a positive slope, and thus is not
statistically significant,

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance shows that there is no significant
difference in the means at 95% confidence.

There is no indication of statistically significant ongoing
corrosion during this period.
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5.1.2.3 Bay 5D: 3/28/90 to 9/14/94

Four 7-point data sets are available for this period.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance indicates a significant difference
between the May 1991 and September 1994 means. This is due to
the May 1991 measurement of 1245 at point 2 which is 45 mils
above the mean of the 4 readings at this point.

There is no indication of statistically significant ongoing
corrosion during this period.

5.1.2.4 Bay 7D: 3/28/90 to 9/14/94

Four 7-point data sets are available for this period.

(1) The regression is statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance indicates there is no significant
difference in the means at 95% confidence.

(4) When the 28 measurements from the four data sets are pooled,
the Univariate Analysis indicates they are normally
distributed.

The regression indicates an ongoing corrosion rate of 2.2 mpy.
However, the December 1988 mean (not included in analysis because
it preceded the completion of the sand bed draining) is equal to
the September 1994. Based on this plus the results in (3) and (4)
above, it is concluded that there was no statistically significant
ongoing corrosion during this period.
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5.1.2.5 Bay 9A: 3/28/90 to 9/14/94

Four 7-point data sets are available for this period.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The Univariate Analysis indicates the data are not normally
distributed. This is due to point 7 whose mean of 1135 is 24
mils below the grand mean of 1159.

(3) The Analysis of Variance indicates there is no significant
difference between the means.

There is no indication of statistically significant ongoing
corrosion during this period.

5.1.2.6 Bay 13C: 3/28/90 to 9/14/94

Four 7-point data sets are available for this period.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed,

(3) The Analysis of Variance indicates there is no significant
difference between the means.

There is no indication of statistically significant ongoing
corrosion during this period.

5.1.2.5 Say 15A: 3/28/90 to 9/14/94

Four 7-point data sets are available for this period.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The Univariate Analysis indicates the data are not normally
distributed. This is due to point 7 whose mean of 1050 is 71
mils below the grand mean of 1121.

(3) The Analysis of Variance indicates there is no significant
difference between the means.

There is no indication of statistically significant ongoing
corrosion during this period.
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5.2 6"1 x 6" ,Grids at Elevation 50'-2t'

5.2.1 Bay 5 Area D-1 2: 2/8/90 to 9/14/94

Nine 49 point data sets were available for this period. Since a
plug lies within this region, nine of the points were voided in
each data set.

The initial analysis of these data sets indicated that they are not
normally distributed. The following adjustments were made to the
data:

(1) Point 9 is a significant pit. Therefore, it was dropped from
the overall analysis and is evaluated separately.

(2.) Points 1, 4 and 37 in the 4/25/90 data set are much greater
than the preceding or succeeding measurements. Therefore,
these three data points were dropped from the analysis.

f3) Points 3 and 36 in the 11/02/91 data set are much greater than
the preceding or succeeding measurements. Therefore, these
two data points were dropped from the analysis.

With these adjustments, the Univariate Analyses indicate that all
of the data sets are normally distributed at the 1% level of
significance.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The measurements are normally distributed.

(3) Analysis of variance shows that there is a statistically
significant difference between some of the means. The 9/14/94
mean is less than all prior means, so some corrosion may be
occurring.

Thus, there is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this time period.

Pit at Point 9

The mean thickness of all measurements since 2/8/90 is 689.7 ±1.6
mils, and the standard deviation of the measurements is ±4.7 mils.
The best estimate of the corrosion rate is -2.0 ±0.9 mils per year
with an R2 =42%. The current depth of the pit is about 58 mils. it
is concluded that the corrosion rate in the pit may be slightly
more than the overall grid.
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5.2.2 Bay 5 Area 5: 3/31/90 to 9/14/94

Eight 49-point data sets were available for this period.

The data are not normally distributed due to a large corroded patch
near the center of the grid and several smaller patches on the
periphery.

The data was split into two subsets consisting of points whose mean
value is less than or equal to the grand mean, and those greater
than the grand mean. Most of the corrosion is located in the
center of the grid.

Points With Mean Less than Grand Mean w/o Pit @ 17

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) These 16-point subsets are normally distributed.

(3) Analysis of variance shows that there is not a significant
difference between the means of the subsets.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this period.

Points with Mean Greater than Grand Mean

The high reading of 815 mils for point 1 in December 1992 is
classified as an outlier.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) These 32-point subsets are normally distributed with the
11/2/91 and 5/31/92 data being normally distributed at 99%
confidence.

(3) Analysis of variance shows that there is a statistically
significant difference between some of the means. The 9/14/94
mean is less than all prior means, so some corrosion may be
occurring.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this period.

Pit at Point 17

The mean of the eight measurements at point 17 is 656.8 ±11.6 mils.
It is located adjacent to points which are more than 100 mils
thicker, and the readings vary due to shifting of the template.
There is no indication that this point is corroding more rapidly
than the overall grid.
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5.2.3 Bay -13 Area 31: 3/31/90 to 9/14/94

Eight 49-point data sets were available for this period.

The data are not normally distributed. This is due to a large
corroded patch at the left edge of the grid.

The data was split into two subsets consisting of those points
whose mean value is less than or equal to the grand mean, and those
greater than the grand mean.

Points with Mean Less than Grand Mean

(1). The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) These 16-point subsets are normally distributed.

(3) Analysis of Variance shows that there is a significant
difference between the mean of the April 1990 subset and the
means of some of the other subsets. This is due to the April
1990 mean of 721.6 mils, which is significantly higher than
the 696 mil grand mean of all the subsets.

(4) There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this period.

Points with Mean Greater than Grand Mean

These 33-point subsets are not normally distributed. This is due
to two points (7 & 10) with high readings in April 1990, two points
(30 & 43) with low readings in February 1991, and two points (12 &
36) with low readings in September 1994. When these points are
deleted, the subsets are normally distributed.

These subsets with the outliers deleted are evaluated below.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) Analysis of variance shows that there is a statistically
significant difference in the means. The September 1994 mean
is less than prior means, but is not significantly different
from the March 1990, February 1991, and May 1991 means.

(3) There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this period.
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5.2.4 Say 15 Area 23: 3/31/90 to 9/14/94

Eight 49-point data sets were available for this period.

The data are not normally distributed. This is due to a large
corroded patch near the center of the grid and a significant pit at
point 26. There are also some random readings over 780 mils which
are outliers. Also, the measurement of 638 mils at point 27 in
November 1991 is 118 mils less than the lowest prior measurement.
This point is adjacent to the pit at point 26 and was therefore
deleted.

The data was split into two subsets:

(1) Points whose mean value is less than or equal to the grand
mean. The pit at point 26 was excluded.

(2) Points whose mean value is greater than the grand mean.
Readings greater than 780 mils were set to "missing."

Points with Mean Less than Grand Mean

(1) The regression has a positive slope and thus is not
statistically significant.

(2) The 15-point subsets are normally distributed.

(3) Analysis of Variance shows that there is not a significant
difference between the means of the subsets except for the May
1992 subset being significantly thicker than the March 1990
subset.

(4) There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this period.

Points with Mean Greater than Grand Mean

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The subsets are all normally distributed.

(3) Analysis of Variance indicates that there is a significant
difference between the September 1994 mean and all of the
prior means except the March 1990 mean. However, it is only
about 5 mils less than the 764.2 mil grand mean.

(4) There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this period.
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Pit at Point 26

The mean of the eight measurements at point 26 is 648.6 ±1.5 mils
with a maximum of 656.0 and a minimum of 643.0 mils.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant, and has a
- positive slope.

(2) The measurements are normally distributed.

There is no indication that this point is corroding more rapidly
than the overall grid.
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5.3 6" x 6" Grids at Elevation 51'-10"

5.3.1 Bay 13 Area 32: 4/26/90 to 9/14/94

Seven 49-point data sets were available for this period.

The data are not normally distributed. This is due to a "T" shaped
corrosion patch along the right edge and across the center.
Examination of the Normal Probability Plot from the Univariate
Analysis reveals the following distinct populations:

(1) Four pits at points 20, 23, 25 and 28. The pits at 23 and 28
are statistically significant.

(2) A group of 13 readings with a mean of less than 709 mils.

(3) A group of 31 readings with a mean equal to or greater than
709 mils.

(4) Two outliers with high readings (732 mils @ Point 34 on
4/26/90 and 736 mils @ point 33 on 2/23/91).

(5) The 5/23/91 reading of 660 mils at point I is much less than
other readings at this point. If this point were included in
the analysis, it would have a major impact on the calculated
mean corrosion rate.

The two subsets (2 & 3 above) were used to analyze the corrosion
rate.

Points With Mean Less than 709 Mils

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) These subsets are normally distributed.

(3) Analysis of Variance shows that there is not a significant
difference between the means of the subsets.

(4) There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion
during this period.

Points with Mean Greater than or Equal To 709 Mils

(1) The subsets are normally distributed except for May 1992 which
has a three-peak distribution.

(2) Analysis of Variance shows that there is a significant
difference between the mean of the September 1994 subset and
the means of some of the other subsets. However, there is no
significant difference between the mean of the September 1994
subset and the February 1991 and May 1991 subsets.
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(3)

(4~)

The regression is not statistically significant.

Thus, there is no indication of significant corrosion during
this period.

pits at Points 20, 23, 25 and 28

The measurement at the se locations are listed below.

20 23 25. 28

4/26/90 628 594 622 558
2/23/91 626 594 621 558
5/23/91 626 592 620 555
11/2/91 630 601 626 563
5/31/92 630 598 621 557
12/08/92 626 603 635 565
9/14/94 623 593 623 556

Based on the CHISQUARE Analysis of all points in September 1994,
the pits at points 23 and 28 are statistically significant.

Pit at Point 23

The mean of seven measurements at point 23 is 59.6.4 ±1.6 mils with
a maximum of 603.0 and a minimum of 592.0 mils.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant, and has a
positive slope.

(2) The measurements are normally distributed.

There is no indication that this point is corroding more rapidly

than the overall grid.

Pit at Point 28

The mean of seven measurements at point 28 is 558.9 ±1.4 with a
maximum of 565.0 and a minimum of 555.0 mils.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant, and has a
positive slope.

(2) The measurements are normally distributed.

There is no indication that this point is corroding more rapidly
than the overall grid.
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5.4 6" x 6" Grids at 60,-10" Elevation

5.4.1 Bay I Area 50-22: 4/91 to 9/14/94

This location was one of the randomly selected locations inspected
in April 1991. The mean thickness measured at that time was 678
mils. The mean thickness is the only data available from this
inspection.

Two 49-point data sets were available for this period. It was
previously determined that there is a significant pit at point 48.
This was reconfirmed by the latest dataset. Therefore, the data is
analyzed as follows:

(1) The pit at point 48.

(2) The other 48 points.

Points other than the pit @ point 48

Univariate analysis indicates that the data are normally
distributed at the 1% level of significance.

F-test for equality of variances indicates the variances are equal
at the 5% level of significance.

T-test and Analysis of Variance indicate a significant difference
in the means at the 5% level of significance. However, the latest
mean exceeds the two prior means. Therefore, there is no
indication of significant corrosion.

Wtih only two data sets available, no statistical analysis of the
corrosion rate could be performed using regression analysis.

Pit at point 48

The measurement at these locations are listed below.

1/06/93 589
9/14/94 588

The mean ± sd of the 9/14/94 data for the other 48 points is 711.3
± 28.0 mils. From Ref. 3.9 (Table A-7, page T-15), the 99%/99%
One-Sided Tolerance Limit is K=3.1. Therefore, the 99%/99% lower
bound is 711.3 - 3.1(28) = 628.5 mils. Thus, the pit is
significant. However, with minimal difference between the
readings, there is no indication of significant corrosion in the
pit.
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5.5 6" x 6"1 grids at 871-5S" Elevto

5.5.1 Bay 9 Area 20: 11/6/87 to 9/14/94

Ten 49-point data sets were available for this period.

Point 13 in the May 1992 subset is 694 mils. This is an extreme
outlier and was deleted from the data set since it cannot be real
and would distort the statistics.

(1) The data are normally distributed.

(2) The regression is not statistically significant.

(3) Analysis of variance indicates that there is a significant
difference between some of the means. However, the maximum
difference over the seven year period is only 17 mils. Thus,
the difference is small. Also the minimum and maximum
readings are recent, indicating that the difference is not due
to corrosion.

(4) There is no indication of significant corrosion during this
period.

5.5.2 Bay 13 Area 28: 11/10/87 to 9/14/94

Ten 49-point data sets were available for this period.

The data sets are not normally distributed. Examination of the
data shows that this is due to the seven thinnest points: 1, 2,
22, 25, 26, 36 and 48.

Analysis of Data Without 7 Thinnest Points

(1) The data are normally distributed except for the May 1991 data
which has a low reading at point 27.

(2) The regression is not statistically significant.

(3) Analysis of variance indicates that there is a significant
difference between some of the means. However, the maximum
difference over the seven year period is only 16 mils. Thus,
the difference is small and some of the higher readings are
recent indicating that the difference is not due to corrosion.

(4) There is no indication of significant corrosion during this
period.
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Pit at Point 25

The mean of the ten measurements at point 25 is 571.3 ±6.0 with a
maximum of 612.0 and a minimum of 548.0 mils. The 612.0 mil
reading from 5/23/91 is probably due to shifting of the template
position and will be dropped from the analysis, The next highest
measurement is 579.0 mils.

The pit was-analyzed without the May 1991 data point,

(1) The regression is not significant at the 95% confidence level,
with an indicated corrosion rate of -3.6 ± 1.7 mpy.

(2) The residuals are normally distributed.

(3) The measurements are not normally distributed.

The analysis indicates that the pit is corroding more rapidly than
the overall grid.

5.5.3 Bay 15 Area 31: 11/10/87 to 9/14/94

Ten 49-point data sets were available for this period.

(1) Without the pit at point 34, the data sets are normally
distributed at 95% confidence except for the July 1988 and
December 1992 data which are normally distributed at 99%.

(2) The regression is not statistically significant at the 95%
level of confidence with a corrosion rate of -1.2 ± 0.7 mpy.

(3) The residuals are normally distributed at the 95% level of
confidence.

(4) The measurements are normally distributed at the 97% level of
confidence.

(4) Analysis of variance shows that there is a significant
difference between the means of some of the data sets.

(5) The data indicate that there may be ongoing corrosion at this
location.
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Pit at Point 34

The mean of the ten measurements is 565.3 ±2.0 with a maximum of
576.0 and a minimum of 556.0 mils. The September 1994 measurement
at this point is 564 mils.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The measurements are normally distributed.

There is no indication of significant ongoing corrosion at this
point.
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1.0 PURPOSE

The purpose of this safety evaluation is to assess the structural integrity of the Oyster Creek drywell
pressure vessel. This revision incorporates data on vessel thickness, sandbed coating inspections and
resulting corrosion rates based on data obtained through September 1994 and assesses the period of time
for which vessel structural integrity can be assured.

.1l Introduction

The Oyster Creek drywell pressure vessel is of steel construction. Its original design
incorporates a sandbed which is located around the outside circumference between elevations
8'11 H/" and 12'3". The sand was removed during the 14R outage (December 1992) and the steel
surfaces coated. Leakage was observed from the sandbed drains during the early to mid 1980's,
indicating that water had intruded into the annular region between the drywell pressure vessel
and the concrete shield wall. The presence of water in the sand was confirmed later when a
water level (i.e.. free water) was discovered during core boring operations to install anodes for
cathodic protection (CP). Concerns about the potential for corrosion of the vessel resulted in
thickness measurements being taken in the sandbed region in 1986. These measurements
indicated that the vessel in the sandbed region was thinner than the 1.154 inch nominal thickness
originally specified by Chicago Bridge & Iron Company (CBI) (Reference 2.3.1). Additional
thickness measurements at elevations 50'2" and 87'5" were taken in 1987. These measurements
also indicated areas where the pressure vessel was thinner than the originally specified. The
specified nominal thickness at these elevations is 0.770 inches and 0.640 inches respectively.

Since 1987 GPUN has developed and implemented a drywell vessel corrosion monitoring
program (Reference 3.1.4.21) in which inspections are conducted at identified corroded
locations. Inspections have been periodically performed during refueling outages and outages of
opportunity in the former sandbed region, in the spherical region (elevation 50'27 and 51'10"),
and in the cylindrical region (elevation 87'5").

1.2 Backeround Discussion

Discovering that the drywell pressure vessel thickness was less than originally specified
necessitated a number of activities. The purpose of these activities was to establish that the
vessel was structurally acceptable to support continued safe operation of Oyster Creek. A
summary of the activities undertaken and the resulting conclusions are provided herein.

1.2.1 Vessel Thickness Measurements

References 3.1.4.1, 3.1.4.5, 3.1.4.6, 3.1.4.22 and 3.1.4.23 document the non-
destructive ultrasonic testing examination methods utilized to measure vessel

008/250
04/23/98
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thickness, the locations chosen for thickness measurements, the locations for
metallurgical plug samples taken from the drywell vessel, and the extensive amount
of data taken (in excess of 1,000 individual UT readings). Obtaining the thickness
measurements over a large portion of the vessel's circumference at four elevations
enabled GPUN to establish an ongoing corrosion rate monitoring program and
assess the structural integrity of the vessel.

As documented in Reference 3.1.4.29 in April of 1991 a supplemental augmented
series of inspections were performed on the drywell vessel. Results were that all
inspected locations meet code requirements.

1.2.2 Corrosion. Assessment

References 3.1.4.2 and 3.1.4.3 document the metallurgical evaluations of the two
inch plug samples which were removed from the vessel in the sandbed region in
December, 1986 and the upper elevation (EL. 50'2") in November, 1987.
Reference 3.1.4.24 documents metallurgical evaluation of an additional two inch
plug removed in April, 1990. The type of corrosion noted, coupled with an
assessment of the vessel construction and operating history, allowed GPUN to
establish the probable cause of the corrosion and to conservatively project
corrosion rates. GPUN conducts ongoing periodic vessel thickness measurements
which statistically monitor and establish corrosion rates.

The ongoing measurements are not taken in all the locations where measurements
were taken initially in 1986, 1.987 and 1990. The initial locations where
corrosion/material loss was most severe were selected for the ongoing program.
This reduction of inspection scope was done primarily to reduce the man-rem
exposure received when taking drywell measurements. Note that a spot check of
locations measured initially was performed during the 12R (October, 1988) outage
which confirmed proper selection for ongoing measurements.

In March, 1990 an additional check was performed at elevation 502". This check
consisted of a continuous UT "A" scan in all accessible areas in a one inch band at
elevation 50'2", Results confirmed that the existing grid in Bay 5 was among the
thinnest at this elevation. As a result of this check, three additional grids at
elevation 50'2" were added to the program.

Elevation 50'2" is representative of vessel plates originally delivered with a mean
nominal thickness of .770 inch and installed between elevation 23'6" to 51'.

In April, 1990 an additional elevation was investigated for corrosion. This
elevation at 51'10" is representative of drywell vessel plate originally delivered
with mean nominal thicknesses of .722 inch and installed between elevation 51' to
65'. This investigation was performed by continuous UT "A" scan in a one inch
band, at elevation 51'10". Results showed only one area which was less than
nominal. An inspection grid of this area (Bay 13) was added to the inspection
program.
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Corrosion assessments have been periodically accomplished as summarized herein.
The previous bounding corrosion rate projections (discussed in previous versions
of this Safety Evaluation and in Ref. 3.1.4.2 and 3.1.4.3) are no longer accurate
and are not discussed in this revision of this safety evaluation.

!.2.3 Corrosion Rate Assessment

Reference 3.1.4.7, 3.1.4.10, 3.1.4.11 through 3.1.4.14, 3.1.4.25 through 3.31.4.28,
3.1.4.31 through 3.1.4.34, 3.1.4.36, 3.1.4.37, 3.1.4.40, and 3.1.4.45 document the
ongoing statistical analysis of vessel ultrasonic thickness (UT) measurements as
they are taken at specific locations over time. The corrosion rate monitoring
program involves the establishment of six inch by six inch grid locations on the
vessel interior, the use of a template with 49 holes on one inch centers for locating
the UT probe, a specified ± 1/8 inch tolerance on the location of subsequent
measurements and taking thickness measurements periodically. This program has
enabled GPUN to statistically determine corrosion rates at these grid locations.

Since the grid locations are in the known areas where corrosion/material loss is
most severe, the corrosion rates and projected wall thicknesses are determined over
a small fraction of the drywell but conservatively applied uniformly.

1.2.4 Structural Assessment

References 3.1.4.17 through 3.1.4.19 provide an overall analysis of the Oyster
Creek drywell pressure vessel structural requirements. The UT readings obtained
through September, 1994 and resulting statistical analysis coupled with the GE
Nuclear structural analyses and a recently NRC approved license amendment
establishing a 44 psig design pressure in place of 62 psig (Reference 3.1.2) provide
the structural basis for assuring safe operation of Oyster Creek until end of plant
license (April 9, 2009).

The corrosion rates, where available, have been used to project material loss. The
structural evaluations have been performed assuming minimum uniform
thicknesses in the areas of concern. Since corrosion is confined to specific areas,
the existing evaluations and resulting vessel thickness requirements are very
conservative in that they do not take credit for actual wall thicknesses in excess of
the minimum used in the evaluations. In addition, the coating inspection of the
former sandbed region insures the corrosion rate at this area remains at zero.
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1.3 Purpose Summar"

This safety evaluation will demonstrate that (based on data collected through September, 1996)
plant operations can continue until end of license life based on the structural evaluation of the
drywell. Action has been taken to eliminate leakage from the reactor cavity region, and for
periodic surveillance (Ref. 3.1.4.21) of vessel thickness at intervals that ensure that the wall
thickness will not decrease below acceptable levels between inspections.

The former sandbed area of the drywell has been cleaned and coated (during 14R Outage) to
stop corrosion. The coating is visually inspected to ensure it remains effective. Additionally,
the analysis of the UT data collected during the most recent inspection (September 1996)
indicates that for the upper elevations of the drywell, there is no evidence of ongoing corrosion.

2.0 SYSTEMS AFFECTED

2.1 System No. 243, Drywell and Suppression System, particularly the drywell vessel structure.

2-2 Drawing showing original thickness - Chicago Bridge and Iron Co., Contract Drawings 9-0971,
Drawing Nos. I through 11.

2.3 Documents which describe the Oyster Creek drywell pressure vessel design.

2.3.1 "Structural Design of the Pressure Suppression Containment Vessel" for
JCP&L/Burns and Roe, Inc., Contract No. 9-097 1, by CB&l Co., 1965.

3.0 EFFECTS ON SAFETY

3.1 Documents that Describe Safety Function & Evaluations

3.1.1 OCNGS Unit I Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report

3.1.1.1 Licensing Application, Amendment 3, Section V

3.1.1.2 Licensing Application, Amendment 11, Question 111-18

3.1.1.3 Licensing Application, Amendment 15

3.1,1.A Licensing Application, Amendment 68

3.1.2 Technical Specification Documents

3.1.2.1 Technical Specification and Bases - OCNGS Unit, Appendix A
to Facility License DRP-! 6, JCP&L Docket No. 50-219,
Sections 3.5, 4.5, 5.2.
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3.1.2.2 Technical Specification Amendment 165.

3.1.3 Regulatory Documents

3.1.3.1 IOCRF50, Appendix A. General Design Criteria for Nuclear
Power plants

- Criterion 2 - Design basis for Protection against
natural phenomena

- Criterion 4 - Environmental and Missile Design
Bases

- Criterion 16 - Containment Design
- Criterion 50 . Containment Design Basis

3.1.4 GPUN Technical Data Reports (TDR), Calculations and Drawinas

3.1.4.1 TDR 851 Assessment of Oyster Creek Drywell Shell.

3.1.4.2 TDR 854 Drywell Sandbed Region Corrosion Assessment.

3.1.4.3 TDR 922 Drywell Upper Elevation, Wall Thinning Evaluation.

3.1.4.4 (This reference has been superseded by References 3.1.4.17
through 3.1A4.19).

3.1.4.5 Sketch 3E-SK-S-89, Ultrasonic Testing - Drywell Level 50'2" -
875" Plan.

3.1.4.6 Sketch 3E-SK-S85, Drywell Data UT Location Plan.

3.1.4.7 TDR 948, Statistical Analysis of Drywell Thickness Data.

3.1.4.8 NRC Letter Docket 50-219, dated October 26, 1988, subject
"Oyster Creek Drywell Containment",

3.1.4.9 Primary Containment Design Report, dated 9/11/67, Ralph M.
Parson Company.

3.1.4,10 Calc. C- 1302-187-5360-006 "Projection of Drywell Mean
Thickness thru October, 1992".

3.1.4.11 Calc. C-1302-187-5300-008 "Statistical Analysis of Drywell
Thickness Data thru 2/8/90".

3.1.4.12 Calc. C- 1302-187-5300-009 Rev. 0 "OC Drywell Projected
Thickness".
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3. 1.4.13 Calc C- 1302-187-5300-001 Rev. 0, "Statistical Analysis of
Drywell Thickness Data thru 4/14/90".

3.1.4.14 Calc C-1302-187-5300-012 Rev. 0, "OCDW Projected
Thickness Using Data thru 4i'24/90".

3.A.4.15 This reference no longer applicable, therefore, is deleted.

3.1.4.16 This reference no longer applicable, therefore, is deleted.

3.1.4.17 "Justification For Use of Section III, Subsection NE, Guidance in
Evaluating The Oyster Creek Drywell", Technical Report TR-
7377-1, dated November 1990, Teledyne Engineering Services.

3.1.4. 1 8 "An ASME Section VIlI Evaluation of Oyster Creek Drywell for
without Sand Case, Part 1, Stress Analysis", dated February
1991, GE Nuclear Energy, San Jose, CA.

3.1.4.19 "An ASME Section Vill Evaluation of the Oyster Creek Drywell
for without Sand Case, Part 2, Stability Analysis", Rev. 2, dated
November 1992, GE Nuclear Energy, San Jose, CA.

3.1.4.20 This reference no longer applicable, therefore is deleted.

3.1.4,21 GPUN Specification 1S-328227-004, Latest Revision,
"Functional Requirements For Drywell Containment Vessel
Thickness Examination".

3.1.4.22 Sketch 3E-Sk-M-275, Rev. 0, "UT Drywell Level 502", March

1990 Readings".

3.1.4.23 Sketch 3E-Sk-M-358, Rev. 0, "UT Drywell Level 51F-10", April
1990 Readings".

3.1.4.24 "Oyster Creek Drywell Corrosion Evaluation", dated June 1990,
GE Nuclear Energy, San Jose, CA.

3.1.4.25 Calc C-1 302-187-5300-015, "Statistical Analysis of Drywell
Thickness Data Thru 3/3/91";

S3. .4.26 Calc C-1302-187-5300-016, "OCDW Projected Thickness Using

Data Thru 3/3/91".

3.1.4.27 Calc C-I 302-187-5300-017 "Statistical Analysis of Drywell
Thickness Data thru May, 1991".

3.1.4.28 Calc C-1302-187-5300-018, "OCDW Projected Thickness using
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Data thru May, 1991".

3,1.4.29 GE Report "Final Report - Oyster Creek Drywell Containment
Vessel Random UT Project" dated May 8, 199 1.

3.1.4.30 IS-402950-001, Rev. 0 Functional Requirements for Augmented
Drywell Inspections.

3.1.4.31 Calc C- 1302-187-5300-19 "Statistical Analysis of Diywell
Thickness Data thru November, 1991 ".

3.1.4.32 Calc C- 1302-187-5300-20 "OCDW Projected Thickness Using
Data thru November 199 1"

3.1.4.33 Caic C- 1302-187-5300-021 "Statistical Analysis of Drywell
Thickness Data thru May, 1992".

- 3.1.4.34 Calc C-1302-187-5300-022 "OCDW Projected Thickness Using

I Data thru May, 1992".

3.1.4.35 Safety Evaluation SE-402950-005 "Removal of Sand from
Drywell Sandbed".

3.1.4.36 Calc C- 1302-187-5300-025 "Statistical Analysis of Drywell
Thickness Data thru December 1992".

3.1.4.37 Calc C- 1302-187-5300-024 "OC DW Projected Thickness Using
Data thru December, 1992".

3.1.4.38 TDR 1108 Summary Report of Corrective Action Taken form
Operating Cycle 12 through 14R Outage.

3.1.4.39 Calc C-1302-187-5300-024 "O.C. Drywell External UT
Evaluations" in the Sandbed.

3.1.4.40 Calc C- 1302-187-5300-028 - Statistical Analysis of Drywell

Thickness Data thru September, 1994.

3.1.4.41 Memo #5514-94-319 - Dated September 30, 1994 - Subject:
Inspection D.W. Sandbed Coating in Bay 1I - O.C.

3.1.4.42 Calc C- 1302-243-5320-071 - Rev. 1, "Drywell Thickness
Margins."

3.1.4.43 Memo #5340-94-120 - Dated November 9, 1994 - Subject:
Video Inspection of DW Sandbed Bay #3.
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3.1.4.44 Memo #5340-95-062 - Dated July 12, 1995 - Subject: Life
Expectancy of Drywell Shell Coating in Former Sandbed O.C.

3.1.4.45 Calc. #C- 1302-187-8610-030 dated I 1 -13-96 - Statistical
Analysis of Drywell Thickness Data thru September 1996.

3.1.4.46 Memo 15514-96-047, dated August 16, 1996 - Subject: Video
Inspection DW Sandbed Coating in Bay 11.

3.1.5 Industry Codes and Standards Applicable Codes

3.1.5.1 The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable
nuclear code cases utilized for the design of the drywell pressure
vessel are as listed in References 3.1.4.17 through 3.1.4.19.

3.1.5.2 Applicable Drywell Shell Plate Material Standards/Specifi cation

SA-212 High Tensile Strength Carbon - Silicon Steel Plates for
Boilers and other Pressure Vessels.

3,2 Drywell Pressure Vessel Safety Function Drywell Geometry Description

3.2.1 The drywell, sometimes referred to as the containment vessel or containment
structure, houses the reactor vessel, reactor coolant recirculating loops, and other
components associated with the reactor system. The structure is a combination of
a sphere, cylinder, and 2:1 ellipsoidal dome that resembles an inverted light bulb.
The spherical section has an inside diameter of 70'.

The cylindrical portion connecting the sphere to the dome has a diameter of 33'.
The structure is approximately 99' high. The plate thicknesses vary from a
maximum of 2.56" at the transition between the sphere and the cylinder down to a
minimum of 0.640" in the cylinder. The dome wall thickness is 1.18".

Figure 1 illustrates the drywell structure along with the pertinent dimensions. The
top closure, which is 33' in diameter, is made with a double tongue and groove seal
which permits periodic checks for leak tightness. Ten vent pipes, six feet six
inches in diameter, are equally spaced around the circumference to connect the
drywell and vent header to the pressure suppression chamber.

The drywell interior is filled with concrete to elevation 10'3" to provide a level
floor, Concrete curbs follow the contour of the vessel up to elevation 123" with
cutouts around the vent lines.

On the exterior, the drywell is encapsulated in concrete of varying thickness from
the base elevation up to the elevation of the top head. From there, the concrete
continues vertically to the level of the top of the spent fuel pool.
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The base of the drywell is supported on a concrete pedestal conforming to the
curvature of the vessel. For erection purposes a structural steel skirt was first
provided supporting the vessel. A portion of the steel skirt was left in place which
serves as one of the shear rings that prevent rotation of the drywell during an
earthquake.

The proximity of the biological shield concrete surface to the steel shell varies with
elevation. The concrete is in full contact with the shell over the bottom of the
sphere at its invert elevation 23" up to elevation 8'11¼/4". At that point, the
concrete is stepped back 15 inches radially to form a pocket which continues up to
elevation 123". The pocket was originally filled with sand which formed a
cushion to smooth the transition of the shell plate from a condition of fully
clamped between two concrete masses to a free standing condition. The sand
pocket was connected to drains which allowed drainage of any water which might
enter the sand. The sand was removed during the 14R outage (December 1992),

The sand "springs" helped to ease this transition. GE analysis (Ref. 3.1.4.18 and
3.1.4.19) has shown that the sand is not required so long as vessel thickness in that
region is greater than or equal to .736 inches (with margin as stated in 3.3.2.1).
Justification for removing sand from the sandbed is covered under a separate
Safety Evaluation (Ref. 3.1.4.35). As stated above, the sand was completely
removed and the drywell vessel was coated in the sandbed region during the 14R
refueling outage (Figure 2). The sand was removed via ten (10) 20" diameter
access holes drilled equally spaced through the containment concrete shield wall.

Up from elevation 12'3" there is a 3" gap between the drywell and the concrete
biological shield wall which is filled with foam material that provides no structural
support. An upper lateral seismic restraint, attached to the cylindrical portion of
the drywell at elevation 82.17 ft., allows for thermal, deadweight, and pressure
deflection, but not for lateral movement due to seismic excitation. All penetrations
for piping, instrumentation lines, vent ducts, electrical lines, equipment accesses,
and personnel entrance have expansion joints and double seals where applicable.

The spherical area is described by 10 segments, one at each downcomer, referred
to as bays. The bays are odd numbered 1 thru 19 (Figure 3).
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Figure I Drywell Containment Structure
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3.2.2 Drywell Pressure Vessel Safety Function

3.2.2.1 Functional Design

The drywell pressure vessel is one of the major structural
components of the Primary Containment System (PCS)
discussed in Section 6.2 of the Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating
System Update FSAR. The safety function of the Primary
Containment System is to accommodate, with a minimum of
leakage, the pressures and temperatures resulting from the break
of any enclosed process pipe; and, thereby, to limit the release of
radioactive fission products to values which will insure ofthite
does rates well below 10CFRIO0 guideline limits.

3.22.2 Design Criteria

The design criteria for the Containment are as follows:

a. To withstand the peak transient pressures (coincident
with an earthquake) which could occur due to the
postulated break of any pipe inside the drywell.

b. To channel the flows from postulated pipe breaks to the
torus.

c. To withstand the force caused by the impingement of the
-" fluid from a break in the largest local pipe or connection,

without containment failure.

d. To limit primary containment leakage rate during and
following a postulated break in the primary system to
substantially less than that which would result in offsite
doses approaching the limiting values in IOCFRI00.

e. To include provisions for leak rate tests.

f, To be capable of being flooded following a Design Basis
Accident to a height which permits unloading of the core.

3.2.2.3 Drywell Vessel Design Pressure 4nd Temperature Parameters

The drywell and connecting vent system tubes are
designed for 44 psig, internal pressure at 292'F, and an
external pressure of 2 psig at 205'F.

The design lowest temperature to which the primary
containment vessel is subjected is 30'F.
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3.3 Effects of Drvwell Pressure Vessel Thickness Reduction

In order to demonstrate that the vessel thickness reduction will not adversely affect the ability of
the drywell to perform its safety function, GPUN establishes a conservative corrosion rate,
projects vessel thickness, and shows by analysis that allowable stresses are not exceeded for the
design basis load conditions.

3.3.1 Results of Corrosion Monitoring Program

3.3,1.1 Monitorinig Program Summary

Reference 3.1.4.21 defines the drywell corrosion inspection
program. This program identifies locations for UT inspection.
These locations were selected for inspection based on extensive
drywell thickness investigation performed during the initial
corrosion investigation phase (1986 through 1991). These
locations exhibited the worst metal loss and therefore were
selected for monitoring wall thickness.

Originally, the knowledge of the extent of corrosion was based
on a UT inspection plan involving going completely around the
inside of the drywell at several locations. Nine six-by-six grids
on either side of each vent penetration were used to characterize
the situation at the elevation of the sandbed. At each of the
upper elevations a belt-line sweep was used with readings taken
on as little as one inch centers wherever thickness changed
between successive nominal 6" centers. Grids were established
in the upper elevations in this way.

As experience increased with each data collection campaign,
only grids showing evidence of change were retained in the
inspection program. Additional assurance regarding the
adequacy of this inspection plan was obtained by a completely
randomized inspection, involving 59 grids,that showed that all
inspection locations satisfied code requirements.

As a minimum, additional UT inspections will be performed
during the 16R refueling outage and every other refueling outage
thereafter. This frequency of inspection is considered adequate
because most recent data obtained indicates that there is no
evidence of ongoing corrosion at the upper elevations of the
drywell vessel.

Reference 3.1.4.21 also covers coating inspection of the drywell
shell exterior at the former sandbed region. The corrosion in this
area of the drywell vessel was arrested during the 14R refueling
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outage (December 1992), as the steel surface was coated for
corrosion protection.

As stated in 3.3.1.7 of this safety evaluation, the coating was.
inspected during the 15R refueling outage on a sample basis.
Results of the inspection were satisfactory with no indications of
coating failures.

As a minimum, additional inspections of the coating will be
conducted during the 16R refueling outage and again during
refueling outage 18R. This frequency of inspections is adequate
based on results of prior coating inspection and estimated
coating life (8-10 years) per reference 3.1.4.44. After the
inspection in refueling outage 18R, an assessment will be made,
appropriate actions will be taken, and the need for future
inspections will be determined to ensure that the drywell
integrity is maintained until at least April 2009. The scope of the
inspection as set forth in reference 3.1.4.21 of inspecting two
bays, is adequate because the environmental conditions and
coating application methods were similar for all ten bays when
the coating was applied. Also, the two bays selected for
inspection are known to be worst leakage areas with most
corrosion attack prior to the coating application.

In summary, the inspection program (Reference 3.1.4.21) is
adequate to assure drywell vessel integrity until at least April 9,
2009 (end of plant license).

3.3.1.2 Corrosion Rate

Reference 3.1.4.45 discusses the statistical analysis of the UT
data taken over the time period February, 1987 through
September, 1996 for the sandbed region grids and November,
1987 through September, 1996 for the upper elevation grids. A
new monitored location (450-22) above the sandbed was added
to the program in December of 1992. The corrosion rate was
determined by calculating the rate of change of the mean
thickness at each measured grid using linear regression analysis.
The corrosion rate has previously been expressed as the slope of
the regression line I the standard error of the slope, Below are
the current corrosion status assessments in the most limiting
areas for each of the major elevations. The corrosion at the
sandbed region was arrested in December, 1992 when the
subject surfaces were cleaned and coated. Inspection of the
coated surfaces performed in September of 1996 revealed that
the coating is performing satisfactory as documented in
reference 3.1,. 46.
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Sandbed Region Corrosion arrested.
Elevation 50'2" - F-Ratio <1.0
Elevation 5 I'I 0" - F-Ratio <[ .0
Elevation 87'5" - F-Ratio <1.0
Elevation 60'- 10" - Insufficient Data

Evaluation of the September, 1996 inspection data indicates that
for Elevations 50'-2", 51'-10", 60'10", and 875", there is no
evidence of ongoing corrosion. This assessment (Ref. 3.1.4.45)
is based on the fact that the statistical regression estimate can not
be used to define a corrosion rate because the F-ratio is far too
low for reliable use, or that there are fewer than four
measurements. (See paragraph 3.3.1.3-Sphere elevation 60-
J0")

Because the statistical F-test for significance of the regression
rate estimate is very low, there is no evidence of ongoing
corrosion, only random variation associated with measuring
techniques.

3.3.1.3 Proiections

Projections are determined by performing regression analysis,
when appropriate.

Sandbed

The entire sandbed region of the drywell shelf O.D. was coated
during the 14R refueling outage (December 1992). This coating
was inspected in September 1994 and September 1996. The
inspections showed no coating failure or signs of deterioration.
Therefore, the corrosion in this region has been arrested and no
further corrosion is expected to occur. To ensure that the coating
applied will remain effective, visual inspections by direct and/or
remote methods will be conducted per reference 3.1.4,2 1. The
coating will again be inspected during refueling outage 18R.
Should an inspection reveal coating failure, an assessment will
be made, appropriate actions will be taken, and the need for
additional inspections will be determined to ensure that the
drywell integrity is maintained until at least April 2009 (end of
License). The coating has an estimated life prediction of 8-10
years, before signs of local deterioration are expected (Reference
3.1.4.44). Currently, a margin of 79 mils exists between the
required metal thickness (3.3.2.3) and the actual mean metal
thickness at the thinnest location as measured during the 16R
outage in September 1996. This margin provides additional
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assurance for drywell integrity in the unlikely case of coating
failure between inspection intervals.

Based upon the arrested corrosion, and future monitoring of the
coating, it is reasonable to conclude that this region will not
become limiting prior to April 2009.

Cylinder, Elevation 87'-5"

As a result of low F-ratio at this elevation, it can be concluded
that there is no evidence of ongoing corrosion at this location.
The September, 1996 data indicates that the thinnest location at
this elevation has a mean thickness of 613 mils. Therefore, a
margin of 161 mils exists between actual and minimum mean
acceptable thickness (3.3.2.3). With the 161 mils margin which
currently exists, minimum mean acceptable thickness could not
be reached by April 2009, unless there was an ongoing corrosion
rate of approximately 13 MYP. A corrosion rate of this
magnitude would be observable. A corrosion rate of 13 MPY
has not been observed in any location above the sandbed.

Additional assurance will be provided by volumetric inspection
during future refueling outages as committed to the NRC (at I
least every other refueling outage).

Sphere, Elevation 50'-2"

As a result of low F-ratio at this elevation, it can be concluded
that there is no evidence of ongoing corrosion at this location.
The September, 1996 data indicates that the thinnest location at
this elevation has a mean thickness of 696 mils. Therefore a
margin of 155 mils exists between actual and minimum mean
acceptable thickness (3.3.2.3).

Although the data on hand does not permit a statistically
rigorous calculation of corrosion rate, it is adequate to support a
conclusion that this region will not become limiting prior to
April 2009, unless there was an ongoing corrosion rate of
approximately 12 MPY. A corrosion rate tf this magnitude
would be observable. A corrosion rate of 12 MPY has not been I
observed in any location above the sandbed,

Additional assurance will be provided by volumetric inspection
during future refueling outages as committed to the NRC (at
least every other refueling outage).

Sphere, Elevation 51'-10"
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i
As a result of low F-ratio at this elevation, it can be concluded
that there is no evidence of ongoing corrosion at this location.

The September, 1996 data indicates that the thinnest location at
-" ~this elevation has a mean thickness of 688 mils. Therefore, a

margin of 170 mils exists between actual and minimum mean
acceptable thickness (3.3.2.3).

Although the data on hand does not permit a statistically
rigorous calculation of corrosion rate. it is adequate to support a
conclusion that this region will not become limiting prior to
April 2009. With the 170 mils margin which currently exists,
minimum mean acceptable thickness could not be reached by
April 2009, unless there was an ongoing corrosion rate
approximately 13 MPY. A corrosion rate of this magnitude
would be observable. A corrosion rate of 13 MPY has not been
observed in any locations above the sandbed.

Additional assurance will be provided by volumetric inspection
during future refueling outages as committed to the NRC (at
least every other refueling outage).

Sphere Elevation 60-10"

This location was added to the Drywell Corrosion monitoring
program with the first UT data set taken in December I1994 an
and a second and third UT data set taken in September 1994 and
September 1996. As a result of the limited data at this elevation,
a statistical analysis of the corrosion rate, could not be
performed. Therefore, a projection based on regression analysis
will not be meaningful. The September, 1996 data indicates that
the thinnest location at this elevation has a mean thickness of
693 mils. Therefore, a margin of 175 mils exists between actual
and minimum mean accepted thickness, (3.3.2.3).

Although the data on hand does not permit a statistically
rigorous calculation of corrosion rate, it is adequate to support a

conclusion that this region will not become limiting prior to

April 2009. With the 175 mils margin which currently exists,
minimum mean acceptable thickness could not be reached by
April 2009, unless there was an ongoing rate of approximately
14 MPY. A corrosion rate of this magnitude would be
observable. A corrosion rate of this magnitude has not been
observed in any locations above the sandbed.

Additional assurance will be provided by volumetric inspection
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during future refueling outages (as conmmitted to the NRC every
other refueling outage).

3.3.1.4 Projected Local Vessel Thicknesses

Because mean uniform thickness can consist of local values less
than the mean, consideration has been given to the significance
of such readings. The number of such readings is extremely
limited and have been evaluated as not structurally significant as
follows (Ref. 4.1.4.45)

Sandbed

The lowest local reading is .776 inches (Ref. 3.1.4.45). The
local acceptable thickness for the sandbed region is .49 inches
(Section 3.3.2). As mentioned in 3.3.1.3, the sandbed region
was coated and no further corrosion is expected in this area, and

the .286" margin is more than adequate for the balance of plant
life (April 2009).

Cylinder, Elevation 87'-5"

The lowest local reading is .521 inches (Ref. 3.1.4.45). The
local acceptable thickness for this elevation is .300 inches
(Section.3.3.2). Therefore, a margin of approximately 221 mils
exists between actual and local acceptable thickness. If this local
area is actually corroding, it would have to corrode at a rate of
approximately 18 mil&/year to reach the minimum local
acceptable thickness by April 2009. A corrosion rate of
approximately 18 mils/year has not been observed to date (above
the sandbed) and is not considered credible.

Sphere, Elevation 50'-2"

The lowest local reading is .638 inches (Ref. 3.1.4.45). The
local acceptable thickness for this elevation is .360 inches
(Section 3.3.2). Therefore, a margin of approximately 276 mils
exists between actual and local acceptable thickness. If this local
area is actually corroding, it would have to corrode at a rate of
22 mils/year to reach the minimum local acceptable thickness by
April 2009. A corrosion rate of approximately 22 milsiyear has
not been observed to date (above the sandbed) and it is not
considered credible.

Sphere, Elevation 51'-10"

The lowest local reading is .555 inches (Ref. 3.1.4.45). The
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local acceptable thickness for this elevation is .345 inches
(Section 3.3.2), Therefore, a margin of approximately 210 mils
exists between actual and local acceptable thickness. If this local
area is actually corroding, it would have to corrode at a rate of
approximately 17 mils/year to reach the minimum local
acceptable thickness by April 2009. A corrosion rate of
approximately 17 mils/year has not been observed to date (above
the sandbed) and is not considered credible.

Sphere, Elevation 60'-10"

The lowest local reading for this elevation is .573 inches (Ref.
31.4.45). The local acceptable thickness for this elevation is
.345 inches (Section 3.3.2). Therefore, a margin of 228 mils
exists between actual and local acceptable thickness, If this local
area is actually corroding, it would have to corrode at a rate of
approximately 18 MPY to reach the minimum local acceptable
thickness by April, 2009. A corrosion rate of approximately 18
MPY has not been observed to date (above the sandbed) and is

not considered credible.

3.3.1.5 Result of Augmented Inspection

As documented in Reference 3.1.4.29, in April, 1991 a series of
inspections were performed at 57 locations on the drywell vessel
(per Ref. 3.1.4.30). These inspections were performed on
randomly chosen locations from elevation 12' to 95'. These
locations had not been previously inspected.

Results show that the majority of the inspected locations still
meet original construction plate thickness tolerances. In
particular, specific areas of the cylinder were found in this
condition. In addition, all inspected locations meet code
requirements.

However, results of one inspection grid on the vessel plates
between elevation 51' and 65' resulted in an average thickness
which is slightly less than the currently monitored location on
elevation 51'10" (Section 3.3.1.2). This inspection grid on Plate
50-22 has been added to the routinely inspected location and is
included in reference 3.1.4.21 inspection program. The first UT
data on this location (elevation 50'11 ") was taken during the 14R
outage December, 1992.

3.3.1.6 Results of 14R Inspection of the Drywell Vessel O.D. and
Corrosion Mitigation at Sandbed Region

008/250O
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The drywell vessel sandbed area corrosion mitigation effort was
completed during the 14R refueling outage (December 1992 -
January 1993). All sand was removed from the sand pocket and
the outer steel surfaces of the drywell shell were cleaned and
painted to stop corrosion. Prior to painting, the shell was
inspected to insure structural integrity.

j As documented in Reference 3.1.4.38, during the 14R Outage, a
sries of inspections were performed at selected locations on the
drywell vessel O.D. within the sandbed region. Inspections
included visual and scattered spot UT thickness measurements
using a D-meter. The UT inspection locations were selected
based on engineering judgment. Areas with worst corrosion
appearance were identified, ground smooth and measured for
thickness.

As mentioned earlier in this safety evaluation, the sandbed
extends 360 degrees and is divided into ten bays numbered
1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17 and 19. Twenty-three scattered UT
readings were taken in Bay #1, twenty UT readings were taken
in Bay 0 13, with an average of nine UT readings taken on each
of the remaining bays.

The results of the inspection show that the minimum average
required thickness criteria for the structural integrity of the
drywell vessel is met (Ref. 3.1.4.39).

When the entire drywell vessel O.D. within the sandbed area was
cleaned of corrosion products and coated for corrosion
protection, the vessel thickness was sufficient to satisfy ASME
Code requirements, therefore, the drywell vessel in the sandbed
region is no longer considered a limiting factor in plant
operation.

Inspections will be conducted during future retheling outages to
insure that the coating applied remains effective (Ref. 3.1.4.21).

3.3.1.7 Results Of 15R Inspection Of The Drvwell Vessel Coating at
Former Sandbed Region

Direct visual and video inspections of the coating applied in
1992, were carried out in 1994 at Bays #1I and Bay #3. Direct
visual examination was performed on Bay #11, This bay was
selected for inspection since the most drainage occurred there
during 14R. Bay #3 was partially examined by remote video
camera. The coating applied in 1992 appeared to be in excellent
condition after about 21 months of service. Based upon
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inspection results of both Bays, it is concluded that the condition
of the coating in other Bays is similarly good. (Ref. 3-1.4.41 and
Ref. 3.1.4.43)

3,3,1.8 Results of 16R Inspection of the Drywell Vessel Coating at
Former Sand bed Regrion

Video inspections of the coating applied in 1992 were performed
in August 1996 at Bays I I and 17. The results of the inspection
showed that the coating appeared to be in excellent condition
after four years in service. Based upon inspection of these two
bays, it is concluded that the condition of the coating in other
Bays is similarly good (Reference 3.1.4.46).

3.3.2 Drywell Structural Requirements

3.3,2,1 Sandbed Reion

3.3.2.1.1 Acceptable Mean Thickness, Sandbed

GE has performed a structural analysis of the drywell
vessel in the sandbed region (Refs 3.1.4.17 through
3.1.4.19 and 3,1.4.42). This analysis demonstrates that
the Oyster Creek drywell has adequate margin against
buckling (for the refueling and post accident load
combinations) with a vessel thickness of .736 inches (or
greater) without sand support.

The analysis assumes that minimum thickness (.736
inches) exists around the entire circumference of the
sandbed, from top to bottom. The GE analysis calculates
that the buckling margin meets the allowable value
provided by the code case for the refueling load
conditions and 7% margin on the code allowable value
for the post accident load condition; based on uniform
sandbed thickness of 0.736 inches and no sand support.
Since the GE analysis demonstrates margin, this
thickness criteria is considered acceptable thicknesses for
continued plant operation.

The GE analysis which assumes that the sandbed region
is uniform ly corroded to the minimum thickness, does
not take into account the reduction in stress at the
thinnest location which will result from adjacent portions
of the plate being thicker than this minimum. No credit
has been taken for these conservatisms. These factors do
provide additional (although not quantified) safety
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margins above the safety factor inherent in satisfying the
code allowable stresses which are based on minimum
allowable material properties.

3.3.2.1.2 Acceptable Local Thickness, Sandbed

Reference 3.1.4.42 also shows that local low spots are
acceptable with a remaining thickness of 0.49" provided
that the average thickness in the region is no less than
.736 inches without sand support. A local region for
purposes of this evaluation is considered as a circular
area with a diameter equal to or less than 2 inches.

3.3.2.2 Drvwell Above The Sandbed

3.3.2.2.1 Acceptable Mean Thickness, Above Sandbed

The GE structural analysis also addresses elevations
above the sandbed (Ref. 3.1.4.17 through 3.1.4.19 and
3.1.4.39). The Oyster Creek drywell vessel was
designed, fabricated and erected in accordance with the
1962 Edition of ASME Code, Section VIII and Code
Cases 1260N-5, 1271N, and 1272N-5. This Code and
Code Cases provide the following stress limitation: The
primary membrane stresses are limited to 1.1 times the
allowable stress values (ASME Section VIII allowables);
combined primary stresses (primary bending and local
membrane) are limited to 1.5 times the allowables; and
the sum of the primary plus secondary stresses are
limited to three times the allowables. The Code of record
with Code Cases does not provide specific guidance as to
the size of a region of increased membrane stress due to
thickness reductions from local or general corrosion
effects.

Guidance was obtained pertaining to subsection NE of
Section IllI. The documentation for this guidance is
provided in Reference 3.1.4.17.

Per Section Ill NE-3213.10 "Local Primary Membrane
Stresses": a stressed area may be considered local if the
distance over which the membrane stress intensity
exceeds 1.1 SMC does not extend in the meridional
directions more than NRT; and there are no other local
areas within 2,5niRT.'
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Therefore, given a design which satisfies the general
code intent, as the Oyster Creek drywell does, and an
original code that does not give specific guidance as to
the size of a region of increased membrane stress due to
thickness reductions from local or general corrosion
effects, the drywell is in compliance with Subsection NE
requirements only if i .0 Smc is used for the as-found
corroded areas. (Section 3.3.2.3 provides a tabulation of
calculated acceptable thickness.)

3.3.2.2.2 Acceptable Local Thickness, Above Sandbed

GE Analysis (Ref. 3.1 A.42) also calculates acceptable
local thickness as tabulated in Section 3.3.2.3. A local
area for purposes of this evaluation is considered as a
circular area with a diameter of 2 inches.

A local thickness may have a value not less than the local
acceptable thickness provided that the mean measured
thickness of the area is greater than the mean acceptable
thickness.

3.3.2.3 Acceptable Drvwell Vessel Thicknesses - Tabulation

Based on References 3.1.4.17 through 3.1.4.19, and
3.1.4.39 through 3.1.4.42, the following acceptable
Drywell mean and local thickness have been established
(summarized in Sections 3.3.2.1 and 3.3.2.2).

The Oyster Creek Technical Specification change
requests for the Drywell design pressure and design
pressure and design temperature has been approved by
the NRC (Ref. 3.1.2.2). As a result, the new acceptable
mean thickness requirements have been changed as
shown in the table below using code thickness
requirements at 1,0 SMC. It should be noted that the
acceptable mean thickness for the sandbed region
remains unchanged because it is controlled by buckling
criteria.
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Acceptable Mean Thickness

Drywell Vessel Plate Elevations Without Sand Support 1.0 Smc Local Acceptable Thickness 1.5 Smc

Sandbed .736"* 0.49" (w!o sand support)

El. 23' .541" .360"
to 50'1 1-1/8"

El. 50'11-1/8" .518" .345"
to 65*2-7/16"

El. 71'6-9/32" .452" .300"
to 94'-9"
*Controlled by buckling

3.3.2.4 Jet Impingement

Jet impingement in the drywell has been addressed by Section III
of the Primary Containment Design Report by the Ralph M.
Parsons Company (Ref. 3.1.4.9). The impact of jets (steam) will
produce local yielding. The drywell above the sandbed is
backed by reinforced concrete.

This will limit the amount of yielding and thus prevent rupture.
As discussed in Reference 3.1.4.4, the thinning that has occurred
due to corrosion does not change the conclusion that shell
rupture will not occur under jet impingement loading.

3.3.3 Quality Standards

Based on the discussion in this evaluation it is concluded that quality standards are
unaffected.

3.3.4 Natural Phenomena Protection

Since the drywell is protected from the outside elements by a Category I structure
capable of withstanding a tornado or hurricane, and since the plant elevation
prevents natural flooding, these loadings do not contribute to the concerns posed
by this activity. However, in the evaluation of structural performance, seismic
loads were included and it was found that this event does not affect the integrity of
the PCS when the event occurs singly or in combination with other design loads.

3.3.5 Fire Protection

The thinning of the drywell pressure vessel does not affect the fire protection
program for the plant. The drywell was not considered as one of the fire protection
measures.
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3.3.6 Environmental Qualifications

The assumptions utilized in complying with 1 OCFR50,49, "Environmental
Qualification of Electrical Equipment Important to Safety for Nuclear Power
Plants," have not been altered; therefore, there is no effect on environmental
qualification.

3.3.7 Missile Protection

The affected area is protected by a concrete shield wall as described in Section 3.2
and by the Reactor Building which provides protection from external missiles.

33.8 High Energy Line Break and Internal Flooding

The drywell pressure vessel has been analyzed for the design basis loading
conditions discussed in Section 3.2.2,

This analysis was done for the condition of the reduced thickness projected up to
April 9, 2009 (End of Plant License). The loading conditions included high energy
line break and internal flooding considerations. The stresses calculated are less
than allowable stresses. Thus, the structural integrity of the vessel is assured, and
it can perform its safety functions under these conditions.

3.3.9 Electrical Separation

The reduction of the thickness of the affected area does not impact any electrical
components.

3.3.10 Electrical Isolation

The reduction in thickness of the affected area does not impact any electrical
components.

3.3.11 Electrical Loading Impact on Emergency Diesel Generators and Safety Buses

The reduction in thickness of the affected area does not impact the EDGs and
associated safety buses nor impact electrical loading.

3.3.12 Single Failure Criteria

Single failure criterion does not apply to a structure therefore, there is no effect on
single failure criteria.
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3A4 Licensing Basis Documents Margin of Safety

The Technical Specification. Section 5.2, states that "The drywell is designed to conform to
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII." In order to conclude that the margin of
safety is not reduced, it is necessary and sufficient to demonstrate that drywell pressure vessel
stresses do not exceed allowable stresses for the in-service condition of reduced wall thickness.
As previously discussed, stresses for the wall thicknesses projected to exist until end of plant
license (April 2009) are less than allowable and stability of the drywell vessel is still maintained.
Therefore, required margins of safety have not been reduced by operating Oyster Creek with the
projected dr)well pressure vessel wall thicknesses.

3.5 Nuclear Safety/Safe Plant Operation

Since

(a) the required margins of safety for structural integrity and stability of the drywell have
not been affected by the thinning of the affected regions of the vessel,

(b) the drywell above the sandbed region will maintain adequate structural integrity until
end of plant license (April 2009),

(c) and a program has been put in place which will monitor and ensure that the inspection
basis for the conclusions herein remain unchanged (Ref. 3.1,4.21),

then, nuclear safety and safe plant operation will not be affected. There is no evidence of
damage to other safety related equipment.

3.6 Probability of Occurrence or Consequences of an Accident Previously Evaluated in the FSAR

The probability of an accident is not affected by the structurally adequate drywell vessel. Since
the structural integrity and stability of the drywell vessel is still maintained, the containment
isolation function of the drywell will be accomplished. Therefore, the consequences of any
postulated accident that was previously evaluated at OCNGS will not be affected.

3.7 Probability for an Accident or Malfunction of a Different Type than any Previously Identified in
FSAR

Since the drywell vessel still meets design requirements, the probability of an accident or
malfunction of a different type than previously identified is not increased.

3.8 Probability of Occurrence or Consequence of Malfunction of Safety Equipment

Given the fact that the structural integrity and stability for the drywell is still maintained with
adequate safety margins under design basis loadings, the probability of occurrence or
consequence of a malfunction of safety equipment in the plant will not be affected.
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3.9 Margin of Safety on Basis of Technical Specification

The thickness of the affected region of the shell in the sand entrenchment region has been
ascertained to satisfy the original allowable stress criteria of ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code. Section VIII, 1962 with appropriate code cases.

The thickness of the affected regions of the shell above the sandbed region also have been found
to be structurally adequate using ASME code methodology.

Corrosion at the sandbed has been arrested by protective coating. Analysis of the most recent
UT data taken in September 1996 indicates that there is no ongoing corrosion in upper
elevations of the vessel. This provides assurance that the drywell wall thickness will still be
acceptable and will maintain adequate structural integrity until end of plant license (April 2009)
with continuing monitoring programs; both the visual and volumetric inspections.

Since the vessel had been reanalyzed for the design pressure and temperature stipulated in Tech.
Spec. 5.2.A, as amended by Amendment 165 (Ref. 3.1.2), the tech. spec. requirements remain
satisfied.

3.10 Violation of Plant Technical Specification

The minimum thickness at the affected regions does not violate any section of the OCNGS
Technical Specification. As stated in Section 3.3, the allowable stress criteria is satisfied.

The condition analyzed is an in-service condition as opposed to a design condition. Therefore, a
change to Technical Specification is not required.

3.11 Violation of any Licensing Requirements or Regulations

Review of OCNGS licensing requirements and commitments reveal that the thinning of the
drywell shell does not violate any licensing requirements or regulations. This is due to the fact
that containment isolation function and the structural integrity of the drywell have not been
affected.

3.12 Radiological Safety Concerns

The reduction in thickness of the drywell shell will not affect any radiological safety concerns
because the containment isolation safety function of the drywell is still intact. Adequate
shielding of occupied plant areas will be maintained.

3.13 Change to FSAR

FSAR Section 3.8.2.8 will be changed as required to incorporate the results of the assessment of
the corrosion issue and corrosion mitigation actions as they are taken including inspection of

* coating at the former sandbed region.

3.14 Change to Established Practice or Procedure
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This condition will not require any further changes to an established practice or procedure. This
sfet evaluation supports Revision 10 of the Reference 3.1.4.21.

4.0 EFFECTS ON THE ENVIRONMENT

4.1 Changes to Plant Environmental Interface

The reduction in thickness of the affected shell area will impose no changes to the OCNGS plant
environmental interfaces, because the structural integrity and stability of the drywell is still
intact.

4.2 Potential Environmental Impact

Since the activity does not affect the environment, it does not have any potential impact to the
following:

A. Environmental Technical Specification
B. Applicable Environmental Permit Requirements
C. Final Environmental Statement
D. Environmental Impact Statement
Consequently, no additional evaluation is required.

j 5.0 CONCLUSION

Inspection during 1986 revealed that sections of the drywell wall, near the base sand entrenchment region,
had a mean thickness of 0.87"' This is less than the original thickness that was utilized in the evaluation of
structural stability and integrity in support of licensing the OCNGS. Extensive review of the original
calculations, load combinations and different plant conditions, and new calculations generated to evaluate
the structural stability and integrity of drywell show that:

I . The structural performance of the drywell, during the most structurally limiting design basis load
condition, will result in stresses less than allowables. The margins of safety inherent in
satisfying allowable stresses are enough to assure structural stability and integrity of the drywell.

2. The containment isolation safety function of the drywell is still intact. Consequently, no
environmental or radiological concerns exist due to the reduced thickness.

3, FSAR and technical specification commitments have not been violated.

4. Plant procedures and safe practices are not affected.

5. Based on Sections 3.5 - 3.14, there does not exist an unreviewed safety question as defined in
10CFR50.59.

6. As stated in paragraph 33.1.6, the drywell vessel sandbed area corrosion mitigation was
completed during the 14R Outage (December 1992). Cleaning and coating of the drywell steel
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surfaces within the former sandbed was performed and, therefore, further degradation of the
drywell in the former sandbed area is not expected.

Follow up inspections of the applied coating performed during the 16R outage (September
1996) indicate that the coaling is in excellent condition.

Future inspections of the applied coating will be conducted to assure the coating remains
effective. Coating failures will be assessed and evaluations will be conducted for drywell
integrity assurance.

7. Analysis of the most recent UT data taken in September 1996 (16R) indicates that there is no
ongoing corrosion in the upper regions of the drywell vessel. Additional assurance will be
provided by future UT inspections.

It is therefore concluded that this safety evaluation has dctermined that there is no (1) adverse affect on
nuclear safety and/or safe plant operations, (2) increase in the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the
SAlt, (3) creation of the possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously
identified in the SAR or (4) decrease in the margin of safety as defined in the basis of any Technical
Specification. Since this safety evaluation has determined that no unreviewed nuclear safety question has
been created and that no environmental impact is involved, this assessment is acceptable.
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COVER SHEET

(Ref. EP-006)
NUCLEAR

Subject: C-1302-187-8610-030 Calculation No. Rev. No. System Nos. Sheet
I 243 1 of I
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1.0 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The basic purpose of this calculation is to update the thickness mesrement analyses documented in
References 3.7, 3.8, and 3.11 thru 3.21 by incorporating the measurements taken in September 1996.

Specific objectives of this calculation are:

(1) Determine the mean thickness at each of the monitored locations.

(2) Statistically analyz the thickness measurements to determine the corrosion rate at each of the
monitored locations.

2.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The remainder of the sand and the corrosion products were remo•ed from the sand bed during the 14R
refueling outage which comaeneed in November 1992. The outside surface was cleaned and coated at
that time. This represents such a major chang in the environment that analysis of the ongoing corrosion
rates in the sand bed cannot be statistically meaningkfl. However, the analyses were performed as
though this change had not taken phice. The period covered in these analyses in the sand bed commences
in Februauy 1990 when leakage through the pool liner was significantly reducoed. Only one sand bed bay
indicates a significant corrosion rate. Bay 1 A has a calculated rate of -6.0 *2.0 mils per year,
compared to 14.3 *3.1 through December 1992, -12.3 ±3.0 prior to February 1990 and -10.5 *2.2
through September 1994. The sand bed bays where measurements have been taken on a 7-point strip do
not show significant corrosion rates.

Analyses of the monitored points at elevations above the sand bed do not indicate any statistically
significant ongoing corrosion. The corrosion rates at these elevations are cm4pt using all available
data.

The results of the calculation are summarized in the following tabies. The terms used are defined below.

(1) Best Estimate Corrosion Rate

" With three or more data points, this is the slope of the regression line.

o For only two data points, this is the slope of the steepest line which can be drawn within the +

one-sigma interval about the two measurements.

(2) 95% Upper Bound Corrosion Rate

The corrosion rate for which we have 95% confidence that it is not being exceeded. At least fbur
data sets arc required to make a meaningfid estimate of this value.

conmrnon~calc\1 302-1 87-8610-O3ORevO~doc
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(3) Best Estimate Mean Thickness

When the regression is statistically significant (F-Ratio is 1.0 or greater) and the slope is

negative, this is the predicted value + standard crnor from the regression for the date of the last

measurernafl

° When the regression is not statistically significant (F-Ratio less than 1.0) and/or the slope is

positive, this is the grand mean of all the data + standard error.

o For the sand bed, this is the grand mean of all the data since 1992 + standard error.

(4) Measured Mean Thickness

The mean + standard error of the valid data points from the most recent set of nmesurements.

(5) F-Ratio

o An F-Ratio less than 1.0 occurs when the amount of corrosion which has occurred since the

initial mesurement is less than the random variations in the measurements and/or fewer than
four measurements have been taken. In these cases, the computed corrosion rate does not
necessarily reflect the actual corrosion rate, and it may be zero. Hovver, the confidence
interval about the computed corrosion rate does accurately reflect the range within which the
actual corrosion rate lies at the specified confidence level.

o An F-Ratio of 1.0 or greater occurs when the amount of corrosion which has occurred since the

initial measurment is significant compared to the random variations, and four or more
measurements have been taken. In these cases, the computed corrosion rate more accuwely
reflects the actual corrosion rate, and there is a very low probabili, that the actual corrosion
rate is zero. The higher the F-Ratio, the lower the uncertainty in the corrosion rate.

Whereas an F-Ratio of 1.0 or greater provides confidence in the historical corrosion rate, the

F-Ratio should be 4 to 5 if the corrosion rate is to be used to predict the thickness in the future.
To have a high degree of confidence in the predicted thickness, the ratio should be at least 8 or
9.

(6) N

The number of data sets used in dte analysis,

(7) Years

The time span between the first and last of the analyzed data sets.

common\calc\! 302-187-8610-030RcvO.doc
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2.1 Sand Bed Region 7 x 7 Grids Using Data From February 1990 through September 1996

Bay & Area Corrosion Rate, mpy Mean TIhckness, mils F-Ratio N(6) Date Span
-(5) yrs (7)

Best Est.(1) 95% (2) Best Est. (3) * Measured (4)

9D -0.8 * 1.3 -3.2 1001.2 ± 4.8 1007 10.6 < 0.1 9 6.8

11A -6.0 ±2 -9.8 825.1 ± 2.7 829.7 9.1 1.7 9 6.6

1IC Top +7.3 ± 33 +1.1 998.4±22.1 1041.8±21.4 0.9 9 6.6

I1C Bot +1.4 ± 1.9 -2.2 864.1 ± 9.8 883.0 ± 7.4 0.1 9 6.6

13A -1.1+ 1.1 -3.2 838.8 ± 5.5 843.4 ± 7.4 0. 10 6.6

13D Top -0.6 13.2 -6.7 1050.5 ±6.7 1059.3 ±11.2 <0.1 8 6.4

13D Bot +3.6 ± 2.5 -1.3 911.4 ± 11.2 933.0 ± 9.6 0.4 a 6.4

15D +1.6 ±1.3 -0.8 1058.8 ± 3.8 1065.0 ± 8.5 0.3 9 6.6

17A Top -0.3 ±0.5 -1.5 1132.6 t 5.9 1144.1 ± 11.1 <0.1 9 6.6

17A Bot +6.7 ±2.4 +2.0 957.3 ± 19.9 996.9 ± 10.7 1.4 9 6.6

17D +09 ±1.8 -2.6 823.9 ± 10.5 844.5 j 8.9 <01 9 6.6

17/19 Top -1.6 ±1.4 -4.3 968.9 ± 3.8 967.4 ± 6.0 0.2 9 6.6

1719 Bot -09 ±.5 -38 987.1 ± 3.5 991.4 ± 6.3 <0.1 9 6.6

19A +0.5I0.9 -1.2 807.1 ±4.3 814.9± 10,0 <0.1 9 6.6

19B -1.9±1.2 -4.2 833.7±4.8 837.4±9.5 0.5 9 6.6

19C +1.6 1.7 -1.7 829.0 ± 9.5 848.0 ± 11.1 0.2 9 6.6

• Since 12/8/92
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2.2 Sand Bed Region I x 7 Grids Using Data From February 1990 through September 1996

Bay & Area Corrosion Rat. mpy Mean Thickness, mils F-Ratio N(6) Date Span
_ _ _ (5) -rs (7)

Best Est.(1) 95% (2) Best Est. (3)- Measured (4)

1D -3.9 ± 1.5 -7,5 1126.1 ± '14.3 1151.0 ± 16.0 0.9 5 6.5

3D +0.7± 0.5 -0.6 1182.2± 1.1 1180.5 ±5.5 0.2 5 6.5

50 -1,9 ±1.0 -4.1 1172.1 ± 2.0 1172.6 ± 23 0.5 5 6.5

70 -1.3 0.6 -2.6 1136.8 +0.4 1137.6 ±5.9 0.9 5 8.5

9A -1.4±0.8 -3.3 1156.4±10.8 1154.914.8 0.4 5 6.5

13C +0.6±1.1 -1.8 114.6 ±4.3 1154.3 ± 3.2 <0.1 5 6.5

15A +0.9 ± 1.7 -3.1 1124.9 5.6 1127.0 ± 10.8 <0.1 5 6.5

* Since 12/8/92
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2.3 Elevation 50'-20 Using Data From February 1990 through September 1996

Bay &" A ..e .. Corrosion Rate, mpy Mean Thickness, mils F-Ratio N(6) Date Span(5) - yrs (7),
Best Est.{l) 95% (2) Best Est. (3) Measured (4)

50112 +0.3 ±0.4 -0.5 745.0±t 0.8 747.6± 1.9 <0.1 10 6.6

5/5 > Mean -0.8 0.5 -1.7 758.9 ± 1.0 757.0 ±1.7 0.6 9 6.5

5/5. <Mean -07 0.9 -2.4 712.7 ± 1.8 710.4 ±6.4 <0.1 9 6.5

13/31 >Mean -0.6±1.0 -2.5 785.2±2.0 768.1 ±2.8 <0.1 9 6.5

13/31 < Mean -1.8 ± 2.0 -5.5 696.4 ± 3.9 695,8 ± 8.2 0.2 9 6.5

15r23 > Mean -0.5±0,7 -1.8 763.7±1.3 760.3 ±1.3 <0.1 9 6.5

1523 < Mean -0.3±0.7 -1.7 736.2+1.4 731.6±4.8 <0.1 9 85

2.4 Elevation 51'-10" Using Data Thru September 1996
Bay & Area Corrosion Rate, mpy Mean Thickness, mils F-Ratio NP() Date Span

(5) yr_ (7)
Best Est.(1) 95% (2) Best Est. (3) Measured (4)

13/32 1 709 -0.3 t 0.4 -1.1 716.4 t 0.8 715.2 ± 1.3 0.1 8 6.4
13/32 <709 -0.02 1 0.7 -1.3 685.0 ± 1.2 687.7 ± 4.9 <0.1 8 6.4

common\calkl 302-187-8610-03ORevO.doc
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2.6 Elevation 87'-5' Using Data Thru September 1996

Beast Est.(1) 95% (2) Best Est. (3) Measured (4)

9/20 -0.8±0.6 -1.9 61717± 1,6 612.9 12.2 0.5 11 8.9

13/28 -0.7±0.5 -1.6 639.1 ± 1.4 636.0 ± 1.9 0.4 11 8.9

15/31 -0.8 ±0.5 -1.7 633.4 ± 1.4 831 8± 1.9 0.6 11 8.9

2.7 Evaluation of Individual Measurements Exceeding 99%/99% Trolerance Interval

The following data points fell outside the 99%/99% tolerance Interval and thus are staatically different from the mean thickness.
Evaluation of the data for each of these points indicate that only two of them may be corroding more rapidly than the overall grid.

Point 9 In Bay 5, Elev 51, Area 0-1 2 has an indicated corrosion rate of -2.0 t 0.9 mpy.
Point 25 In Bay 13, Elev 86, Area 28 has an Indicated corrosion rate of -3.6 8 1.7 mpy.

Bay Elev Area Point Mils Dev. Sigmas
5 51 D-1 2 9 692 -54.3 -3.7
5 51 5 17 636 -102.6 -3.3
15 51 23 26 638 -111.5 -4.6
13 52 32 23 586 -113.0 -3.4
13 52 32 28 589 -110 -3.3
1 61 50-22 48 573 -117.1 -4.0
13 86 28 25 546 -83.6 -3.9
15 86 31 34 562 -66.0 -2.9
15 86 31 35 521 -107.0 -4.8

corunmof\calc\I 302-187-8610-03ORevO.doc
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2.8 Mean Thickness of All Points in the Grid

The following table lists the mean thicknesse 1-igma for all the valid points (including pita)
in each 6"x6" grid or 7-point strip.

Bay Elev Area Date Mean Thk
1D Sand Bed 9/96 1073.9 ± 51.0
3D Sand Bed 9/96 1180.5 ± 5.5
50 Sand Bed 9/96 1172.6 ± 2.2
7D Sand Bed 9/96 1137.6 ± 5.9
9A Sand Bed 9/96 1154.9 ± 4.8
9D Sand Bed 9/96 1008.0 ± 10.6
11A Sand Bed 9/96 829.7 ± 9.1
11C Sand Bed 9/96 951.1115.1
13A Sand Bed 9/96 843.4 ± 7.4
13C Sand Bed 9/96 1154.3 ± 3.2
13D Sand Bed 9/96 989.7 * 11.6
15A Sand Bed 9/96 1127.0 ± 10.8
15D Sand Bed 9/96 1066.0 ± 8.5
17A Sand Bed 9/96 1050.4 ±115.0
17D Sand Bed 9/96 844.5 ± 8.9
17/19 Frame 9/96 980.4 ± 4.6
19A Sand Bed 9/96 814.9 ± 10.0
19B Sand Bed 9/96 837. 4 19.5
19C Sand Bed 9/96 848.0 ±11.1
5 50'-26 D-1 2 9/96 746.3 ± 2.3
5 50'-2" 5 9/96 738.6 ± 4.6
13 50'-2" 31 9/96 743.4 ± 6.0
15 50'-2" 23 9/96 749.5 ±3.5
13 51'-10" 32 9/96 699.0 ± 4.7
1 60'-100 50-22 9/96 690.1 ±14,2
9 86, 20 9/96 612.9 ± 2.2
13 86_ 28 9/96 629.6 ± 3.0
15 86' 31 9/96 628.0 ± 3.2
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4.0 ASSUMPTIONS & BASIC DATA

4.1 Background

The design of the carbon steel drýwell includes a sand bed which is located around the outside circumference
between elevations 8W- 1-1/4" and 12-3'. Leakage was observed from the sand bed drains during the 1980, 1983
and 1986 refueling outages indicating that water had inmtded into the annular region between the drywell shell
and the concrete shield wall.

The drywell shell was inspected in 1986 during the 1OR outage to determine if corrosion was occurring. The
inspection methods, results and conclusions are documented in Ref 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. As a result of these
inspections it was concluded that a long term monitonrig program would be established. This program initially
included repetitive Ultrasonic Thickness (UT) measurements in the sand bed region at a nominal elevation of
I '-3" in bays I IA, 1 IC, 17D, 19A, 19B, and 19C.

The continued presence of water in the sand bed raised concerns of potential corrosion at higher elevations.
Therefore, UT measurements were taken at the 50'-2" and 87-5" elevations in November 1987 during the I IR
outage. As a result of these inspections, repeive measurements in Bay5 at elevation 5Y'-2" and in Bays 9, 13
and 15 at the 87-5" elevation were added to the long term monitoring program to confirm that corrosion is not
occurring at these higher elevations.

During the 12R outage, a cathodic protection system was installed in the sand bed region of Bays 1 IA, I IC,
17D, 19A, 191), 19C, and at the frame between Bays 17 and 19 to minimize corrosion of the drywell. The
cathodic protection system was placed in service on January 31, 1989, but proved to be ineffective and was
removed from service. The long term mont" program was also expanded during the 12R outage to include
measuremnents inthe sandbed region of Bays ID, 3D, 5D, 7D, 9A, 13A, 13C, 13D, 15A, 15D, 17Aand the sand
bed region betwen Bays 17 and 19.

The high corrosion rate computed for Bay 13A in the sand bed region through February 1990 (Ref. 3.11) raised
concerns about the corrosion rate in the sand bed region of Bay 13D- Therefore, the monitoring of this location
using a 6"x6" grid was added to the long term monitoring program, In addition, a 2-inch core sample was
removed in March 1990 from a location adjacent to the 6"x6" monitored grid in Bay 13A.

Measurements taken in Bay 5 Area D-12 at elevation 50'-2" through March 1990 indicated that corrosion was
occurring at this location. Theroref, survey measurements were taken to determine the thinnest locations at
elevation 50'-2". As a result, three new locations were added to the long term monitoring program (Bay 5 Area 5,
Bay 13 Area 31, and Bay 15 Area 23).

The indication of ongoing corrosion at elevation 50'-2" raised concerns about potential corrosion of the plates
immediately above which have a smaller nomnial thickness. Therefore, survey measurements were taken in April
1990 at the 51'-10" elevation in all bays to determine the thinnest locations. As a result of this sur•vy, one new
location was added to the long term monitoring plan at elevation 5 1'-10" (Bay 13 Area 32).

A program to stop the corrosion in the sand bed region commencod on Novembcr 29, 1991 with the removal of
sand from Bay 11. Asof April I, 1992, a total of 77 barrels of sand had bem removed and sand removal was
stopped on that date.
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The remaining sand was remnved during the 14R Refueling Outage which commenced on November 28, 1992.
During the 14R Outage, the oxide scale in the sandbed region was removed, and the surface was cleaned and
coated to prevent additional corrosion.

Some measurements in the long term montoring program are taken at each outage of opportnity, while others
are taken during each refueling outage. The functional requirements for these inspections are documented in
Ref. 3.4. The purpose of the UT measurements is to detennine the corrosion rate and monitor it over time.

4.2 Selection of Areas to be Monitored

A program %as initiated during the 1 IR outage to characterize the corrosion and to determine its extnt. The
details of this inspection program are documented in Ref. 3.3. The greatest corrosion was found via UT
measurements in the sand bed region at the lowest accessible locations. Where thinning was detected, additional
measuranents were made in a cross pattern at the thinnest section to detemnine the extent in the vertical and
horizontal directions. Having found the thinnest locations, measuremens were made over a 6"x6" grid.

To determine the verical profile of the thinning, a trench was excavated into the floor in Bay 17 and Bay5. Bay
17 was selected since the exten of thinning at the floor levd was greatest in that area. It was determined that the
thinning below the top of the curb was no more severe than above the curb, ad became ls severe at the lower
portions of the sand cushion. Bay5 was excavated to determine if the thinning line was lower than the floor level
in areas where no thinning was detected above the floor. There were no significant indications of thinning in
Bay 5.

It was on the basis of these findings that the 6"x6" grids in Bays IIA, IIC, 171), 19A, 19B and 19C were
selected as representative locations for longer term monitoring. The initial measurements at these locations were
taken in December 1986 without a template or markings to identify the location of each measurement
Subsequently, the location of the 6"x6" grids were permanently marked on the drywell shell and a template is
used in conjunction with these markings to locate the UT probe for successive measurements. Analyses have
shown that including the non-template data in the data base creates a significant variability in the thickness data.
Therefore, to minimize the effects of probe location, only those data sets taken with the template are included in
the analyses.

The presence of water in the sand bed also raised concern of potential corrosion at higher elevations, Therefore,
UT measurements were taken at the 50'-2" and 8T'5" elevations in 1987 during the IIM outage. The
measurenents wevre taken in a band on 6-inch centers at all accessible regions at these elevations. Where these
measurements indicated potential corrosion, the measurments spacing was reduced to 1-inch on centers. If these
additional readings indicated potential corrosion, measurements were taken on a 6"x6" grid using the template. It
wAas on the basis of these inspections that the 6"x6" grids in Bay5 at elevation 50'-2" and in bays 9, 13 and 15 at
the 87-5" elevation were selected as representative locations for long term monitoring.
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The long term monitoring program was expanded as follows during the 12R outage:

(1) Measuraes on 6"x6grids in the sandbed region ofBays9D, 13A, lSD and 17A: The basis for
selecting thes locations is that they vi originally considred for cathodic protection but were not
included in the system when it was installed.

(2) Measurenents on l-nch centers along a 6-inch horizontal strip in the sand bed region of Bays ID, 3D,
5D, 7D, 9A, 13C, and ISA: These locations were selected on the basis that they are representative of
regions which have xperienced nominal corrosion and were not within the scope of the cathodic
protection system.

(3) A 6-x6" grid in the curb cutout between Bays 17 and 19:I The purpose of these measurements was to
monitor corrosion in this region which was covered by the cathodic protection system but did not have a
reference electrode to monitor its performance.

The long term monitoring program was expanded in March 1990 as follows:

(I) Measurere in the sand bed regon of Bay 13D: This location was added due to the high indicated
corrosion rate in the sand bed region of Bay 13A. The measurements taken in March 1990 were taken
on a l"x6"grid. All subsequent measurements are to be taken on a 6"x6" grid.

(2) Mcasuirmicits on 6"x6" grids at elevation 50'-2" in Bay 5 Area 5, Bay 13 Area 31, and Bay 15
Area 23: T7hese locations were added due to the indication of ongoing corrosion at elevation 50'-2", Bay
5 AreaD-1.

The long term monitoring program was expanded in April 1990 by adding Bay 13 Area 32 at elevation 5 !-10'.
This location was added due to the indication of ongoing corrosion at elevation 50-2" and the falt that the
nominal plate thickness at elevation 5 I'-I 0" is less than at elevation 50'-2".

In April 1991, a series of inspections were performed at randomly selected locations between elevations 12' and
95'. None of these locations had been previously inspected. The average thickness of the 6"x6" grid on plate
50-22 was 678 mils. This was slightly less than the average thickness of the monitored location at elevation 51'
10", Therefor, this location was added to the long term monitoring program,
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4.3 UT Measurements

The uT mesuirements within the scope of the long term monituring program are performed in accordance Aith
Ref. 3.4. This involves taking UT measurements using a template with 49 hoks laid out on a 6"x6" grid ,ith I"
betwe centers on both axes. The center row is used in those bays where only 7 measurements are made along a
6-nch horizontal strip.

The first set of mesurermts ý,= made in Doeembcr 1986 without the use of a template. Ref. 3.4 specifies that
for all subsequent readings. QA shall verify that locations of UT measurements performed are within + 1/4" of
the location of the 1986 UT measurements. It also specifies that all subsequent measurcmcnts are to be within +
1/8" of the designated locations.

4.4 Data at Plug Locations

Seven core samples, each approximately two inches in diameter were rwmoved fiom the drywell vesel shell.
These samples were evaluated in Ref. 3.2. Five of these samples were removed within the 6"x6" grids for Bays
I IA, 17D, 19A, 19C and Bay 5 at elevation 50'-2". These locations were repaired by welding a plug in each
hole. Since these plugs are not represnative of the drywcll shell, UT measurements at these locations on the
6"x6" grid must be dropped from each data set.

The following specific grid points have been deleted:

jay Area

IIA

1 7D

19A

Points

23,24,30,31

15,16,22,23

24, 25,31,32

19C 20, 26, 27, 33,

EL 50'-2"
5 Area D 12 13, 20, 25, 26,27, 28, 33, 34, 35

The core sample removed in the sand bed region of Bay 13A eas not within the monitored 6"x6" grid.
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4.5 Bases for Statistical Analysis of 6"x6" Grid Data

4.5.1 Assumptions

The statistical evaluation of the UT measurement data to determine the corrosion rate at each location is based on
the following assumptions:

(1) Characterization of the scattering of data over each 6"x6" grid is such that the thickness measuraments
are normally distributed. If the data are not normally distributed, the grid is subdivided into normally
distributed subdivisions.

(2) Once the distribution of data is found to be normal, the mean value of the thickness is the appropriate
representation of the average condition.

(3) A decrease in the mean value of the thickness with time is representative of the corrosion occurring
within the 6"x6" grid.

(4) If corrosion has ceased, the mean value of the thickness will not vary with time except for random
variations in the UT measurements.

(5) If corrosion is continuing at a constant rate, the mean thickness will decrease linearly with tine. In this
case, linear regression analysis can be used to fit the mean thickness values for a given zone to a straight
line as a fimction of time. The corrosion rate is equal to the slope of the line.

The validity of these assumptions is assured by:

(a) Using more than 30 data points per 6Nx6" grid

(b) Testing the data for normality at each 6Nx6" grid location.

(c) Testing the regression equation as an appropriate model to describe the corrosion rate.

These tests are discussed in the following section. In cases where one or more of these assumptions proves to be
invalid, non-parametric analytical techniques can be used to evaluate the data.

4.5.2 Statistical Approach

The following steps are performed to test and evaluate the UIT measurmrent data for those locations where 6"x6"
grid data has been taken at least tiree times:

(1) Edit each 49-point data set by setting all invalid points to "missing." Invalid points are those which are
declared invalid by the UT operator or are at a plug location. (The computer programs used in the
following steps ignore all "missing" thickness data points.)

(2) Perform a Univariate Analysis of each 49 point data set to ensure that the assumption of normality is
valid.
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(3) Calculate the mean thicIness and variance of each 49 point data set.

(4) Perform an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) F-test to determine if there is a significant dfference
between the mears ofthe data sets.

(5) Using the mean thickness values for each 6"x6" grid, perform linear regression analysis over time at each
location.

(a) Perform F-test for significance of regression at the 5% level of significance The result of this test
indicates whether or not the regression model is more appropriate than the mean model. In other
words, it tests to see if the variation due to corrosion is statistically sigifimct compared to the
random variations.

(b) Calculate the ratio of the observed F value to the critical F value at 5% level of significance. For
data sets where the Residual Degress of Freedom in ANOVA is 4 to 9, this F-Ratio should be at
least 8 for the regression to be considered "reliable' as opposed to simply "significant." (See
paragraph 4.10.2)

(c) Calculate the coefficient of determination (R) to assess how well the regression model explains the
percentage of total error and thus how useful the regression line will be, as a predictor.

(d) dermine if the residual values for the regression equations are normally distributed.

(e) Calculate the y-intercept, the slope and their respective standard errors. The y-intercept represents
the fitted mean thickness at time zero, the slope represents the corrosion rate, and the standard errors
represont the uncertainty or random error ofthese two parameters, Calculate the upper bound of the
95% one-sided confidence interval about the computed slope to provide an estimate of the maximum
probable corrosion rate at 95% confidence. This is explained in great detail in paragraph 4.10.2.

(0 When the corrosion rate is not statistically signficant compared to random variations in the mean
thickness, the slope and confidence interval slope computed in the regression analysis still provides
an estimate of the corrosion rate which could be masked by the random variations. This is explained
in greater detail in paragraph 4.10.1.

(6) Use the chi-square goodness of fit test results to determine if low thickness measurements are significant
pits. If the umesureient deviates from the mean thickness by three standard deviations, it is considered
to be a significant pit.
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4.6 Analysis of Two 6"x6" Grid Data Sets

Regression analysis is inappropriate when data is available at only two points in time. Howem, the Analysis of
Variance F-test can be used to determine if the means of the two data sets are statistically different.

4.6.1 Assumptions

This analysis is based upon the following assumptions:

(1) The data in each data set is normally distributed

(2) The varine of the two data sets are equal.

4.6.2 Statistical Approach

The evaluation takes place in three steps:

(1) Perform a Univariatc Analysis of each data set to ensure that the assumnption of normality is valid.

(2) Perform an F-test at 5% level of significance of the two data sets being compared to ensure that the
assumption of equal variances is valid.

(3) Perform an Analysis of Variance F-test at the 5% level of significance to determine if the means of the
two data sets are statistically different.

A conclusion that the means are not statistically diffirent is intcrpruted to mean that significant corrosion did not
occur over the time period represented by the data. Hovver, if equality of the means is rejected, this implies that
the difference is statiscally significant and could be due to corrosion.

The range of potential corrosion rates is estimated by computing the slope of the steepest line which can be drawn
within dhe +_I sigma confidence interval about the mean thickness for the duration between the two measurmwits.

4.7 Analysis of Single 6"x6" Grid Data Set

In those cases wvhere a 6"x6" data sct is taken at a given location for the first time during the current outage, the
only other data to which they can be compared are the UT survey measurements taken at an earier time. For the
most part, these are single point measurements which w= taken in the vicinity of the 49-poun data sct; but not at
the exact location. Therefore, rigorous statistical analysis of these single data sets is impossible. However, by
making certini assurnptio•s, they can be compard with the previous data points. If more extensive data is
available at the location of the 49-point data set, the Analysis of Variance F-test can be used to compare the
means of the two data scts as described in paragraph 4.5.

When additional measurme are made at these exact locations during future outages, more rigorots statistical
analyses can be emnployd-
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4.7.1 Assumptions

The comparison of a single 49-point data sets with previous data from the same vicinty is based on the following
assumptions:

(1) Characterization of the scaterig of data over de 6"x6" grid is such that the thickness measuremets are
normally distributed.

(2) Once the distribution of data for the 6"x6" grid is found to be normal, then the mean value of the
thickness is the appropriate representaion of the average condition.

(3) The prior data is rcprecseative of the condition at this location at the earlier date.

4.7.2 Statis l Approach

The evaluation takes place in four steps:

(1) Perform a univariate analysis of each data set to ensumr that the assumption of normality is valid.

(2) Calculate th mean and the standard error of the mean of the 49-point data set.

(3) Determine the two-ailed t value from a t distribution table at levels of significance of 0.05 for n-I
degrees of fmecdon.

(4) Use the t value and the standard error of the mean to calculate the 95% confidence interval about the

mean of the 49-point data set.

(5) Compare the prior data point(s) with these confidence intervals about the mean of the 49-point data sets.

If the prior data falls within the 95% confidence intervals, it provides some assurance that significant corrosion

has not occurred in this region in the period of time covered by the data.

If the prior data falls above the upper 95% confidence limit, it could mean either of two things: (1) significant
corrosim has occurred over the time period covered by the data, or (2) the prior data point was not representative
of the condition of the location of the 49-point data set in 1986. There is no way to differentiate between the two.

If the prior data falls below the lower 95% confidence limit, it mrans that it is not representative of the conditim
at this location at the earlier date.
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4.8 Analysis of 7-Point Data Sets

4.8.1 Analysis of Multiple 7-Point Data Sets

When three or more data sets are available, the data are tested and evaluated using the methodology described in
4.5.2 for 6"x6" Grid Data. The only exception is that a chi-square goodness of fit test is not performed because it
would be statistically meaningless for 7-point data sets.

4.8.2 Analysis of Single 7-Point Data Set

In those cases where a 7-point data set is taken at a given location for the first time during the current outage, the
only other data to which they can be compared are the UT survey measurements taken at an earlier time to
identify the thimest regions of the drywell shell in the sand bed region. For the aim part, thes= are single point
mieasurements which were taken in the vicinity of the 7-point data sets, but not at the exact locations. However,
by making certain assumptions, they can be compared with the previous data points.

4.8.2.1 Assumptions

The comparison of a single 7-point data sets with previous data from the same vicinity is based on the following
assumptions:

(1) The corrosion in the region of each 7-point data set is normally distributed.

(2) The prior data is representative of the condition at this location at the earlier date.

The validty" of these assumptions cannot be verified.

4.8.2.2 Statistical Approach

Perform the Analysis of Variance and F-test

If the prior data Wals within the 95% confidcnce interval, it provides somie assurance that significant corrosion has
not occurred in this region in the period of time covered by the data.

If the prior data fals above the upper 95% confidence interval, it could mean either of two things: (1) significant
corrosion has occurred over the time period covered by the data, or (2) the prior data point was not representative
of the condition of the location of the 7-point data set in 1986. There is no way to differentiate between the two.

If the prior data falls below the lower 99% confidence limit, it means that it is not representative of the condition
at this location at the earlier date, In this case, the corrosion rate will be interpreted to be "Indeterminable",
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4.9 Evaluation of Drywel Mean Thickness

This section defines the metxhos used to evaluate the drywell thickness at each location within the scope of the
long term monitoring program.

4.9.1 Evaluation of Mean Thickness Using Regression Analysis

The following procedure is used to evaluate the dyqwel mean thickness at those locations where regression
analysis has been denod to be significant (F-Ratio is 1.0 or greater).

(1) The best estimate of the mean thickness at these locations is the point on the regression line
corresponding to the time when tie most recent set of measumments was takm. In the SAS Regression
Analysis output (App. 6.2), this is the last value in the column labeled "PREDICT VALUE".

(2) The best estimate of the standard error of the ean thickness is the standard error of the predicted value
used above. In the SAS Regression Analysis output, this is the last value in the colunu labeled "STD
ERR PREDICT'.

(3) The two-sided 95% confidence interval about the mean thickness is equal to the mean thickness plus or
minus t times the estimated standard enor of the mean. This is the inmterval for which we have 95%
confidence that the true mean thickness will fll within. The value oft is obtined ftom a t distribution
table for g" tub at n-2 degrees of freedom and 0.05 level of significance, where n is the number of
sets of iasuraneats used in the regression analysis. The degree of freedom is equal to n-2 because
two parameters (the y-intercept and the slope) are calculated in the regression analysis with n mean
thicknesses as input.

(4) The one-sided 95% lower limit of the mean thickness is equal to the estimated mean thickness miums t
times the estimated standard error of the mean. This is the mean thickness fir which we have 95%
confidence that the true mean thickness does not fall below. In this case, the value of t is obtained from a
t distribution tablc for one tail at n-2 degrees of freedom and 0.05 level of significance.

4.9.2 Evaluation of Mean Thickness Using Mean Model

The following procedure is used to evaluate the drywell mean thickness at those locations where the regression
analysis is not significant (F-Ratio is less than 1.0). This method is consistent with that used to evaluate the mean
thickncss using the regression model.

(1) Calculate the mean of each set of UT thickness measurments.

(2) Sum the means of the sets and divide by the number of sets to calculate the grand mean. This is the best
estimate of the mean thickness. In the SAS Regression Analysis output, this is the value labelled "DEP
MEAN".
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(3) Using the means of the sets from (1) as input, calculate the standard ao the mean. This is the
best estimate of the standard error of the rean thickness.

(4) The two-sided 95% confidence interval about the mean thickness is equal to the mean thiclness plus or
minus t times the estimated standard error of the mean. This is the interval for which we have 95%
confidence that the true mean thickness will fall within. The value of t is obtained from a t distribution
table for W tails at n-I degrees of freedmu and 0.05 level of significance.

(5) The one-sided 95% lower limit of the mnean thickness is equal to the estimated mean thickness mus t
times the estimated standard error of the mean. This is the mean thickness for which we have 95%
confidemc that the true mean thickness does not fall below. n this case, the value oft is obtained from a
t distribution table for one tail at n-I degrees of freedom and 0.05 level of significance.

4.9.3 Evaluation of Mean Thickness Using Single Data Set

The following procedure is used to evaluate the drywell thickness at those locations where only one set of
measurements is available.

(I) Calculate the mean of the set of UT thickness measurements. This is the best estimate of the mean
thickness.

(2) Calculate the standard error of the mean for the set of UT m.easureents. This is the bes estimate of the
standard error of the mean thickness.

Confidence intervals about the mean thickness cannot be calculated with only one data set available.

4.10 Evaluation of DryweU Corrosion Rate

4.10.1 Regression Not Significant

If the ratio of the observed F value to the critical F value is less than 1 for the F-test for the significance of
regression, it indicates that the regression is not significant at the 5% level of significance. In other words, the
variation in mean thickness with time can be explained solely by the random variations m the measurements.
This means that the corrosion rate is not statistically significant compared to the random variations. The critical
F value is determined for n-2 degrees of freedom: F(1, n-2, 0.95).

The possibility does exist that the variability in the data may be masking an actutal corrosion rate. Although the
regression is not the result of the regression analysis can be used to estimate the potentially masked corrosion rate.
We can also statc with 95% confidence that the corrosion rate does exceed the upper bound of the 95% one-sided
confidence interval of the slope conmited in the regression analysis. The 95% upper bound is equal to the
computed slope plus the one-sided t-table value times the standard error of the slope. The value oft is deterunined
for n-2 degrees of frtedom.
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4.10.2 Regression Significant

If the ratio of the observed F value to the critical F value is I or greater, it indicates that the regression model is
mor appropriate than the mean model at the 5% level of significance. In other words, the variation in mean
thickness with time cannot be explained soldy by the random variations in the measunsnents. This means that
the corrsion rate is significant compared to the random variations.

Although a ratio of I or greater indicates that riegrssion is significant, it does not mean that the slope of the
regression line is an accurate prediction of the corrosion rate. The ratio should be at least 4 or 5 to consider the
slope to be a useful predictor of the corrosion rate (Ref. 3.5, pp. 93, 129-133). A ratio of 4 or 5 means that the
variation fr-omn the mean due to regression is approximately, twice the standard deviation of the residuals of the
regression. To have a high degree of confidence in the predicted corrosion rate, the ratio should be at least 8 or 9
(Rcf 3.5, pp. 129-133).

The upper bound of the 95% one-sided confidence interval about the computed slope is an estimate of the
maximum probable corrosion rate at 95% confidence. The 95% upper bound is equal to the computed slope plus
the one-sided t-table value times the standard error of the slope. The value of t is determined for n-2 degrees of
freedom.
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5.0 RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS

5.1 Sand Bed Region

5.1.1 6"x6" Grids in Sand Bed Region

5,1,1.1 Bay 9D 2// to 9/16/96

There is a pit at point 15 which deviates from the mean thickness by about 2.9-sigma. Therefore, point 15 is
omnitted from this analysis and is evaluated separately as a pit.

Nine 49-point data sets were available for this period.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance shows that ther is no significant diference in the means at 95% confidence.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this time period.

Pit at Point 15

The pit at point 15 does not fall outside the 99% confidence interval, and thus is not saistically significant. The
prior data indicates a significant corrosion rate prior to February 1991. The mean of the six readings since then is
774.4 + 4.8 mils. The cumrt reading is 776 mnils. Thus, there is no indication of ongoing corrosion.

5.1.1.2 Bay 11A: 218/90 to 9/16/96

The regression of nine data sets for this period meets the acceptance criteria and is statistically significant.

5.1.1,3 BaylIC: 238190to9/16/96

Prior analysis have shown that there has been minimal corrosion in the top 3 rows of the 6" x 6" grid with more
extensive corrosion in the botton 4 rows. Tberefore-, these subsets are analyzed separately.

Nine 49-point data sets were available for this period.
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Top 3 Rows

(1) The regmssion is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) Except for the September 1996 data set, the Analysis of Variance shows that there is no significant
difflmam in the means at 95% confidence. The 9/19/96 measurements are somewhat higher.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this tine period.

Bottom 4 Rows

The 12/8/92 measurement at point 43 is 603 mils, which deviates from the mean thickness by 4.3-sigma. None
of the other readings at this point deviated sWiicanty from the mean. lie mean thickness of other readings at
this point is 884.0 + 7.4 mils. Therefore, this measurement is classified as an outlier.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data arc normally distributed.

(3) Except for the February 1990, May 1992 and September 1996 data sets, the Analysis of Variance
shows that there is no significant difference in the means at 95% confidence. The means are greater for
February 1990, May 1992, and September 1996,

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this time period.

5.1.1.4 Bay 13A: 218/90to9/16/96

Ten 49-point data sets were available for this period. Four points (4, 5, 6, & 7) have experienced much less
corrosion than the rest of the grid and the readings are consistently much higher than the other points. These four
points were dropped from the analysis to achicvc normally distributed data sets.

(1) The Mgrssxm is not statistically sig•ificant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) Except for February 1990 and May 1992, the Analysis of Variance sbaws that there is no, significant
difference in the nxans at 95% confidence. The means at other locations are also greater for February
1990 and May 1992.

Thus, there is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this time period-
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5.11.5 Bay 13D: 4/25190to9/16196

Eight 49-pomrt data sets were available for this period.

Prior eluation shoi d that there was a line of denarcation separating a zwre of minimal corrosion at the top
fron a corroded zone at the bottom. Thus, it was concluded that corrosion has occumxi at this location.

The 49-point data set of 2/23/91 contains an invalid reasuronent at point #47. Therefore, this was input as a
"missing" value to exclude it fron the analyses. The data sets have a line of demarcation separating the upper
and lower zomes. Therefore, the grid was divided into two zones consisting of the following points:

TMZo BoUtm Z
1-16 17-18
19-22 23-26
27-28 29-49

Top Zone

This zone cnmsits of 22 points.

(1) The data are normally distributed.

(2) The regression is not statistically significant

(3) Analysis of variance shows no significant dierence between the rmeans except for the May 1992 mean
which is significantly greater than the prior means. The means at other locations also are greater for
May 1992.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this period.

Bottom Zone

This zone consists of 27 points.

(1) The data are normally distributed except for the 4/25/90 data which is skewed. The 9/16/96
measurenmt of 1032 mfils at point 25 is much higher than prior readings, but the 9/16/96 data is still
normally distributed.

(2) The regression is not statistically significant.
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(3) Analysis of variance shows no significant difference between the means except for the May 1992 and
September 1996 means which are significantly greater than the other means. The means at other
locations are also greater for May 1992. The September 1996 mean is high due to pont 25 (see above).

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this period.

5.1.1.6 Bay 1SD: 2/8/90to9/16/96

Nine 49-point data sets were available for this period.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance shows that there is no significant differmce in the means at 95% confidence.

There is no indication of statisticall, significant corrosion during this time period.

5.1.1.7 Bay 17A: 2/8190to9/16196

Nuie 49-point data sets were available for this period.

Prior analyses have shown a lack of normality due to minimal corrosion in the top 3 rows and more extensive
corrosion in the bottom 4 rows. Therefore, these subsets are analyzed separately.

Top 3 Rows

(1) The regression is not statistically sigificant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance shows that there is no significant difrnc in the means at 95% cxxdldence.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this time period.

Bottom 4 Rows

(1) The regression has a positive slope and is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.
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(3) The Analysis of Variance shows that there is no significant difference in the means at 95% confidence.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this time period.

5.1.1.8 Bay 17D: 218/90to 9t16/96

Nine 49 point data sets are available for this period.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance shows that there is no significant difference in the means at 95% confidence.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this time period.

5.1.1.9 Bay 17/19 Frame Cutout: 2/890 to 9/1696

Nine 49-poira data sets were available for this period.

Prior analyses have shown a lack of normality due to more extensive loss of thickness in the top 3 rows than in
the bottcm 4 rows. Therefore, these subsets are analyzed separately.

Top 3 Rows

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed except for February 1990 due to high readings at points 20 & 21, and
May 1992 due to a high reading at point 20.

(3) Except for February 1990 and November 1991, the Analysis of Variance shows that there is no
significant difference in the means at 95% confidence. The February 1990 mean is high due to points 20
& 21. In November 1991, the readings at all points tended to be lower than at other times.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this time period.
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Bottorn 4 rows

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are nomially distributed except for readings in February 1990, April 1990, and September
1994 which have owe or two high or low readig.

(3) Except for February 1990 with two high readings, the Analysis of Variance shows that there is no
significant difference in the mcans at 95% confidence.

There is no indication of stistically significant corrosion during this time period.

5.1.1.10Bay 19A: 218190to9/16/96

Nine 49-point data sets wvere available for this period. Since a plug lies within this region, four of the points were
voided in each data set.

(1) The rgression is not statistically significant

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance shows that there is no significant difference in the means at 95% confidence.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this time period.

5. 1.1.11Bay 19B: 2/8/90 to9116/96

Nine 49-point data sets were available for this period.

(1) The regression is not statistica.lly significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed

(3) Except for September 1994 and February 1991, the Analysis of Variance shows that there is no
significant difference in the means at 95% confidence.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this time period.
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5.1-1.12 Bay 19C: 2/8190to9116/96

Nine 49-point data sets were available for this period. Since a plug lies within this region, four of the points wer

voided in each data st.

(1) Thc regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance shows that the= is no significant difference in the mcans at 95% confidence.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this time period.

5.1.2 lx7 Strips in Sand Bed Region

5.1.2.1 Bay ID: 3128/90to 9/16196

Five 7-point data sets are availbale for this period.

The measurements at point I are consistently well below the othe 6 points. The September 1996 measurement
of 881 mils is 197 mils below the mean of the 7 points. This represents a difference of 2.1 standard deviations. It
does not fall outside the 99% confidence interval, and thus is not a statistically significant pit. However, the data
sets are not normally distributod when it is included. Therefore, point I is omitted from the analyses.

(1) The rcgmssion is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance indicates that there is a significant difflrmce between the means of the May
1991 and September 1996. This is due to the May 1991 measurement of 1195 at point 5 which is 50
mils above the mean of the 4 readings at this point.

There is no indication of statistically significant ongoing corrosion during this period.
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5.1.2.2 Bay 3D: 3/28190 to 9/16/96

Five 7-point data sets are available for this period.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance shows that there is no significant diffrence in the nwans at 95% confidence,

There is no indication of statisicafly sigificant ongoing corrosion during this period.

5.1.2.3 Bay SD: 3128/9Oto 9/16/96

Five 7-point data sets arm available for this period.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance indicates a significant difference betwee the May 1991, the September 1994
and the September 1996 means. This is due to the May 1991 measurenunt of 1245 at point 2 which is
45 mils above the mean of the 4 readings at this point.

The= is no inýion of statistically significam ongoing corrosion during this period.

5.1.2.4 Bay 71: 3/28/90 to 9/16/96

Five 7-point data sets are available for this period.

(I) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are nornally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance indicates ther is no significant diflen in the means at 95% confidence.

(4) When the 28 measurments from the four data sets are pooled, the Univariate Analysis indicates they are
nomially distributed.

There is no indication of statistically significant ongoing corrosion during this period.
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5.1.2.5 Bay 9A: 3/28/90 to 9/1606

Five 7-point data sets are available for this period.

(1) The regression is not statistical significaM.

(2) The Unmariate Analysis indicates the data arc not normally distributed. This is due to point 7 Abose

mean of 1134 is 24 mils below the grand mean of 1158.

(3) The Analysis of Variance indicates there is no significant difference between the means.

There is no indication of statistically significant ongoing corrosin during this period.

5.1.2.6 Bay 13C: 3/28/90 to 9/16096

Five 7-point data sets are available for this period.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The data are normally distributed.

(3) The Analysis of Variance indicates there is no significant differece betwee the means.

There is no indication of statistically significant ongoing corrosion during this period.

5.1.2.7 Bay 15A: 3/28/90 to 9/16/96

Five 7-point data sets are available for this period.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The Univariate Analysis indicates the data are not normally distributed. This is due to point 7 whose
mean of 1060 is 62 mils below the grand mean of 1122.

(3) The Analysis of Variance indicates there is no significant difference betwen the means.

There is no indication of statistically significant ongoing corrosion during this period.
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5.2 6" x 6" Grids, M Elevation S0V-2"

5.2.1 Bay 5 Area D-12: 28/90 to 9/16196

Ten 49 point data sets were available for this period. Since a plug lies witin this region, nine of the points were
voided in each data set.

The initial analysis of these data sets indicated that they are not normally distributed. The following adjustents
wevr made to the data:

(1) Point 9 is a significant pit. Threfomr, it was dropped from the overall analysis and is evaluated
separately.

(2) Points 1, 4 and 37 in the 4/25/90 data set are much greater than the preceding or succeeding
. berefore, these three data points were dropped from the analysis.

(3) Points 3 and 36 in the 11/02191 data set are much greater than the preceding or succeeding
rnasurfnents. Therefore, these two data points were dropped from the analysis.

With these adjustments, the Univariate Analyses indice that all of the data sets are normally distributed at the
1% level of significance.

The data indicate ongoing corrosion prior to 1990, but little or none since then. Therefore, the regression analysis

was run using data since February 1990.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The measrements are normally distributed.

(3) Analysis of vamiance shows that thre is a statistically significant difference between sorme of the means.
The 2/23/91 and 9/14/94 means are less than all prior and susbsequent means. However, they are only 4
mils less than the grand mean of all thc measurmemats.

Thus, there is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this time period.

Pit at Point 9

The mean thickness of all measurements since 2/8/90 is 689.9 +1.4 mils, and the standard deviation of the
measurements is +4.5 mils. The best estimate of the corrosion rate is -0.6 +0.7 mils per year with an R --=9.
The ourrent depth of the pit is about 56 mils. It is concluded that the indicated corrosion rate in the pit is slightly
more than the overall grid.
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5.2.2 Bay 5 Area 5: 3131/90 to 9116/94

Nine 49-point data sets were available for this period.

The data are not normally distributed due to a large corroded patch near the center of ft grid and several smaller
patches on dhe peripbery.

The data was split into two subsets consisting of points whose mean value is less than or equal to the grand mean,
and thoxs greater than the grand mean. Most of the corrosion is located in the center of the grid.

Points With Mean Less than Grand Mean w/o Pit ( 17

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) These 16-point subsets are normally distributed.

(3) Analysis of variance shows that there is not a significant difilreace between the means of the subsets.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this period.

Points with Mean Greater than Grand Mean

The high reading of8l5 mils for point I in December 1992 is classified as an outlier.

(1) TIh regression is not statistically significat

(2) Tbese 32-point subsets are normally distribut•d with the 11/2/91 and 5/31/92 data being normally
distributed at 99% confidence.

(3) Analysis of variance shows that there is a statistically significant diffbrence between some of the means.
The 9/14/94 mean is less than all prior and subsequent means.

There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this period.

Pit at Point 17

The mean of the nine measurements at point 17 is 654.4 ±10.4 mils. It is located adjacent to points which are
more than 100 mils thicker, and the readings vary due to shifting of the tenplate. There is no indication that this
point is corroding more rapidly than the overall grid.
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5.2.3 Bay13 Area 31: 3/31190 to 9/16196

Nine 49-point data sets were available for this period_

The data are not normally dismibuted. This is due to a large corroded patch at the left edge of the grid.

The data was split into two subsets consisting of those points whose mean value is less than or equal to the grand
mean, and those greater than the grand mean.

Points with Mean Less than Grand Mean

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) These 16-point subsets are normally distributed.

(3) Analysis of Variance shows that there is a significant difference between the mean of the April 1990
subset and die mam of sorne of the other subsds. This is due to the April 1990 mean of 721.6 mils,
vdich is significantly higher than the grand mean of all the subsets.

(4) There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this period.

Points with Mean Greater than Grand Mean

These 33-point subsets are not nomially distributed. This is due to two points (7 & 10) with high readings in
April 1990, two points (30 & 43) with low readings in February 1991, and two points (12 & 36) with low
readings in September 1994. When these points are delctcd, the subsets are normally distributed.

These subsets with the outliers deleted are evauated below.

(1) The regression is not statistically signficant.

(2) Analysis of varance shows that there is a statistically significant difference in the mcans. The
Septembr 1996 mean is less than prior rneans except it is greater than February and May 91 and
September 1994 m ,ns. The small diflemnce in meanm firth supports the conclusion of item #1 (i.e.,
the regression is not statistically significant).

(3) There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this period.
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5.2.4 Bay 15 Area 23: 3/31/90 to 9/16/96

Nine 49-point data sets were available for this period.

The data are not normally distributed. This is due to a large corroded patch near the crater of the grid and a
significant pit at point 26. There are also some random readings over 780 mils which are outliers, Also, the
measutement of 638 mils at point 27 in November 1991 is 118 mils less than the lowest prior mcasurcment. This
point is adjacent to thde pit at point 26 and was thefore deleted.

The data was spit into two subsets:

(I) Points whose mean value is less than or equal to the grand mean. The pit at point 26 was excluded.

(2) Points whose mean value is great than the grand mean. Readings greater than 780 mils were set to
"missing."

Points with Mean Less than Grand Mean

(1) Th regressio is not statistically significant.

(2) The 15-point subsets are normally distributed.

(3) Analysis of Variance shows that there is not a significant difference between the means of the subsets
except for the May 1992 subset being significantly thicker than tde March 1990 subset.

(4) There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this period,

Points with Mean Greater than Grand Mean

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The subsets are all normally distributed.

(3) Analysis of Variance indicates that there is a significant diffirctice between somn of the means. The
greater difference is about 11 mils between May 1992 mean (770 mils) and the March 1990 mean (759)
and September 1994 mean (758.6). This appears to be random since May 1992 falls between the other
two dates.

(4) There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this period.
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Pit at Point 26

The mean of th nine measurmaents at point 26 is 647.4 + .8 mils with a maximum of 656,0 and a minimum of
638,0 mils.

(1) The regression is not statistically siguficant.

(2) The mesurements are normally distributcd.

There is no indication that this point is corroding more rapidly than the overall grid.
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5.3 6" z 6" Grids at Eevkaon 5-to'-'

5.3.1 Bay 13 Area 32: 4/2690 to 9/14/96

Eight 49-point data sets were available fir this period.

The data are not normally distributed. This is due to a Pfl shaped corrosion patch along the right edge and
across the center. Examination of the Normal Probability Plot from the Univariate Analysis reveals the following
distinct populations:

(1) Four pits at points 20, 23, 25 and 28. The pits at 23 and 28 are statistically significant.

(2) A group of 13 readings with a mean of less than 709 mils.

(3) Agroup of 31 readings with a mean equal to or greater than 709 mils.

(4) Two outliers with high readings (732 mils @ Pouit 34 on 4/26/90 and 736 mils @ point 33 on 2/23/9 1).

(5) The 5/23/91 reading of 660 mils at point I 1 is much less than other readings at this point. If this point
were included in the analysis, it would have a major impact on the calculated mean corrosion rate.

The two subsets (2 & 3 above) were used to analyze the corroion rate.

Points With Mean Less than 709 Mils

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) These subsets are normally distributed.

(3) Analysis of Variance shows that there is not a significant differemce between the means of the subsets.

(4) There is no indication of statistically significant corrosion during this period-

Points With Mean Greater than or Equal To 709 Mils

(1) The subsets are normally distributed except for May 1992 which has a three-peak distribution.

(2) Analysis of Variance shows that there is a significant difference between the means of some of the
subsets. However, ther is no significant difference between•the mean of the September 1996 subset and
the April 1990, February and May 1991 subsets.
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(3) The regression is not statistically significant.

(4) Thus, there is no indication of significant corrosion during this period.

Pits at Points 20, 23, 25 and 28

The measuremet at these locations are listed below.

20 23 25 28
4/26/90 628 594 622 558
2/23/91 626 594 621 558
5/23/91 626 592 620 555
11/2/91 630 601 626 563
5/31/92 630 598 621 557
12/08/92 626 603 635 565
9/14/94 623 593 623 556
9/16/96 622 586 618 589

Based on the CHISQUARE Analysis of all points in September 1996, the pits at points 23 and 28 are statistically
significant.

Pit at Point 23

The mean of eight measurements at point 23 is 595.1 :1.9 mils with a maximum of 603.0 and a minimum of

586,0 mils.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant, and has a positive slope.

(2) The measurements are normally distributed

There is no indication that this point is corroding more rapidly than the overall grid.

Pit at Point 28

The mean of eight marements at point 28 is 562.6 ±:4.0 with a maximum of 589.0 and a minimum of 555.0
mils.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant, and has a positive slope.

(2) The measurcrowts are normally distributed.

There is no indication that this point is corroding more rapidly tdan the overall grid.
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5.4 6" x 6" Ggid at 60'-1o" Elv'-,ion

5.4.1 Bay I Area 50-22: 1/93 to 9/16/96

This location was one of the randomly selected locations inspected in April 1991. The 49-point data sets wer
available for this period. It was previously determined that the is a significant pit at point 48, This was
reconfilfne by the latest dataset. Therefore, the data is analyzed as follow•:

(1) The pit at point 48.

(2) The ther 48 points.

Points other than the pit * point 48

(t) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The measiureents are normally distnbuted at the 1% level of significance.

Analysis of Variance indicate a significant difference in the means at the 5% level of significance. However, the
latest mean does not differ much from the 12/92 mean. Thcefore, there is no indication of significant corrosion.

Pit at point 48

The measiument at these locations arm listed below.

1/06/93
9/14/94
9/16/96

589
588
573

The mean of the 9/16/96 data for the other 48 points is 692-5 with a standard deviation of ±24.2 mils. From Ref.
3.9 (Table A-7, page T-15), the 99%/99% One-Sided Tolerance Limit is K=3. 1. Therefore, the 99(/'/99% lower
bound is 692.5 - 3.1(24) = 618.1 mils. Thus, the pit is significant. Howvere, with minimal difference between
the readings, there is no indication of significant corrosion in the pit
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55 6" a 6" Grids at 87'-5" Ele o

5.5.1 Bay 9 Area 20: 11/6/87 to 9/16196

Eleven 49-point data sets were available for this period.

Point 13 in the May 1992 subset is 694 mils. This is an cxtrcmc outher and was deleted from the data set since it
cannot be real and would distort the statistics.

(1) The data are normally distributed.

(2) The regression is not statistically significant.

(3) Analysis of variance indicates that there is a significant dffem= between some of the nmans.
However, the maximum diffence over the nine year period is only 17 mils. Thus, the difference is
small. Also the minimum and maximum readings are rcnt, indicating that the diflrrence is not due to
corrosion.

(4) There is no indication of significant corrosion during this period.

5.5.2 Bay 13 Area 28: 11110/87 to 9/16t96

Eleven 49-point data sets were available for this period.

The data sets are not normally distributed. Examination of the data shows that this is due to the seven thinnest
points: 1,2,22, 25, 26, 36 and 48.

Analysis of Data Without 7 Thinnest Points

(1) The data are normally distributed except for the May 1991 data wich has a low reading at point 27.

(2) The regression is not statistically significant.

(3) Analysis of variance indicates that there is a significant difference between some of the means.
However, the maxinmum difference over the nine year period is only 16 mils. Thus, the difference is
small and some of the higher readings arc recent indicating that the differen is not due to corrosion.

(4) There is no indication of significant corrosion during this period.
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Pit at Point 25

The mean of the eleven measuremmis at point 25 is 564:.44 with a maximum of 612.0 and a minimum of 550.0
mils. The 612.0 mil reading from 5/23/91 is probably due to shifling of the template position and will be dropped
from the analysis. The next highest measurement is 579.0 mils.

The pit was analyzed without the May 1991 data point.

(1) The regression is not significant at the 95% confidence level, with an indicated corrosion rate of -3.5
±-1.2 mpy.

(2) The residuals are normally distributed.

(3) The mearments ame not normally distributed.

The analysis indicates that the pit is corroding more rapidly than the overall grid.

5.5.3 Bay 15 Area31: 11/10/87 to 9I16t96

Eleven 49-point data sets were available for this period.

(1) Without the pit at points 34 and 35, the data sets are normally distnrbted at 95% confidence except for
the July 1988 and December 1992 data which are normally distributed at 99%.

(2) The regression is not statistically significant at the 95% level of confidence with a corrosion rate of-0.8
± 0.5 mpy.

(3) The residuals are normally distributed at the 95% level of confidence,

(4) The measurements are normally distributed at the 97% level of confidence.

(5) Analysis of variance shows that there is a significant difreace between the 1996 mean and the means of
November 1987, 1988, June 1989 and March 1990 data sets.

(6) The data indicate that there may be ongoing corrosion at this location.
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Pit at Point 34

The mean of the clevcn measurements is 565.0 *2.0 with a maximum of 576.0 and a minimum of 556.0 mils.
The September 1996 measurement at this pout is 562 mids.

(1) The regression is not statistically significant.

(2) The measurements are normally distributed.

1here is no indication of significant ongoing corrosion at this point.

Pit at Point 35

The mean of the eleven measurements is 609.8 ±9.0 with a maximum of 626 and a minimum of 521 mils. The
September 1996 measurement at this point is 521 mils. This is almost 100 mils less than the previous
measurement. This point is located immediately adjacet to the pit at point 34. Since the pit at point 34 is not
corroding at a high rate, there is no reason to believe that rapid corrosion is occurring at point 35. The probable
cause of the low reading is a slight shift in the template position so that the measurement is of a porton ofthe
same pit as point 34.
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I PLAN
Scope of Vernfation Statistical Analysis of Drywell Thickness Data through September 1996

Item No. Method/Depth of Verification Required Req'd Compl. Date

Verification Plan for Mean Rate of Corrosion

I will verify that all data to be analyzed are correct and that all statistical methods
that are used for the purpose of calculating the mean corrosion rate are
appropriate, conservative, and correctly used and that the results of the
calculation are correct and correctly interpreted. I will also ascertain that the
documentation is satisfactory.

Assigned Verification Engineer S. 0. Leshnoff Qualified per 4.4.1.3.b ['es [ Waived

Justification for Waiver

Section Manager (SM) (sign) ,Date I

ISUMMARY

Summary of verification scope, methods, results and conclusions.

Summary of verification scope for establishing the mean rate of corrosion.

In particular, I have examined the statistical method as regards the chi-squared test to establish random distribution of
data in order to use the mean as the description of the data set, the F test for the significance of the regression model,
F/Fcrit for the strength of the basis for a predictive regression, F and t tests for the occurrence of other than random
changes among the means and between the means of the last two observations.

Conclusions:

The correct statistical methods were consistently employed and the results were consistently property interpreted. The
calculation summary page is an accurate summary of the results. The documentation is satisfactory.

I conclude that the analayis has been conducted correctly.

Also, as mentioned in Sect.4.5.2.5b and Sect 4.10.2, if the FtFcrit ratio is equal to 1 or greater, it indicates that the
regression model is more appropriate than the mean model. The variation in mean thickness with time cannot be
explained solely by the random variations in measurements. Although a ratio of 1 or greater indicates that the
regression is significant, as was the case only for Bay 1 1A, it does not mean that the slope of the regression line is an
accurate prediction of the corrosion rate. The ratio should be at least 4 to 5 to consider the slope to be a useful
predictor of the corrosion. Because the F ratio is less than 2 for Bay 1 1A, it is not necessary to predict continuing
corrosion damage there.

Based on this evaluation, the calculation is verified to be acceptable.

Verification Engineer (print) S. D, L.Y4/NOFF (sign/)h, 4 Date S(O7 (qe

Use additional sheets if necessary
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Verification by: (Print Narne) Section Date
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Place a check mark in the applicable box (Yes, No. N/A) for each item.

NO" may i•ditme the design o verification is incomplete requiring a task request be assigned by the respoanslb Section Mngwer.
The Section Manager shall review each "NO' rsponse to determine if Task Request needs to be prepared.

'NIA" (Not Applicable) does not require any further action by the Verification Engineer.

The Verification Surmary (V&E (EsFibit 7A) may be used to outline the Verification Engineer's work or for comn wn deemed
aroraeby the Verification Enie.

ITEMS Review Check

Yes No N/A
Design Input & Data - Were the inputs correctly selected, referenced (latest revision) and incorporated into the
calculation?

Assumptions - Are assumptions necessary to perform the calculation adequately described and reasonable?

Regulatory Requirements - Are the applicable codes and standards and regulatory requirements, including issue
and addenda, properly identified and are their requirements met?

Construction/Operatirm Experience - Has applicable construction and operating experience been considered?

Interfaces - Have the design interface requirements been satisfied?

Methods - Was an appropriate calculation method used?

Output Is the output reasonable compared to inputs?

Acceptance Criteria - Are the acceptance criteria incorporated in the calculation sufficient to allow verification
that the design requirements have been satisfactorily accomplished?

Radiation Exposure - Has the calculation properly considered radiation exposure to the public and plant
personnel? v

Comments;

N5830 (7/97)
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(G P (Safety/Environmental Determination and 50.59 Review SE No. 320006-003

NUCLEAR (Ref. EP-016) SE Rev. No2-3

Unit OC Document No. Master Lee ML-DCS- 102 Doc. Rev. No

Document/ActivityTitle: Application of Strippable Coating on Equipment Pool & Rx Cavity Liner

Type of Activity (modification, procedure, test, experiment, or document: Repair

1. Does this activity/document involve any potential non-nuclear environmental concern? 12 Yes [ No

To answer this question, review the Environmental Determination (ED) form. Any YES answer on the ED form
requires an Environmental Impact Assessment by Environmental Controls, per 1000-ADM-4500.03. If in
doubt, consult Environmental Affairs Department for assistance. If all answers are NO, further environmental
review is not required. In any event, continue with Question 2, below.

2. Is this activity/document within the nuclear safety scope of Section 2.0 of this procedure? 0 Yes El No

If the answer to question 2 is NO, stop here. This procedure is not applicable and no documentation is
required. (If this activity/document is listed in Section IV of 1000-ADM-1 291, review on a case-by-case basis
to determine applicability). If the answer is YES, proceed to question 3.

3. Is this a new activity/document or a substantive revision to an activity/document? 0 Yes C1 No
(See Exhibit 3, paragraph 3, this procedure for examples of non-substantive changes.)

If the answer to question 3 is NO, stop here and complete the approval section below. This procedure is not
applicable and no documentation is required. If the answer is YES, proceed to answer all remaining questions.
These answers become the Safety/Environmental Determination and 50.59 Review.

4. Does this activity/document have the potential to adversely affect nucJear safety or safe plant operation? 10 Yes 0 No

5. Does this activity/document require revision of the systemicomponent description in the FSAR or otherwise E' Yes 0 No
require revision of the Technical Specifications or any other part of the SAR? The SAR is defined in Exhibit 3-

6. Does this activity/document require revision of any procedural or operating description in the FSAR or 0l Yes 0 No
otherwise require revision of the Technical Specifications or any other part of the SAR?

7. Are tests or experiments conducted which are not described in the FSAR, the Technical Specifications or any 0 Yes 0 No
part of the SAR?

NOTE: IF ANY OF THE ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS, 4, 5. 6 OR 7 ARE YES, PREPARE A WRITTEN SAFETY EVALUATION FORM.

If the answers to 4, 5, 6, and 7 are NO, this precludes the occurrence of an Unreviewed Safety Question or
Technical Specifications change. Provide a written statement in the space provided below (use back of sheet if
necessary) to support the determination, and list the documents you checked.

No, because Application of Strippable Coating Liner is a temporary repair. The applied liner will be removed
' .after refueling and draining of the Cavity and Equipment Pool.

Documents checked: FSAR Section 9 - Subsection 9.1.3

8. Are the design criteria as outlined in the TMI-1 SDD-TI-000 Div. I or OC-SDD-O00 Div. I E Yes 0 No
Plant Level Criteria affected by, or do they affect the activity/document?

If YES, indicate how resolved:

(APROVALS (print name and sign)

Engineer/Originator S.K. Saha Date 87 C a

Section Manager T. Quintenz .Date

Responsible Technical Reviewer 1Carld a er Date . ,,//_.,,

Other Reviewer(s) Date

N5047 (8/97)
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Engineering

Safety Evaluation
(EP-0 16)

UNIT Oyster Creek Nuclear Generatin2 Station PAGE 2 of '[

ACTIVITY/DOCUMENT TITLE Application of Strippable Coating on Equipment Pool nd Rx. Cavity Liner
SE No.SE-320006-003 Se 32ZObO -O3.

SE Rev. No. 2

DOCUMENT NO. (if applicable) Master & Lee ML-DCS-102 Rcv. No.,g- 2,

Type of Activity[Document Repair
(Modification, procedure, test, experiment, or document)

This Safety Evaluation provides the basis for determining whether this activity/document involves
an Unreviewed Safety Question or Impacts on nuclear safety.

Answer the following questions and provide reason(s) for each answer per Exhibit 7. A simple
statement of conclusion in itself is not sufficient. The scope and depth of each reason should be
commensurate with the safety significance and complexity of the proposed change.

1. Will implementation of the activity/document adversely affect nuclear
safety or safe plant operations?

The following questions comprise the 50.59 considerations and
evaluation to determine if an Unreviewed Safety Question exists:

2. Is the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the Safety Analysis Report increased?

3. Is the possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than
any evaluated previously in the Safety Analysis Report created?

4. Is the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification reduced?

If any answer above is "yes" an impact on nuclear safety or an Unreviewed Safety
Question exists. If an adverse impact on nuclear safety exists, revise or redesign.
If an unreviewed safety question with no adverse impact on nuclear safety exists,
forward to Licensing with any addition documentation to support a request for
NRC approval prior to implementing approval.

E] Yes X No

DYes [No

DYes [No

El-Yes [ No

5. Specify whether or not any of the following are required, and if "yes"
indicate how it was resolved.

Yes Other No

a. Does the activity/document require
an update of the FSAR? LI

Explain:Application of strippable coating liner is temporary repair. The applied liner will
he removed after reablelm &cdminine of the cavity re Theinment Pool

be removed after reftieling & draining of the cavity & EgUiDment Pool

b. Does the activity/document require
a Technical Specification Amendment? El

Explain Same as Item 5 (a)

PAGE 3 OF

P:\Docs-O0\EI 1O-00\SE-3200064)03-Rev.2
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Yes Other No

0 C. Does the activity/document require
a Quality Classification List (QCL) Amendment? El EIX-

Expl ain: Per EsP l e11 ems is pa _.e it will ereifioved.
The use of strippable coating is temporary i.e., it xvii zbe removed

44 -F. I '
. 1. , _Pý, -v

d. Other (if none, use NA): NA

This form with the reasons for the answers, together with all applicable continuation
sheets constitutes a written Safety Evaluation.

Par-e No. Rev. No

1
2
3

4
5
6
7

2
2

2

2

2

2

2

List of Effective Pages
Page No.

8
9
10
11

Rev.No. Pame No. Rev.No.

2

2

2

2

()()L 0 -ht I'
Engineer/Originator S.K. JISaha.
Section Manager T. Quintenz II-7
Responsible Technical Reviewer Carl hageý C $-/, -0

Independent Safety Reviewer Sam Greco l 4.ll ot
Other Reviewer(s)
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1.0 PURPOSE

1.1 The purpose of this safety evaluation is to address the adequacy of design and safety
impact of installation of a temporary removable barrier on the stainless steel liner of OC-
Reactor Cavity and Equipment Pool to improve/ease decontamination and to mitigate or
prevent leakage of the water during refueling operation such that deterioration of.
concrete and corrosion of drywell shell are minimized. -.

2.0 SYSTEMS AFFECTED

2.1 During the proposed activities, (a) The applicating machine will require 220 volts (three or
single phase) and 60 - 100 amperes of electric power. In addition, it will also require 20
scfm of compressed air at 90 - 120 psi, and (b) The following systems will be affected
either directly or indirectly:

O Reactor Vessel and Recirculating System

o Main Steam System

o Condensate and Feedwater Systems

o Reactor Core Components

a Control Rod Drive System

a Reactor Cleanup System

o Reactor Shutdown Cooling System

o Fuel Storage and Handling

o Spent Fuel Pool Cooling

o Radioactive Waste System

O Standby Gas Treatment System

2.2 GPUN Drawings

Unless otherwise noted, the latest revision of the drawings shall apply:

2.2.1 GPUN 3E-153-02-001 through 009, "General Arrangement Reactor Building"

2.2.2 GPUN 3E-153-38-014, "Reactor Building El. 92'9" Drywell Cavity Cross Section"

2.2.3 GU Dwg. G518-001, "Reactor Cavity Leakage Through Access Plate Mod -
Fabrication and Installation"

2.3 Bums & Roe Drawings

2.3.1 Dwg. No. 4056, "R.B. 4 th Floor El. 95'-3" Plan & Sections"

2.3.2 Dwg. No. 4057, "R.B. 5th Floor El. 119'-3" Plan & Sections"

2.3.3 Dwg. No. 4066-3, "RB Cross Section Details"

2.3.4 Dwg. No. 4068 Sh. 1, 2, 3 & 4, "Rx. Bldg. Storage Pool Section & Details"

P:ADocs-O0E 1 10-00\Reports\SE-32000-003-Rev.2(Saha)
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2.4 General Electric Drawings:

2.4.1 Dwg. No. 237E516 Sh. 1 - "Fuel Storage Pool Arrangement"

2.4.2 Dwg. No. 237E547 Sh. 1 & 4 -- "Arrangement of Fuel
Storage Pool"

2.4.3 Dwg. No. 237E975 Sh. 1 & 2 -- "Study Refueling Equipment
Storage Arrangement"

2.4.4 Dwg. No. 3E-1588-014 - "Reactor Cavity Cross Section"

2.5 Industrial Engineering Works (Storage Pool)

Dwg. No. 444-114 North Wall Liner Plates
444-114E North Wall Ladder
444-115 South Wall
444-116 WBST & East Wall
444-117 Base Plate

.2.6 OC Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) - Section 9, "Auxiliary Systems"

3.0 EFFECTS ON SAFETY

3.1 Safety Functions

I Documents that define the safety functions of the system are:

3.1.1 OCNGS FSAR - Chapter 9 - Subsection 9.1.3

3.2 Description and Function of the Systems Affected

The Reactor Refueling Cavity at OC is a Stainless Steel lined concrete cavity which is
located between elevations 91' 9" and 119' 3". It is approximately 37' in diameter, and it
completely surrounds the Drywell head.

The Equipment Storage Pool at OC is an S.S. lined concrete rectangular structure
located between elevation 94'-3" to and 119'-3". It is 20' x 38' in size and is adjacent to
the reactor cavity on the south side. It is accessed from the south side of the Rx Cavity
through a rectangular opening which is closed off during the run cycle.

The Rx. Refueling Cavity is connected through gates and channels to the Equipment
Storage Pool and the Spent Fuel Storage Pool. During refueling, the cavity is flooded
with demineralized water from the Condensate Storage (CS) Tank which is at ambient
temperature. The water from CS tank flows through the Reactor into the cavity, and the
level of water in the cavity is maintained to an elevation of 118'-3" maximum. The
temperatureof water is maintained below 125OF during refueling operation, which lasts
approximately 4 - 6 weeks. The transfer of new and spent fuels is carried out under
water to reduce radiation level. Upon completion of refueling, the Reactor Cavity and
Equipment Storage Pools are drained to the Main Condenser Hotwell or to Radwaste.
Supplementary drains from these cavities are directed to the Reactor Building Equipment
Drain Tank.

The proposed activity directly affects the Rx. Cavity and Equipment Pool. Once they are
flooded up, the barrier coating has the potential to affect the water quality which, in turn,
may indirectly affect the systems outlined in Section 2.1. However, operation of these
systems are not affected by the proposed activity.

P:\Docs-00\EI 1O-O0\Reporis\SE-320006-003-Rev.2(Saha)
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3.3 Statement of the Problem

During 16R, water was seen leaking out of all drains located in the Drywell sandbed
region. Such leaks had occurred in the past and were minimized by installing a
protective barrier on the Rx. Cavity liner during 13R and 14R. This protective barrier
consisted of a combination of stainless orpolymer based adhesive tape over visible liner
cracks followed by installation of latex based strippable coating over the entire liner. This
latex coating was not applied during the 15R and 16R outages due to (a) stringent
surface preparation requirements; (b) long curing time, and (c) lack of strength to absorb
mechanical abuse during refueling. Discontinuation was also prompted by the fact that
sand was removed from the sandbed region and drainage in the area was improved
during the 15R outage, thereby easing Drywell corrosion problems somewhat. However,
the observed water leakage during 16R prompted to investigate and use a more durable
protective barrier. If this leakage of water (especially the extent seen during I 6R) is not
mitigated or prevented, the demineralized water can deteriorate the concrete wall and I)
cause corrosion of the Drywell shell from the exterior side.

InstaCote ML-2 coating barrier was applied on the Rx Cavity Liner and bottom trough
during 17R. The installation of this barrier, along with special efforts taken to keep
concrete trough drain open/clear, significantly reduced water leakage onto the drywell
shell. Following up on this success, it has been decided to extend application of
InstaCote ML-2 into equipment pool during 18R.

3.4 Proposed Rectification

3.4.1 Cavity and Equipment Pool Liner Repair

The proposed 18R fix for minimization of cavity and equipment pool liner
leakage consists of installation of polyurea based strippable coating (InstaCote
ML-2) over the stainless liner surfaces in accordance with GPUN approved R2.
application procedure (Reference 7.3). This coating is fast curing, strong and
does not require stringent surface cleaning.

3.5 Materials of Construction

3.5.1 The existing Rx. Cavity liner Is fabricated from ASTM-A240 Type 304L
stainless steel in the following thickness:

Walls 0.109 inch
Floors 0.250 inch
Shield Plug Steps 1.000 inch lowest step base

0.500 inch remaining steps - (Reference 2.3)

3.5.2 The existing storage pool is fabricated from ASTM A-240
Type 304L stainless steel in the following thickness:

Walls 0.109 inch
Floors 0.250 inch -(Reference 2.5)

3.5.3 The cavity trough is fabricated from ASTM-A212 Grade B
Carbon steel material in the following thickness:

Bottom Plate: 2.750 inches
Bottom Plate: 1.000 inches

- Side Plate Expansion Joint 0.875 inches -(Reference 2.3)

P:\Docs.OOEI I O.O\Repcots\SE-320006.OO3-Rev.2(Saha)
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3.6 Environments

3.6.1 Refueling Environment

(a) The medium is demineralized water of the following typical quality:

Parameter Admin. Limit

Chloride • 50 ug/L
Conductivity @ 250C • 2,0 umho/cm
pH 5.3- 7.5
Silica _ 100 ug/L
Total Organic Carbon < 500 ug/L - (Reference 7.9)

(b) The temperature of the water during refueling is less than 1250F. The
temperature of the liner before flooding can be as high as 140OF
(Reference 7.9).

(c) The pressure on the liner will be hydrostatic pressure of the water; i.e.,
maximum of 10 psig, (approx. 23 feet of water).

(d) The radiation level of the Reactor Cavity prior to flooding is estimated to
be 20-100 MR/Hr- General area, and 50-3000 MR/Hr contact with
Drywell head on,

(e) The radiation level of the Storage Pool prior to flooding is estimated to be
2-20-MR/Hr.-general area.Ip

3.6.2 Operation Environment

3.6.2.1 Reactor Cavity

(a) The medium is dry air (enclosed by shield plug).

(b) The temperature on the liner can vary from ambient to 200°F
(Ref. 7.7).

(c) The radiation level at the liner location can be as high as 100
Rem/Hr of gamma radiation during Reactor operation.

3.6.2.2 Equipment Storage Pool

(a) The pool is open to the atmosphere during Rx operation and P\2
Therefore will be under ambient RB environmental conditions,

(b) The radiation levels in the pool during Rx operation is between 2-
20 MR/Hour.

P:\Dov-s.OO\E I 10-OO\Reports\kSE-320006.003-kev.2(Saha)
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3.7 Technical and Safety Concerns on the Proposed Repairs

Concerns that must be addressed, and dispositioned, include: 1) Will the coating(s) be
able to seal various types and sizes of defects? 2) Will the coating(s) be able to
withstand refueling environment without delaminating or allowing water leakage? 3) Will
an explosion hazard be created by the application process? 4) Will the Standby Gas
Treatment System (SGTS) charcoal filters become fouled with solvent vapors during
coating application? 5) Will the leachates from the coating material adversely affect the
Reactor water/Fuel Pool water chemistry? 6) Will loss of cooling system during refueling
affect the coating adhesion and/or water chemistry? 7) Does the coating application and
removal produce any health or safety hazards? 8) Is there any adverse reaction between
coating and the substrate? 9) What are the impacts of residual coatings left inadvertently
on the liners during operation? 10) What are the impacts of inadvertent introduction of
liner pieces into the Reactor or Spent Fuel Pool cleaning system?

The evaluation of the above items of concerns are summarized below:

3.7.1 Reference 7.1 is a GPUN laboratory report on the performance of InstaCote
strippable coating, (Reference 7.2 is an Engineering evaluation of the results).
The test results indicate that the subject coating a) can seal defects up to 125
mils in width under simulated refueling environment, b) maintain adhesion to the
substrate under water as evidenced by immersion test results, and c) can provide
an acceptable barrier against water leakage under anticipated refueling
environment when applied in accordance with manufacturer's recommendedp coating application procedure, (Reference 7.3).

Based upon review of test results of the strippable InstaCote-ML-2 coating on the
smooth stainless steel surface, it has been concluded that the same coating will
perform equally well on the carbon steel surfaces in case it is decided to use this
on the carbon steel trough area. Since carbon steel surfaces will be rougher in
texture than Stainless Steel, thereby providing a greater adhesion of the subject
coating.

The installed coating will be subjected to minimal radiation under normal
refueling conditions. However,.localized spot(s) may experience high radiation
level if hot particles are in contact. Reference 7.8 evaluated effects of gamma
(up to 3xl 08 rad), thermal neutrons (over 8x1016 n/cm 2) and fast neutrons
(1.5x1 016 n/cm 2) on InstaCote material. The tests showed no deterioration of the
material properties to impair its intended function.

3.7.2 Reference 7.4 is a GPUN Fire Hazard Analysis Input and Status Form. The
analysis shows that there is no fire hazard concerns with installation of InstaCote
ML-2. However, combustible loading for the area will be tracked to reflect
addition of this coating material which will be again revised when the coating is
stripped away.

3.7.3 Reference 7.5 is a report evaluating the effect of solvent release on the SBGT
system and resulting contamination of the charcoal filter. The report evaluated
solvent releases from spraying the Equipment Pool and Rx. Cavity with
InstaCote-ML-2 strippable coating system. The report concluded that there
would be no impact on SBGT system from coating application due to zero
amount of solvent in the coating. In addition to the above, Plant Surveillance
procedures require testing of the SBGT system charcoal filter efficiency prior to

bplant startup.
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3.7.4 In order to ensure that the proposed coating work (or its removal) will have no
adverse effect on safety, plant personnel or public health, the following
precautions have been required:

a. The use of welding, grinding equipment or open flame in or around the RX.
Cavity/Equipment Storage Pool area during coating operations shall be
controlled by site procedures.

b. The Reactor Building normal ventilation system will operate during coating
application and during the drying period. This will allow any minimal amounts
of solvents generated to be exhausted using normal discharge paths.

c. Use of solvents prior to coating for spot degreasing will be restricted to those
approved for this project per OC - Consumable Materials Chemical Control
Procedure (Reference 7.10).

The amount of solvents and other materials utilized in the Reactor Building,
which could be absorbed by the carbon filters is, therefore, limited, This
project does not add any significant amounts of solvents to this inventory.

d. All coating operations shall be terminated upon loss of the normal exhaust

ventilation per site procedures.

e. All appropriate plant procedures and ALARA programs shall be followed.

3.7.5 Reference 7.6 is a laboratory report for total leachates expected in the Rx. Cavity
water due to use of InstaCote-ML-2 strippable coatings. The results indicate that
water chemistry of the affected systems will remain within acceptable limits,

3.7.6 The loss of Shutdown and Fuel Pool Cooling System has been reviewed. It has
been estimaledthat a temperature rise to 212OF can be expected due to total
loss of cooling systems.

The test results (Reference 7.1) on InstaCote-ML-2 strippable coating reveal that
the barrier material can withstand 212°F boiling water environment for 8 hours
without total disbonding or loss of adhesion or delamination or fragmentation.

3.7.7 Any chemical or reaction between the coating materials and the stainless/carbon
steel substrate was evaluated (Reference 7.1). It has been concluded thatcoating materials (i.e., polyurea) have no chemical reactivity with the stainless or

carbon steel substrates up to 212 0F in the presence or absence of water.
Electrochemical/ corrosion reactions are not expected since 1) the coatings are
electrochemically inert and 2) demineralized water is a poor conductor.

3.7.8 Some coating may be tightly trapped in cracks and crevices of the Rx.
Cavity/Equipment Pool liner such that 100% removal may not be feasible.

The operation environment (Para. 3.6.2) and its prolonged exposure is expected
to embriftle the trapped coating. The anticipated movements (e.g., crack
propagation or differential thermal expansions or contractions, etc.) within the
crackslcrevices are expected during Reactor operation which are to dislodge the
trapped materials and subsequently vacuumed out prior to future flood ups per
job order. Therefore, no adverse effect is expected.
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3.7.9 The question of inadvertent introduction of the coating barrier materials into the
Reactor was evaluated. It was determined by immersion and boiling tests
(Reference 7.1) that the InstaCote ML-2 material will maintain enough
adhesion, will not delaminate and will neither spall off nor fragment into small
pieces. The barrier material remains resilient yet strong enough to absorb any
mechanical impact during refueling operation and not chip off. In addition,
during coating application and removal either the Reactor head will be kept on
or the Rx. Head opening will be securely covered up. All of the above should
preclude introduction of coating materials into the Reactor.

Even after taking the precautions if, inadvertently, InstaCote particles find way
inside the Reactor, they will disintegrate during reactor operation. Such R2
disintegration will not adversely affect reactor water chemistry since total
contaminant levels will be below limits established in Reference 7.10.
(Reference 7.11)

3.7.10 The quality standards of the Reactor Cavity or Equipment Pool are not negatively
affected by the application of a protective barrier since the objective of this work R1
is to prevent water leakage through the liner during refueling.

3.7.11 Natural Phenomena

Not affected. The use of temporary barrier material will not change seismic
classification or tomado/hurricane flood protection.

3.7.12 Fire Protection

I Not affected. The existing fire protection systems are not affected by this activity.

3.7.13 Environmental Qualification

Not affected. The Rx. Cavity/Equipment Pool coating does neither affect existing Kz
EQ components nor the criteria used to qualify the components.

3.7.14 Missile Protection

Not applicable. The Rx. Cavity or Equipment Pool is not placed in any
configuration which makes them more vulnerable to missile damage than during
any refueling operation.

3.7.15 High Energy Line Break

Not applicable. There are no high energy lines in the vicinity of this activity.

3.7.16 Electrical Separation/Isolation

Not applicable. No electrical system is involved in this activity.

3.7.17 Single Failure Criteria

Not applicable. Application of the stnppable coating will not impact any safety
shutdown system, therefore single failure criteria is not a factor.
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3.7.18 Containment Isolation

Not applicable. The strippable coatings will neither be applied at any
containment isolation boundary nor is required to perform any containment
isolation function.

3.7.19 Material Compatibility

The compatibility of the coatings with the existing materials has been tested and
evaluated under Reference 7.1. Paragraph 3.7.7 summarizes the test
conclusions that the coating materials have no adverse effects on the existing
materials.

EFFECTS ON LICENSING BASIS

4.1 The proposed coating work will not adversely affect nuclear safety or safe plant
operations since all coatings will be removed after refueling, along with additional
considerations addressed in Paragraph 3.7.4, 3.7.8 and 3.7,9.

4.2 The proposed coating work will not'increase the probability of occurrence or the
consequence of an accident since there will be no changes to the physical configuration
or the operating parameters of the affected systems and additional considerations
addressed in paragraphs 3.7.4, 3.7.8 and 3.7.9. The strippable coating is temporary and
will be removed after refueling.

The proposed coating work will not increase the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of a malfunction of Important to Safety equipment for the same reasons
discussed above.

4.3 The proposed coating work does not create a possibility for an accident or malfunction of
a different type than previously analyzed. The configuration and function of each affected
system is unchanged.

4.4 The proposed coating work does not reduce the margin of safety as defined in the FSAR
or any Technical Specification for the reasons discussed above. The coating will prevent
water leakage through the finer and therefore reduce potential for degradation of concrete
and/or Drywell.

4.5 No Oyster Creek Technical Specification amendment is required by the proposed coating

work since the existing structures and/or operating procedures remain unchanged.

4.6 The proposed coating work does not violate any license requirements or regulations.

4.7 Coating work does not produce any environmental or radiological concern. The impact of
airborne solvent in exhaust air passing through the SGTS in the unlikely event of
emergency SGTS activation, simultaneous with coating, will not significantly affect iodine
releases from the plant, since solvent content in Insta Cote-ML-2 is nil. SGTS filter
testing shall be in accordance with paragraph 3.7.3.

4.8 No changes to the FSAR are required for the reasons described above.

4.9 Plant procedures do not need to be changed since existing structures and/or operating
procedures remain unchanged.
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5.0 EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENT

5.1 The entire coating application and its removal will be performed within reactor building.
The secondary containment integrity will be maintained during coating application and '
removal. Therefore, no release of coating material is expected during application or
removal processes to the outside environment. Since solvent content of the coating
material is zero, the release of the solvent vapor to the outside environment (via RB
ventilation) does not pose any environmental concerns.

6.0 CONCLUSION

The proposed coating work will not reduce the performance of the affected systems, affect the
safety functions of these systems, increase the probability of occurrence or consequence of an
accident, create a possibility for an accident, decrease the margin of safety, (as defined in the
bases of Oyster Creek Technical Specifications), violate any licensing requirements, cause a
radiological concern, and will not affect the environmental permits. Therefore, it is not an
unreviewed safety question.
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Abstract

Macrocell corrosion with a local anode and a large cathode frequently occurs in chloride induced
corrosion of rebars in concrete and is responsible for very high local corrosion attacks and
reduction in cross section of the rebars found e.g. in bridge decks or substructures. In model
rnacrocells in mortar and in concrete the influence of resistivity, temperature and geometrical
arrangement (area ratio between cathode and anode, location of cathode) on macrocell current and
its distribution on the cathode has been studied. The cathodic oxygen reduction reaction and the
anodic dissolution of the steel in pitting conditions have been studied separately and used as input
data for the numerical modelling of the macrocell with the same geometrical anode / cathode
arrangements as the mortar experiments. A very good agreement between modelling and
experiments was found for the total macrocell current, its distribution and its temperature
dependance. This numerical approach allows to perform parameter studies very rapidly and to
design experiments with macrocells in concrete in a rational way.

Keywords

Macrocell, current distribution, concrete resistivity, modelling, oxygen reduction

Introduction

Reinforcing steel in good quality concrete does not corrode even if sufficient moisture and oxygen
are available. This is due to the spontaneous formation of a thin protective oxide film (passive film)
on the steel surface in the highly alkaline pore solution of the concrete. When sufficient chloride
ions (from deicing salts or from sea water) have penetrated to the reinforcement or when the pH of
the pore solution drops to low values due to carbonation, the protective film is destroyed and the
reinforcing steel is depassivated. Corrosion in the form of rust formation and / or loss in cross
section of the rebars occurs in the presence of oxygen and water (humidity) [I - 3]. The corrosion
of steel in concrete essentially is an electrochemical process, where at the anode iron is oxidized to
iron ions that pass into solution and at the cathode oxygen is reduced to hydroxyl ions. Anode and
cathode form a short circuited corrosion cell, with the flow of electrons in the steel and of ions in
the pore solution of the concrete [1 - 3].
According to the different spatial location of anode and cathode, corrosion of steel in concrete can
occur in different forms:
* as microcells, where anodic and cathodic reactions are immediately adjacent, leading to

uniform iron dissolution over the whole surface. Uniform corrosion is generally caused by
carbonation of the concrete or by very high chloride content at the rebars.



as macrocells, where a net distinction between corroding areas of the rebar (anode) and non-
corroding, passive surfaces (cathode) is found. Macrocells occur mainly in the case of
chloride induced corrosion (pitting), generally the anode is small respect to the total (passive)
rebar surface.

Fijgure 1 Localized corrosion attack on a 20 mm rebar, loss in cross section ca. 30%

On reinforced structures and in the experimental study of macrocells, coplanar or face to face
situations of anode and cathode can be distinguished [4 - 6]. A typical coplanar situation is a
localized corrosion attack in an otherwise passive rebar (figure 1), a typical face to face situation is
the corroding upper layer of the reinforcement in a bridge deck with the lower mat beeing passive.
Macrocell corrosion is of great concern because the local dissolution rate (reduction in cross section
of the rebar) may greatly be accelerated due to the large cathode / anode area ratio [4 - 6]. Indeed,
values of local corrosion rates up to I mm/year have been reported for bridge decks, sustaining
walls or other chloride contaminated RC structures [7 - 9]. This rapid corrosion attack may lead - if
not detected early - to structural safety problems.

Macrocell corrosion can be considered like a battery, the total current flowing, ]ME, is given by the
driving voltage (potential difference between uncoupled anode and cathode) AU divided by the
resistance of the electrolyte RE], the resistance of the anodic RA(i) and the cathodic reaction Rc(i):

IME = AU / (RE1 + RA(i)+ Rc(i)) eq. (1)

In the literature, values betweeen 0.25 and 0.5 V are reported for the driving voltage AU [10, 11].
The resistance of the electrolyte RE] contains the geometry factor anode / cathode (e.g. increases for
small anodes) and the mortar or concrete resistivity. The influence of porosity (w/c ratio,
hydration...), relative humidity and temperature on the resistivity of cement based materials is well
known [12, 13]. The temperature dependance of the electrolyte resistance can be written as.

RE] = RE!,0 * exp (b [1/T - 1/To]) eq. (2)

For reference temperature To = 20 'C values of the constant b in the range of 1700 K (synthetic
pore solution, pH 13.5) and 3800 K (concrete exposed for long time at 60% RH) have been reported
[12, 13]. The cathodic oxygen reduction and especially its temperature dependance has not yet been
studied extensively, only few data on tafel slope are available [14]. Corresponding data for the
anode reaction in mortar or concrete are missing. For the temperature dependance of the two
electrochemical reactions and of the total macrocell current an equation similar to eq. (2) can be
written with the constant in the arrhenius equation called a:

I = I0/exp (a [lI/T- 1/To]) eq. (3)



The aim of this work was to investigate the temperature dependance of the cathodic and the anodic
reaction in the macrocell and to provide the necessary input data for the numerical modelling. The
intensity and the temperature dependance of the macrocell current IME and the current
distributionon the cathode are evaluated by numerical modelling.

Experimental

Cathodic and anodic reaction
The reaction kinetics were studied with potentiodynamic polarization curves in a conventional three
electrode electrochemical cell in a thermostatic bath in order to vary the temperature. The reference
electrode was a saturated calomel electrode. The cathodic reaction was studied on polished mild
steel in synthetic pore solution with pH 13.5 [14] open to air or deaerated with Argon gas. The
anodic reaction was studied in 0.1 M 14IC.
Measurements of the cathodic polarization curves in mortar were performed with specially
designed cylindrical mortar sample with a diameter of 4 cm. In the centre a degreased rebar sample
(0 1 cm) was mounted, the counter electrode was a stainless steel grid (0 2.5 cm) and as reference
electrode a small peace of activated titanium was used. The mortar samples (400 kg OPC/m3 , w/c
0.6, cement / sand 0.25) were cured for 28 days at 80% relative humidity before starting the
measurements.
All the potentiodynamic measurements started at the open circuit potential, the sweep rate was 1
mV/sec. The potentials reported are referred to saturated calomel electrode and corrected for the
ohmic potential drop.

Macrocell investigations
The influence of temperature on macrocell corrosion has been studied for steel in mortar with the
experimental setup reported previously [15].
A linear macrocell arrangement was prepared as mortar block of 30 x 30 mm with a length of 34
cm. It contained a segmented cathode (10 electrically isolated segments of 25 mm length) and in
the centre an anode of 10 mm length (precorroded, embedded in a chloride containing mortar). The
cover depth in this case was 1 cm.
A more realistic two- and three-dimensional macrocell arrangement was prepared in mortar blocks
of 55 x 55 cm with a height of 15 cm, the cover depth was 7 cm on both sides.
The total macrocell current and the currents to the individual cathode segments were measured with
a zero resistance ammeter, and the switching was performed on a programmable multimeter
(Keithley). A special switchboard guaranteed a complete short circuit during the measurements.
Data were recorded on a personal computer. The corrosion potentials of the anode and cathodes
were measured with a saturated calomel electrode (SCE).

Numerical modelling
The numerical modelling was performed with a commercial boundry element program BEASY
Corrosion and Cathodic Protection Design (Computational Mechanics, Ashurst, England). As input
parameters the anodic and cathodic polarization curves determined in the experiments were used.

Experimental and modelling results



Cathodic oxygen reduction
The polarization curves of the oxygen reduction reaction and its temperature dependance have
already been published [14, 15]. The curves showed as expected a Tafel behaviour for low
overvoltages followed by a potential range with a diffusion limited current density. The Tafel slope
increased with increasing prepassivation time to values higher then 240 mV/dec. Interesting to note
that the diffusion limited current density was practically independant of temperature in the range of
5 - 50 °C.
The cathodic oxygen reduction in mortar showed lower current densities than in solution. The
current densities increased with increasing temperature. The diffusion limited current density was
found only at potentials < 0.8 V SCE or at very low oxygen content. The temperature dependance -
obtained by normalizing to the cathodic current density at 20 'C - was identical in solution and in
mortar (figure 3).

Anodic iron dissolution
The polarization curve of the anodic iron dissolution in 0.1 M HCI are shown in figure 4. The Tafel
slope is about 75 mV/dec at 20 0C and becomes lower with increasing temperature. The temperature
dependance, normalized for a current density at 20'C, is shown in fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Normalized temperature dependance of the anodic iron dissolution and the cathodic
oxygen reduction in solution and in mortar
Figure 4: Anodic polarization curves of rebar in 0.1 M HCI at different temperatures. Scan rate 1
mV/sec.

Macrocell corrosion current
The macrocell corrosion current measured between anode (rebar of 10 cm 2 area embedded in
chloride contaminated mortar) and cathode (rebar of in synthetic pore solution, aerated) is shown in
figure 5 together with the temperature variation over time. The macrocell current for the five (in
principle identical) individual macrocells differs in intensity (probably due to a different size of the
effective anode area) but the temperature dependance is similar; it is evident that the macrocell
current increases with increasing temperature. The highest values measured were 120 pA at 50'C,
demonstrating very high corrosion rates. Further the macrocell current remains fairly constant over
the whole measuring periode (e.g. compare the currents at 10 'C at the beginning and at 250 hours).
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Figure 5: Macrocell current of five macrocells in synthetic pore solution (left) and temperature
program versus time (right).

As for the anodic and cathodic reactions, the macrocell currents were normalized to the value at 20
'C, the resulting temperature dependance for the five macrocells is shown in figure 6. The constant
of the arrhenius equation results in a = 4350 _ 80 K in the same range as for the anodic and
cathodic reactions (fig. 3).
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Figure 6: Normalized temperature dependance of the macrocell current measured in solution
Figure 7: Distribution of the cathodic currents as a function of the distance from the anode, results
from experiments of the one-dimensional macrocell in mortar and from the numerical model

Macrocell corrosion in mortar - one dimensional model
The segmented one dimensional model macrocell bar allows to determine the current distribution
on the cathode as a function of the distance from the anode. The cathode current slightly decrease
with time. The main effect is the decrease of the cathode currents with increasing distance from the
anode, the cathode segments at the end of the bars showing higher currents (figure 7); this is due to
the fact that the mortar block is 2 cm longer then the macrocell bar.
Modelling the same geometrical arrangement of the linear segmented macrocell with the boundry
element program BEASY, using the mortar resistivity, the cathodic polarization curve for the
cathode segments and the anodic polarization curve for the anode as input data, the macrocell
current and its distribution was calculated. A very good agreement between experimental and
calculated values of the cathodic current is found (fig. 7).



Macrocell corrosion in mortar - two dimensional model
The macrocell current in the two dimensional model macrocell was measured as a function of
temperature in several experiments. The macrocell current increases with temperature. It is
interesting to note is that even at temperatures as low as -10 or -20 'C a small macrocell current of
some pA was still flowing (fi_. 8). The temperature dependance of the macrocell current in the
mortar block is identical with that found in solution (fig. 6), the coefficient of the Arrhenius
equation describing the temperature dependance is 4209 + 88 K.
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F4!ure 8: Macrocell current and temperature versus time, two dimensional macrocell in mortar.
Area anode 3.1 cm 2 , area cathode 301 cm 2, cover 7 cm.
The two dimensional macrocell was modelled numerically with the boundry element program
BEASY, as input data the mortar resistivity, the polarization curve of the cathodic reaction for the
cathode segments and the anodic polarization curve for the anode segment were used. The resulting
current distribution is shown in figure 9. A gradual decrease from the centre (current density at the
cathode > 2.9 pA/cm2) to the end of the 55 cm long cathode bars (current density < 2.3 pA/cm 2 ) can
be seen. The current distribution is symmetrical for all four directions; it further can be noted that
the current density at the end of the bars is far from beeing negligible. The total macrocell current
calculated with the numerical model as a function of temperature agrees well with the experimental
results.



Figure 9: Numerical calculations with the boundry element program BEASY CP of the current
distribution in a two-dimensional macrocell in a mortar block (cover 35 mm). Temperature 5 'C,
total macrocell current 45.9 VA, anode area 3.14 cm 2.

Discussion

Macrocell corrosion between actively corroding areas of rebars and large passive areas (either
beside the active spot or behind in a second layer of reinforcement) is of great concern because it
results in very high local anodic current densities with corrosion rates up to 0.5 to 1 mm/year. The
resulting local loss in cross section has dangerous implications for the structural safety if the
corroded rebars are located in a zone of high tensile or shear stresses. Furthermore, these dangerous
attacks very often do not manifest themselves at the concrete surface by cracking or spalling
because soluble iron chloride complexes are formed [16]. The implications of these very
inhomogeneous corrosion situation on the different monitoring techniques that allow to detect these
locally corroding areas and quantify the local corrosion attacks - half cell potential mapping and
polarization resistance measurements - have been presented recently [171.

In this work two new aspects arise: first, macrocell corrosion of steel in concrete has been studied
for the first time in a wide range of temperatures, and second, the numerical modelling with the
boundry element program is based not only on geometry (area ratio cathode / anode, cover depth)
and concrete resistivity but also on the actual polarization curves of the cathodic and anodic areas.
This allows to get much more significant results.
Temperature dependance
The temperature dependance of both the macrocell current and the anodic resp. cathodic partial
reaction of the corrosion reaction of steel in concrete has been studied in a range of 0 to +50 'C.
The coefficients a of the temperature dependance are summarized in table 1. As can bee noted, the
temperature dependance of the anodic iron dissolution and the cathodic oxygen reaction in alkaline
media as well as the total macrocell current in alkaline solution and mortar agree very well, a =



4280 ± 150 K. A comparison with literature results shows a good agreement (f. ), although it
has to be noted that the temperature interval may influence on the calculated value of the
temperature coefficient a. Numerical modelling of the macrocell with the polarization curve of the
anodic and cathodic partial reaction and the mortar resistivity allowed to calculate the influence of
temperature on the macrocell current, a very good agreement with the experimental results is
observed (fig. 10). It is very interesting to note that the coefficients of temperature dependance
calculated from macrocell currents measured between an anode in instrumented cores and the rebar
network of bridge decks [22] is in good agreement with these laboratory results (tab. 1). The higher
standard deviation results from different exposure conditions.

Table 1: Temperature dependance coefficient a (eq. 2) for anodic, cathodic and total macrocell
current in solutions and mortar experiments

Current / Media solution mortar 1-dim mortar 2-dim field 3-dim
Macrocell 4350 ± 80 4210 ± 90 4000 ± 250 [122]
Anodic 4300 - -
Cathodic 4310 4250

A comparison of the temperature dependance of the anodic and cathodic reactions and the
macrocell current of steel in concrete with the temperature dependance of the mortar (at 85 % RH)
is shown in figure 11. As can be noted, the temperature dependance is much more pronounced for
the electrochemical reactions then for the mortar resistivity. This indicates that the proportionality
between polarization resistance and concrete resistivity often reported in literature [23, 24] can not
be assumed to be valid a priori or - in other words - for chloride induced corrosion the corrosion
rates can not be calculated from concrete resistivity.
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Figure 11: Temperature dependance of the anodic, cathodic and macrocell corrosion current com-
pared to the temperature dependance of the concrete resistivity (b = 3080 K, RH 85%)



Rate controlling reaction step
According to eq. (1) the macrocell current is controlled by the electrolyte resistance Rei and the two
polarization resistances of the anodic (R,) and cathodic (Re) reaction. Which one of these three
resistances determines the overall macrocell current is still under discussion, often it is stated that
the concrete resistance is the controlling factor for the corrosion rate of steel in concrete. From the
results of this work it can be concluded that for large cathode areas and in mortar with a quite low
resistivity of about 100 Qm (as if frequently occurs in chloride induced corrosion) it is the cathodic
oxygen reduction reaction occuring on the passive reinforcement that is controlling the overall
reaction (> 90% of the total resistance in eq. 1) whereas the part of the electrolyte resistance is only
ca. 5 - 10%. The anode is practically not polarized. Numerical simulation with a plan-parallel
arrangement of the electrodes [10] has also shown that the cathodic reaction controls the overall
macrocell corrosion by more than 60%. The difference to this work arises from the different
geometrical arrangement: the small anode in a relatively large mortar block (55 * 55 * 15 cm) has
a lower resistive control than the plan-parallel arrangement.
It can furhter be concluded that the geometry used in laboratory studies with mortar beams or
blocks can greatly influence the experimental results; similar the cathodic polarization curve (tafel
slope, exchange current density) used as input data greatly influence the results of numerical
modelling.

Advantages of numerical modelling
Numerical modelling of macrocell corrosion using a geometrical arrangement (size of the anode,
cover depth, size and position of cathodes) and the polarization curve of the anode and the cathode
together with concrete resistivity as input data has demonstrated to be a powerful tool in studying
macrocell corrosion. The total macrocell current, its distribution on the cathode and its temperature
dependance agreed very well with the laboratory experiments with identical parameters. This
allows to change the ususal way of doing experiments: based on a small set of input data first
numerical modelling is performed for different geometries (e.g. long slabs, decks etc.) and for
different concrete resistivities. In a second step the laboratory experiments are designed and the
results of numerical modelling are verified.

Conclusions

In real structures with localized chloride induced corrosion macrocells are formed that greatly
accelerate the local dissolution rate of the anode. From this work performed on active/passive
model macrocells in the laboratory combined with numerical modelling it can be concluded:

1. The temperature dependance of anodic iron dissolution, of the cathodic oxygen reduction
reaction and of the overall macrocell corrosion is nearly identical (a = 4200 K) and much higher
then the temperature dependance of the mortar or concrete resistivity (RH 85%).

2. Numerical modelling with the boundary element program BEASY provides practically the
same results for the total macrocell current, current distribution on the cathode and temperature
dependance as found in the experiments in mortar for a given geometrical arrangement,
concrete resistivity and cathodic polarization curves of the passive steel in concrete

3. Chloride induced macrocell corrosion in low to moderate resistive concrete is governed by the
cathodic oxygen reduction reaction and not by concrete resistivity.

4. This numerical approach allows to perform parameter studies very rapidly and to design
experiments with macrocells in concrete in a rational way.
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